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THE MOVING PARTS: SCREEN ACTING AND EMPATHY
Daniel Leberg

This research seeks to analyze screen acting as a practice from the actor
outwards, rather than from the perspective of a film spectator watching a
performance. In doing so, this study breaks with the performance analysis
tradition in film and media studies, arguing that screen acting is the
solicitation of three distinct, overlapping, and complementary empathetic
relationships. This theoretical claim, which combines cognitive science
with phenomenological philosophy, is qualified by ethnographic data
from interviews with professional screen actors and with examples from
prominent American Method Acting practices. By prioritizing the screen
actor’s process over a semiotic dissection of the final performance on
screen, this research reassesses the screen actor’s creative agency as being
more than just another “moving part” of the mise-en-scene.
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Introduction: Beginning with the
Afterthoughts
olo

e
I had worked as a professional stage and screen actor for nearly 20 years before

enrolling in the University of Toronto’s Introduction to Cinema Studies course that would
eventually lead to the writing of this dissertation. As I flipped through the syllabus for
that course, I remember wondering where the lecture on acting would be: there were
weeks on cinematography and something called mise-en-scène, a month on various
genres, a week on avant-garde animation, but where was the class on actors? The main
treatment of acting in that course came in that mise-en-scène week, where we discussed
how everything put in front of the camera – including the actors – was part of a greater
formal and narrational scheme. Needless to say, I was a somewhat confused as to why
everything I had learned as a professional performing storyteller was suddenly a footnote
to the study of a medium where stories are told (at least partially) through performances.
Later in my Film Studies career, we learned other ways of talking about actors,
especially in terms of what their performances signify, and how some characters could be
case studies within greater historical, cultural or industrial critical narratives. Even still,
these new ways of talking about acting always felt distant from the acting work I had
grown up doing: was all that time and energy I had spent acting actually just part of a
catalyst for reawakening for the Lacanian Mirror Phases of my pacified consumer
audiences? Were my performances of white North American Anglophonic masculinity

13
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actually just a subtle normalization of the discursive tensions within late capitalist
ideology under some flawed pretext of making art? Even if I was personally and
politically sympathetic to those critiques, how was I to reconcile my experiences as a
professional storyteller with the theoretical stories being told about my profession?
In graduate school, I would eventually work as a teaching assistant and lecturer on
Introduction to Film Studies courses similar to the one I had taken. Every one of these
courses omitted an analysis of film acting in favour of more important and accessible
topics. One such course positioned actors as an afterthought in a prolonged analysis of set
design and props, including jokes that film actors and inanimate props basically had the
same narrational impact: the only major difference screen actors and props was that
actors are more likely to move of their own volition. I then began to wonder if there was
a way to analyze screen acting as a practice rather than a performed result. How could I
extend the notion of “moving” beyond recorded physical gestures to include how actors
emotionally “move” their audiences as skilled practitioners while also being internally
and externally “moved” by the very act of performing? What would that motion look
like, and from where to where would it travel? I clearly needed some research funding
because these questions were going to take years to answer, especially in a way that film
scholars and film practitioners alike could recognize their practices in my work.
To this day, I will not pretend that acting is the most important part of
filmmaking. It does, however, strike me that a theoretical study of film acting that reflects
on the practices, experiences, and creative capacities of film actors is overdue. I have
written this dissertation to be the sort of text that I would have wanted to find in the

14
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labyrinthine stacks of the University of Toronto’s Robarts Library, stubbornly hoping that
what I was looking for would eventually surface if I spent enough years searching for it.

T e

o n

a ts

The primary claim of this dissertation is that realist film acting solicits three
complementary, simultaneous, and overlapping empathetic relationships: an
Intrasubjective relationship between the actor and her character; the Intersubjective
relationships among performing actors and among actors-as-characters; and, a
Performative relationship between the actor and her audience. Even if a complete
empathetic connection is as much an ideal as it is a result of acting practices, the mental,
corporeal, and emotional processes undertaken in the solicitation of each empathetic
connection are what create the verisimilar illusion upon which realist acting depends. The
goal of this claim is to provide a neurophenomenological theoretical model of film acting
that speaks from the actor outwards towards the spectator, as an alternative to the
dominant logic of Performance Studies, which position an actor’s performance as a fixed
object for spectatorial semiotic inquiry.
My analysis of film actors as empathizers aspires to open a critical discussion
about the creative agency of film actors by theorizing film acting from the actor outwards
towards the spectator. If acting is a force and performance is that force made eloquent1,
this study locates the mobilization of that force as the strategic re-configuration of the
actor’s bodymind resources. If acting generates “mediated performance[s] that lies at the

1

Jörg Sternagel, Deborah Levitt, and Dieter Mersch, “Introduction,” in Acting and
Performance in Moving Image Culture, ed. Jörg Sternagel, Deborah Levitt, and Dieter
Mersch (Bielefeld, Germany: transcript Verlag, 2012), 53.
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intersection of art, technology, and culture”2, then this study focuses on how the
generation of a filmic performance combines creative expression, technological
collaboration, and actorly practices for soliciting and sustaining a situational relationship
with a fictitious lived world. The hope is that this shift in perspective will provide an
alternative to the current critical treatments of actors in purely spectatorial terms, which
often reduce acting to performance – and actors to performers – without considering the
creative work behind that onscreen performance.

t ta es
ta

t

es an

at e a e not o n

ee

e

es

ot

e fo

an e t

Richard Dyer’s influential book, Stars, argues that screen actors’ performances
should be analyzed for how they signify cultural paradigms like race, class, and gender3.
Although Dyer’s model of Star Studies has generated considerable critical interest in
actors’ work, its performance-centric approach positions actors as semiotic specimens
ripe for dissection, rather than as creative agents who produce the performances in
question:
although stars signify in films by virtue of being an already-signifying
image and by being given a character partly constructed by script, mise en
scene, etc., […] all of this is only there on the screen in its enactment or
performance.4

2

Cynthia Baron, Diane Carson, and Frank P. Tomasulo, “More Than the Method, More
Than One Method,” in More than a Method: Trends and Traditions in Contemporary
Film Performance, ed. Cynthia Baron, Diane Carson, and Frank P. Tomasulo (Detroit,
Michigan: Wayne State University Press, 2004), 1.
3
Richard Dyer, Stars, 1998th ed. (London: British Film Institute, 1979), 1–2,
doi:10.1097/00000441-194111000-00038.
4
Ibid., 88.
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The actor of Star Studies exists as a by-product of the texts in which she performs, and
the acting work behind that performance remains ambiguous and negligible.
As a modern example of this style of analysis, Christina Adamou’s semiotic
analysis of post-feminist gender representations in Mr. and Mrs. Smith (Doug Liman,
2005) claims that Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt perform “imperfect” gender roles through
their gestures, postures, and vocal intonations. Adamou implicitly expresses frustration at
trying to analyze acting at all because of the actor’s missing body and the semiotic
ambiguities of some performed moments5. This frustration seems consistent with the
Intentionality Fallacy, which argues that an artist’s intended meaning behind her text is
unreliably available to the reader/spectator, thereby rendering intention and intentionality
unworthy of study in art and aesthetics6. For all of Adamou’s attention to detail, and her
expertise in feminist and post-feminist theory, she conflates performance with the entirety
of Acting by presuming that acting is nothing more than the ideological politics of an
actor’s gestures, postures, and speech patterns. Since a semiotic dissection of the
performances cannot reveal the actor’s creative intentions, motivations, and personal
references behind the performance, Adamou cannot account for Jolie and Pitt’s
intentionalities, and therefore cannot disentangle Acting from the performance of given
narrative moments.
I do not challenge Adamou’s premise that Jolie and Pitt’s performances can be the
subject for a post-feminist cultural analysis. I argue, however that performance is part of
5

Christina Adamou, “Postfeminist Portrayals of Masculinity and Femininity in Action
Films: Mr. and Mrs. Smith,” in Acting and Performance in Moving Image Culture, ed.
Jörg Sternagel, Deborah Levitt, and Dieter Mersch (Bielefeld, Germany: transcript
Verlag, 2012), 105–6.
6
W. K. Wimsatt and M. C. Beardsley, “The Intentional Fallacy,” The Sewanee Review
54, no. 3 (1946): 468–88, http://www.jstor.org/stable/27537676.
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Acting but not all of acting: an explicitly spectatorial critical framework like Adamou’s
cannot fully account for the lived experience of acting as a creative practice.
Adamou is far from alone in conflating the spectatorial experience of an actor’s
performance with the acting work and industrial collaborations behind it. James
Naremore’s Acting in the Cinema positions screen actors are the formally overdetermined authors of performed texts about which scholars ask questions about
historical styles, aesthetic movements, and production circumstances, and reception
contexts. Although the ways in which actors signify those discursive codes can be
informative, the “fuzzy, adjectival language”7 used to describe how actors work, and the
affective experience of acting as a whole, renders the actor’s agency and practices as
moot points. In an inverse configuration, Andrew Klevan’s Film Performance: From
Achievement to Appreciation analyses the pleasurable watchability of actors in classic
Hollywood cinema by spatializing the actor’s expressions of narrative subtext. That said,
Klevan’s analyses of specific performances rarely goes beyond narrative synopses of
given scenes in terms of the actor’s gesture, staging, vocal intonations, and other aspects
of the performance. Klevan’s departure point is inherently spectatorial in that he implies
directors skilfully capture whatever the actor does in front of the camera without really
considering the actor’s embodied participation to that which the camera captures. Klevan
inadvertently exemplifies Naremore’s concerns over “fuzzy adjectival language” in
analyzing the work of screen actors, in this case by conflating actorly creative processes
with narrative results.

7

James Naremore, Acting in the Cinema (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1988), 2–3.
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Although often cognisant of how their performances will solicit their audiences’
attention and interpretative efforts, screen actors do not create exclusively from the
cultural significations of their performances. For example, Dyer argues persuasively that
white racialization in Hollywood films is normalized to the point of being recognizable
only in the presence of racial difference: “The Godfather is not about white people, it is
about Italian-American people; but The Color Purple is about black people, before it is
about poor, southern US people”8. I do not challenge Dyer’s analysis of the implicit racial
politics in Hollywood cinema. I do, however, challenge the presumption that the
semiotics of performance encompass all there is to say about the practice of screen
acting. Following up on Dyer’s assessment of The Color Purple, for example, leading
actor Whoopi Goldberg likely does more than focus her creative energy on ensuring that
Celie, her character, will be interpreted at “southern African-American”, “lower class”,
and “woman”. Instead, as she describes in an interview with Roger Ebert, Goldberg
focussed her efforts on connecting with just enough of Celie’s experience that Goldberg
can focus on Celie’s humanity, rather than consciously perform Celie’s sexuality, race, or
locality.9 An essential contributor to how and why Goldberg’s performance in The Color
Purple is able to meaningfully signify those identities is because of her creative work
behind the performance: how Goldberg connects with her character in order to act as her
character; how Goldberg and her co-stars connect with each other to make their dramatic
world real; how Goldberg and her co-stars articulate this dramatic world to be legible for
the camera and the audiences that the camera anticipates.

8

Richard Dyer, “White,” in White: Essays on Race and Culture (London: Routledge,
1997), 46.
9
Roger Ebert, “Whoopi Goldberg: ‘The Color Purple,’” Roger Ebert Interviews, 1985.
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Much of the creative work that enables Goldberg to align her quotidian10 self with
her character’s situational self11 is invisible to the audience of the finished film,
manifesting only through how the character’s ethnicity, nationality, regionality, socioeconomic status, gender, sexuality, etc, inform that situational self. This does not mean,
however, that the actor’s work that is never seen by the audience is inconsequential,
accidental, or useless to an understanding of how acting practices generate performances.
By relying exclusively on cultural semiotics and reception, we can easily overlook and
forget about the creative agency of the figures on screen: the moving parts of the mise-enscène.
To account for this creative agency, a theory of screen Acting must position
intentionality as a productive force within Acting practice rather than reception theory.
When configured within this professional practice, actorly intentionality does not fall
victim to the Intentionality Fallacy because realist screen acting does not inherently
aspire to present the actor’s own creative inspirations as confessional, imaginary artefacts
to be excavated by the spectator. Instead, the screen actor intends to communicate her
participation within the narrative with as much verisimilar detail as possible. The
immersive practices that enable that verisimilar communication need not demonstrate
their inspirational or intentional content beyond that the actor compellingly
10

I will use the term “quotidian” throughout this dissertation to refer to the actor’s
selfhood when she is not acting. I accept that there are many aspects of the actor’s nonperforming selfhood that are trained for transformation, thereby making any claim about
a stable – or even single – daily self inherently problematic. I suggest, however, that there
is a sufficiently large difference between the social frameworks surrounding an actor’s
performance of a fictitious self while acting and her performance of a non-fictitious self
under everyday circumstances that a broad distinction between “situational” and
“quotidian” selves is clear and acceptable for the purposes of this study.
11
Rick Kemp, Embodied Acting: What Neuroscience Tells Us about Performance
(London and New York: Routledge, 2012), xviii.
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communicates her part of the narrative. What I propose is a critical methodology that
accounts for performance and the acting work within it and behind it. This rhetorical
move must necessarily start with the actor and work towards the audience, while
grounding this analysis in the common corporeal and cognitive resources that actors use
while acting and that spectators use while viewing.

les o an

o

al s

On that note, the over-simplifications of the formalist, Kuleshovian logic that
gives all creative agency to film directors, editors, and cinematographers does not
adequately account for what film actors do and how they do it. A film actor’s work is
necessarily mediated into a performance by the strategic arrangement of selected shots,
and the compositional use of camera angles, camera lenses, lighting states, mise-enscène, and so on. Additionally, each of these formal components are capable of creating
potent narrative moments and aesthetic states in and of themselves, without any
necessary collaboration with the actor. Kuleshov’s implication is that, from a formal
perspective, actors are simply a privileged component of mise-en-scène and are therefore
lower-tier meaning-makers compared to editors and cinematographers. This logic also
presumes that acting is nothing more than performance: since an actor’s performance is
captured by cinematographer and then assembled by an editor – all of which is overseen
by an auteurist director – actors do not even need to perform that much.
Contrary to Kuleshovian reductionism, film actors often undertake a great deal of
training and creative work to be able to provide, at the very least, the compelling raw
materials for a performance to the editor and director. Moreover, the technological
determinism at work here presumes that the cinematic apparatus and the lack of a live

21
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audience, in front of whom the actor presumably has more creative agency, erase all
acting work. This is based in a false assumption that live theatre is somehow formally
neutral and accordingly contains no technological intervention that obscure or overdetermine an actor’s work. Acting has always involved some form of collaboration with
not only other creative professionals like poets, directors, film editors, etc, but also with
technologies that adapt the actors work for the chosen medium, from the masks and
kothornos of ancient Greek tragedy, to the microphone of the radio drama, to the
cinematic apparatus, and beyond. Cynthia Baron and Sharon Carnicke argue that the CGI
animation and motion-capture technology do not erase the actor’s body but rather prompt
a new set of technological constraints with which to collaborate12. Film editing and
cinematography are powerful forces in the shaping of film performances, but the rumours
of acting’s death in the age of mechanical reproduction are greatly exaggerated.

t st

e t an

n fo

t

As a final disclaimer, I also wish to avoid as best possible any claims about which
style of realist acting works “best” on screen, or make any overarching claims about ideal
actors or types of acting. Styles of acting are associated with the theories of prominent
practitioners, like Strasberg, Meisner, etc, or are intended for a specific performance
tradition, such as Antonio Fava’s work on commedia dell’arte or Phillipe Gaulier’s
teachings on clown and buffon. Techniques are the practices and exercises within an

12

Cynthia Baron, “The Modern Entertainment Complex,” in Acting, ed. Claudia Springer
and Julie Levinson (London and New York: I. B. Tauris, 2015), 143–44; Sharon Marie
Carnicke, “Emotional Expressivity in Motion Picture Capture Technology,” in Acting
and Performance in Moving Image Culture, ed. Jörg Sternagel, Deborah Levitt, and
Dieter Mersch (Bielefeld, Germany: transcript Verlag, 2012), 331–32.
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acting style that prepare the actor to articulate her character to herself, her fellow actors,
and her audiences.
Realist actors mobilize their physical, emotional, and cognitive resources as a
unified whole regardless of their technical training, and there is a great deal of overlap
across schools of acting about the importance of imagination, memory, physicality, and
sincerity. Moreover, very few actors are such stylistic purists as to rely exclusively on
one acting style to produce verisimilar results, so it can be very difficult to identify the
specifics of an actor’s training from her13 performance. There are also no rules that
prevent an actor from borrowing techniques from multiple styles of acting: no actor
would make a weak performance choice in the hopes of appeasing the ghost of an
American Method guru, an absent auteur director, a Royal Shakespeare Company text
coach, etc.
I have largely contained my analysis to acting styles associated with major
American Method practitioners – Lee Strasberg, Stella Adler, and Sanford Meisner –,
with glancing references to some of their direct and indirect protégées, such as Uta
Hagen, David Mamet, and Ivana Chubbuck. The rationale for this restriction is as much
about content as it is about pragmatics. The core tenets and techniques of some major
American Method practitioners are widely influential among modern screen actors,
whether or not an actor explicitly identifies her practice with that particular practitioner.
Although future research into the stylistic habits of non-western actors and non-realist
13

For clarity and consistency’s sake, I will refer to hypothetical actors with feminine
pronouns. This grammatical practice will continue when I begin referring to actors and
their empathetic relationships. In those examples, the hypothetical actor who is the
observer/subject will be feminine, and her referential target/object will be referred to with
masculine pronouns. When referring to specific individuals, I will use whatever gendered
pronoun is appropriate to the actor’s personhood.
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acting would be an interesting and worthwhile endeavour, an exhaustive comparative
study of all acting techniques is beyond the feasible scope of this project. In any case, the
point of all acting techniques is to help the actor elucidate her creative work. Different
styles of acting are simply different ways of getting to that performance, and if the
training shapes the actor’s approach to her performance in a particularly indicative and
compelling way, so be it. This study is interested in the empathetic common
denominators across realist acting styles, and exploring how different styles navigate
these same empathetic relationships towards the common goal of resonant, persuasive,
truthful verisimilar acting and performances.
This study will not consider screen acting as a mystical generator of semiotically
dissectible performances, or an over-determined side effect of film production, nor does it
possess a standardized benchmark for aesthetic merit. Instead, acting is a meaningmaking practice wherein the actor re-organizes her quotidian self and its bodymind
schema to enact the situational character’s lived world, align herself within the
intentional pull of her fellow actors-as-characters, and collaborate with camera as an
access point to her anticipated audience.
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Most contemporary actors would argue that a common creativity at the core of
realist acting transcends any medium-specific concerns. This study understands
“creativity” as the actor’s storytelling ingenuity that is produced and elucidated through
her mastery of her bodymind instrument. The enactment of this creativity manifests in
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performance in the continuity between the actor’s source material and her engagement of
these materials in an iterative loop of action and reaction. Despite varying extents and
with differing expectations, Strasberg, Adler, and Meisner would all agree that training
actors for creativity entails all of the following: gathering potential source materials
through observation, memory, action, and imagination; improving one’s capacity for
identifying those source materials, wherever they present themselves; relating to those
source materials in a way that immerses the actor within the fictitious world of the
character; and, letting these resources inform the situational character’s reactions within
the iterative loop of the scene’s social dynamics14. What makes this research’s investment
in neurophenomenological models of selfhood and empathy so relevant to the study of
screen acting is the theory’s deep investment in the component forces of actor’s
creativity: memory, imagination, intention, observation, action, malleability,
enculturation, and – most of all – connections.
Performance concerns, like the expressive ranges of physical gestures, bodily
movements, and vocal volumes, are necessarily different across media, but the creative
work behind these performance concerns is largely the same. The physical and vocal
requirements for film and stage acting are seldom convincing when practiced outside of
their home medium. Whereas stage acting on screen can look gregarious, overly
melodramatic, and even deranged; screen acting on stage can look bored, inexpressive,
and narcissistic.15 Value judgements and personal tastes aside, this type of comparison

14

Sanford Meisner and Dennis Longwell, On Acting (New York: Random House, 1987),
16, 37; Lee Strasberg, The Lee Strasberg Notes, ed. Lola Cohen (London and New York:
Routledge, 2010), 1–2; Adler, The Art of Acting, 19–26, 50–51.
15
Bruce Clayton, “Masterclass at Professional Actors Lab” (Toronto, Canada, 20062008.).
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inevitably revolves around questions of size and scale: stage acting is commonly thought
of as being “larger” than screen acting in that the actor must, as Stella Adler insisted, fill
the theatre16 with her presence. Film acting, on the other hand, is considered to be
“smaller”, in that the actor need perform only for the camera: an Audience of One who
usually has front-row seats. Despite these differences, the cognitive and corporeal
underpinnings of the performance – what I will later term the Intrasubjective and
Intersubjective solicitations of empathy – remain the same across media.
By fortunate coincidence, the issue of performance scale and common creativity
across stage ands screen acting practices came into direct contact with recent debates on
the role of mirror neuron systems (MNS) on artistic expression and reception. In April
2007, New York’s Philoctetes Institute hosted a roundtable discussion of prominent
cognitive scientists and theatre practitioners on the implications of mirror neuron research
for conceptions of realist acting. As the conversation gradually shifted from the theatrespecific applications of interpersonal connections and empathy, prominent neurologist
Vittorio Gallese asked New York-based actor Blair Brown whether her approach to
acting varied for stage, screen, or radio roles. Brown responded that, although the
technical execution and physical scale of the performances are often necessarily different,
the creative process behind the work remains virtually the same:
It depends on the size of the theatre, for starters, because if you’ve got a
big house, everything you do is larger. [Whether the actor will be seen or
just heard, however,] I think it’s the same. It seems that you always start
from the same place.17

16

Adler, The Art of Acting, 53–54.
“Acting and Mirror Neurons” (New York City: The Philoctetes Center For the
Multidisciplinary Study of the Imagination, 2007),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=loB-Lg0X1qo.
17
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As she says, “it seems like you always start from the same place”, Brown gestures with
her hands across her torso, implicating both her body and mind in her creative process.
Brown’s response is significant to a neurophemonenological model of screen
acting on several levels. First, it emphasizes the corporeal and cognitive interconnectivity
at realist acting’s core. Brown’s gesture physically completes the relative vagueness of
the location and nature of this “same place”. That we understand Brown’s “same place”
as ‘Brown’s bodymind’s source of creative energy’ is contingent on her interpreting her
bodymind experience and articulating that interpretation as a comprehensible spatial
metaphor. The corporeal foundations of metaphor as imaginative interpretation resonate
with Vittorio Gallese and George Lakoff’s research into the brain’s multimodal
integration of the sensory-motor system with language production18. Gallese and Lakoff
argue that language exploits the multimodality of the sensory-motor apparatus,
synthesizing information from many sensory modalities into a unified expression. Acting,
as an expressive form, becomes an exercise in articulating these synesthetic bodymind
metaphors, and doing across a complicated empathetic terrain of where the actor ends and
the character begins19.
Second, Brown’s comment implies that she is talking about acting and
performance as distinct entities, situating performance style – “it depends on the size of
the theatre” – within the larger process of acting. ‘Acting’ connotes all of the creative
work leading up to and including the performance; ‘performance’ is the part of acting
18

Vittorio Gallese and George Lakoff, “The Brain’s Concepts: The Role of the SensoryMotor System in Conceptual Knowledge.,” Cognitive Neuropsychology 22, no. 3 (2005):
456, doi:10.1080/02643290442000310.
19
Chapters 4 and 5 in particular will explore the creative strategies that many actors use
to develop and sustain the bodymind metaphors that underpin and sustain their
empathetic work.
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shared with an audience. Performance is but one privileged aspect of the greater process
of acting that also includes the actor’s training, auditions, character preparation, rehearsal
exploration, etc. This provincializing of performance within acting is a significant
departure from much critical writing on screen acting which, like Adamou’s analysis
from earlier in this chapter, equates acting with an evidentiary onscreen performance. The
centrality of embodiment, experience, interpretation, memory, and imagination
throughout the realist acting process, and to the theoretical spectator of phenomenological
and cognitive film criticism, provides a valuable common ground from which to theorize
acting from the actor outwards.
Third and finally, Brown asserts that differences in performance techniques across
media formats have more to do with medium-specificity than with creative process. If the
common force of acting is quite literally mediated by the eloquence of performance20,
acting techniques for stage and screen are merely different articulations of the same
creative impulses21.
By framing a discussion around the concepts raised by Brown’s “same space”
comment and gesture – acting as a craft of cognitive and corporeal interpretation;
situating ‘performance’ within ‘acting’; and, the creative commensurability of theatre and
film acting practices – I hope to move towards a model of screen acting that speaks from
the actor outwards, rather than as a spectator who witnesses a finished performance. Like
that of her theatrical counterpart, the film actor’s body becomes a dynamic instrument of
20

Jörg Sternagel, Deborah Levitt, and Dieter Mersch, “Introduction,” in Acting and
Performance in Moving Image Culture, ed. Jörg Sternagel, Deborah Levitt, and Dieter
Mersch (Bielefeld, Germany: transcript Verlag, 2012), 53.
21
Chapter 2 will examine the empathetic foundations of specific versions of American
Method Acting, all of which were originally developed for the stage but quickly adapted
for use on film sets.
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expression, at the intersection of biology and culture, accessed through enacted
solicitations of bodymind empathy.

et o olo
This study will analyze Acting as a dynamically embodied transformation and an
artistic expression from the practitioner’s perspective. My methodological approach
combines a theoretical model of screen acting as a series of bodymind re-arrangements
that solicit empathetic connections, with an ethnographic study of how professional
screen actors form the connections at the core of their work. This study therefore crossreferences its theoretical claims with its practice-based research, drawn from my own
experiences as a professional screen actor and the results of 15 semi-structured interviews
with professional, consistently working, North American screen actors during the
summer of 2016. This methodological configuration enables me to promote a theory of
screen acting that is consistent with how actors understand their entire creative process.
Although I will periodically reference the practices and performances of well-known star
actors such as Robert De Niro, Daniel Day-Lewis, etc, I hope to show a continuity of
screen acting practice by further exemplifying my claims with the testimonies of the
often lesser-known actors who I interviewed.

C a te

tl ne

In Chapter 1, I present an explanatory literature review on neurophenomenology,
empathy, and cognitive and phenomenological theories of acting. Neurophenomenology
is an interdisciplinary hybrid of cognitive science and phenomenological philosophy, and
is therefore preoccupied with bodymind interconnections and the manifestations of this
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cognitive, corporeal meshwork in the world-as-lived. I trace the core concepts of
neurophenomenological empathy – namely, Embodied Dynamism, intentionality, and
appresentations – through recent cognitive and phenomenological studies of acting, based
largely in Theatre Studies. Specifically, I argue that Stanislavsky’s “Magic If” is an
empathetic appresentation that prompts reorganizations of the actor’s bodymind schema.
Amy Coplan’s criteria for empathetic relationships flesh out how my three overlapping,
complementary empathetic connections connect to acting practices. In this light, I follow
the lead of Theatre scholars like Rhonda Blair and John Lutterbie, who embrace
hybridized cognitive and phenomenological perspectives to examine the processes of
embodying and enworlding in realist stage acting that transform the quotidian actor into
the situational character.
Chapter 2 analyzes acting’s three empathetic relationships, which form the core of
this dissertation’s theoretical claim. Empathy is not a form of mindreading but rather a
means of reconstructing a target’s intentionality from the presumed perspective of the
target. Coplan’s criteria for empathetic relationships help to frame the actor’s empathetic
solicitations as actionable, achievable connections with the actor’s selected targets. To
better connect this theoretical model to film acting practices, each empathetic connection
uses influential principles from major American Method acting practitioners as examples
that demonstrate an enduring historical precedent for the kinds of imaginary and
corporeal work described.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 read the theoretical model from Chapter 2 into the working
practices of contemporary professional screen actors. Chapter 3 explores how forces in
acting’s professional culture, such as professional and economic precarity, inform the
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actor’s solicitation of empathetic connections to display in auditions for screen work.
This inclusion of auditions within an analysis of screen acting practices further frames
screen acting as a practice and a process, rather than simply as a generator of cultural
representations. Chapter 4 examines how actors analyze film scripts to reconstruct a
character’s cognitive scaffolding and embed that situational self within their bodymind
schema once hired for a role. Chapter 5 focuses on the actor’s work on set; specifically,
this chapter demonstrates how actors form a collaborative relationship with the camera to
communicate their Intrasubjective and Intersubjective empathetic connections to the
anticipated spectator. This collaborative relationship with the camera often revolves
around specific on-set tactics for soliciting a Performative22 connection by intentionally
“pushing” herself towards the anticipated spectator’s intentionality.
Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation with suggestions for future research into
acting and empathy. Specifically, this chapter argues that empathy’s criteria create a
useful framework for comparing realistic acting practices across Western cinematic
history. This dissertation can also invigorate theories of collective authorship and
cognition, and as well as prompt new assessments of human-technology collaborations
and screen acting.
As a final thought which is perhaps more appropriate to the “What We’re Not
Going To Do Here” section of this chapter, I embrace Lutterbie’s assertion that the study
of acting from both qualitative and quantitative vantage points will not explain away
22

“Performance” is a loaded term across theoretical discourses and fields of study.
Unless otherwise specified, I will use “Performative” to refer to the empathetic
connection that the actor solicits with her anticipated spectator. Similarly, “performance”
will refer to the actor’s enactment and presentation of her character in a narrative
sequence, which can range from an entire film to a single scene to a significant moment
within a single scene.
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acting’s “mystery”23. Nor should this study present itself as an all-purpose antidote to the
critical jargon and journalese that has conflated screen acting with screen performances.
By developing a critical vocabulary for screen acting that is grounded in the experiences
and processes of its practitioners, this dissertation aspires to give scholars and actors a
common vocabulary to discuss the actor’s creative practices as precisely that.

23

John Lutterbie, Toward a General Theory of Acting: Cognitive Science and
Performance (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 15, doi:10.1057/9780230119468.
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Chapter 1 Literature Review:
Neurophenomenology, Empathy, and
Screen Acting
This literature review provides the necessary contexts for Chapter 2’s theoretical
model of screen acting as multiple simultaneous empathetic solicitations.
The opening section on neurophenomenological models of embodiment provides
the dissertation’s theoretical core and its key terminology. This section connects
Embodied Dynamism, intentionality, body schema, and the malleability of selfhood to
the distinction between the actor’s quotidian and situational selves.
The second section outlines models of empathy from cognitive science and
phenomenological philosophy. In particular, this section proposes that Stanislavksy’s
Magic If, a core concept in realist acting, is an empathy-inducing appresentation. The
cognitive science component connects empathy’s neural infrastructure to artistic
expression through Vittorio Gallese’s theory of Embodied Simulation and literary scholar
Susan Feagin’s proposals for empathizing with literary characters. The phenomenological
component pays particular attention to Amy Coplan’s criteria for empathetic
relationships, while connecting Evan Thompson’s notion of the appresentation to
philosopher Edith Stein’s theory of intentional pull.
The third and final section of the literature review will demonstrate how this
dissertation engages with and builds upon two contemporary neurophenomenological
models of stage acting by theatre scholars John Lutterbie and Rhonda Blair, respectively.
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The core tenet of neurophenomenology is that cognitive science and
phenomenological philosophy can be mutually informing discourses in models of self,
imagination, and intention. Evan Thompson argues in Mind In Life that, for all of its
contributions to psychological research, purely quantitative cognitive science has
struggled with the place of subjectivity in questions of embodiment, experience, and
emotion24. Reading neuroscientists like Francisco Varela alongside phenomenologists
like Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Thompson presents mind and body as being inextricably
linked in an autopoietic, self-organizing network of meaning-making systems and
behaviours, like action, perception, and emotion:
Mental life is also bodily life and is situated in the world. The roots of
mental life lie not simply in the brain, but ramify through the body and
environment. Our mental lives involve our body and the world beyond the
surface membrane of our organism, and therefore cannot be reduced
simply to brain processes inside the head25
This deep level of bodymind interconnectivity prompts Thompson to advocate for a
model of cognition called Embodied Dynamicism, which insists that all levels of
cognition and emotion are part of an iterative network of the mind, body, and “[the]
material, social, and cultural environments in which the body is embedded”26. The equal
footing given to the body and its surrounding environment in cognition is a sharp break
with earlier computational and connectionist models of cognition; Embodied
Dynamicism’s mind is no longer a central reception hub that collects and processes

24
Evan Thompson, Mind In Life: Biology, Phenomenology, and the Sciences of the Mind
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007), 3.
25
Ibid., ix.
26
Ibid., 12.
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sensory information from a series of fixed nervous channels throughout the body27.
Instead, Embodied Dynamicism replaces computational and connectionist models of
mind-body relationships with Dynamic Systems Theory (DST). DST focuses on the
iterative reactions of individuals within their environment, arguing that interactions
among individuals and between individuals and the environment change the individuals,
their environment, and the framework for all subsequent interactions28. Therefore, in
applying DST to cognition’s relationship to embodiment, Thompson’s Embodied
Dynamicism dissolves traditionally internal/cognitive-emotional and external/physical
boundaries to explore how the bodymind changes and self-organizes over time29.
Traditionally internal stimuli, like emotional fluctuations, and traditionally external
changes, like sensory information, can both prompt changes throughout the bodymind
system, depending on how those perturbations are sorted by the bodymind’s ever-shifting
intentional focus30. The forces of intentionality that coordinate our bodymind selforganization delineate our autonomy within the external world, while also presenting our
internal circumstances to us in a way that makes them as real to us as the world we
perceive beyond our organism.
Our sense of self within this intentionalized Dynamic System often correlates to
our perceptual experience of our own body, in terms of its appearance, abilities, affective
states, and so on. The fluidity of exchange throughout the bodymind network of
traditionally internal and traditionally external perturbations can inform the bodily self-

27

Ibid., 7–10.
J.A. Scott Kelso, Dynamic Patterns: The Self-Organizations of Brain and Behavior
(Cambridge (Mass) and London: MIT Press, 1995), 28.
29
Thompson, Mind In Life: Biology, Phenomenology, and the Sciences of the Mind, 11.
30
Ibid., 24.
28
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representations. Frederique De Vignemont argues that enactive approaches, like
Thompson’s Embodied Dynamicism, blur the distinctions between body representation
types like the “body image” and “body schema” because of the close association of
perception and action31. Although lacking universally accepted definitions, “body image”
refers to a blend of imaginary, emotional, and conceptual observations about one’s
affective state and current bodymind configuration32. “Body schema”, on the other hand,
refers to the spatial coordination of the body and the self’s capacity for action33. De
Vignemont argues persuasively that body image and body schema are mutually
informing psychic constructions that cut across tidy boundaries such as internal/external,
top-down/bottom-up, and action/perception. A potent affective state can alter the body’s
range of motion and physical capabilities, and one’s understanding of her own capacity
for action can change the mental image she carries of herself. As such, body schema and
body image are representational forces within the Dynamic System of the self that can
usefully label how the self relates to herself and to (herself within) her environment.
There is no reason to suspect that this type of self-awareness of one’s capacity for action
should exclude the bodymind’s capacity to self-organize in response to imaginary or
fictitious situations. The actor’s deliberate manipulation of her body schema is therefore
especially relevant in a larger conversation about acting in which the actor’s selfrepresentations in the fictitious world are deliberately constructed for verisimilitude.

31

Frederique de Vignemont, “Body Schema and Body Image—Pros and Cons,”
Neuropsychologia
48,
no.
3
(2010):
671–72,
doi:10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2009.09.022.
32
Ibid., 670–73.
33
Ibid., 672.
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Actors often engage the fluidity between their body image and body schema while
experimenting with character choices, and when soliciting deeper connections with their
characters and fellow actors-as-characters. Many styles of acting technique train the actor
to layer compelling imaginary images onto the scene at hand, altering the actor’s
relationship with her character, fellow actors, and audience at strategic moments within
the drama. Moreover, actors use a variety of exercises to train their body schemas for
greater malleability during situational reorganizations, thereby moving and acting
differently within the drama than the actor would in everyday life. Even during script
analysis, many actors freely tinker with their body images and body schemas as they
extrapolate prompts from the script into corporeal knowledge of how the character thinks
about herself and how she acts and moves in the dramatic world34. In any case, actors
often deliberately blur body schemas with body images to re-organize their bodymind
resources as situational characters. By focusing her intentionality on translating the
character’s situational intentionality into her quotidian bodymind, the actor begins to
connect with how her character thinks, feels, and acts within the drama. The Dynamic
System of constant self-organization as the actor connects with her situational character is
therefore largely coordinated through changes in intentional focus.
The key role of intentionality in our bodymind self-organization is also the
cornerstone of what cognitive theorist Francisco Varela calls the “selfless self”. For
Varela, the mind is a self-perpetuating system that uses its own self-perpetuations to

34

A more extensive analysis of Susan Feagin’s propositions for how readers reconstruct a
literary character’s cognitive scaffolding follows in the next section.
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distinguish itself as being autonomous from its environmental surroundings35. At the
same time, the mind’s meshwork of interconnected networks has no centralized
governing entity to direct its activity36. There is no monolithic Self at the centre of our
subjectivity: instead, the Self is the current configuration of the bodymind’s many
malleable interconnected networks that adapt in relation to each other, rather than at the
command of a centralized power37. In other words, we are the unity of our malleable
meshwork of possible selves, arranged by goals and intention-based motivations. The
only constants in Varela’s selfless self are the individual as a collection of possible
bodymind configurations, and that these configurations will constantly self-organize as
an assertion of their enworldment. In short, the quotidian self is just one possible
“ongoing interpretive narrative”38 about who we can be when we are not trying to be
someone else.
This model of malleable selfhood carries great potential for describing an actor’s
ability to align with her character and to solicit connections with her fellow actors-ascharacters and her audiences as an inhabitant of a situational, dramatic world. Varela’s
formation enables a clear differentiation between the actor’s quotidian self and what
theatre scholar Rick Kemp calls the situational self of the character, who is the result of a
deliberate rearrangement of intentional focus39. In this configuration, the actor does not
ever become the character, but rather “wears” her character like imaginary clothes40 to
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Francisco. Varela, “Organism, Cognitive Science and the Emergence of Selfless
Selves,” Revue Europeenne Des Sciences Sociales 29, no. 89 (1991): 175.
36
Ibid., 186–87.
37
Ibid., 187.
38
Ibid., 192.
39
Kemp, Embodied Acting: What Neuroscience Tells Us about Performance, 104–5.
40
Ibid., 123.
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configure her body schema for the performance. The actor-as-character is therefore a
strategic rearrangement of the quotidian actor’s bodymind resources in a way that is not
immediately recognizable as the quotidian bodymind schema. Moreover, selfless selves
allow for the character’s situational self to self-organize in different ways throughout a
story because of the decentralized status of the actor’s quotidian self. A character’s
development across a narrative becomes the actor’s embodiment of a malleable identity,
predicated on the bodymind’s capacity to re-organize itself to adapt to new
circumstances. The quotidian actor and the situational actor-as-character each contain
realms of possible configurations, which positions the character to some extent as a
derivative of the actor’s ability to enact her.
A major part of the actor’s creative work is to enworld her character within the
dramatic circumstances of the script. This enworlding relies on a double functioning of
the meshwork of selfless selves. First, the situational self of the actor-as-character is a
product of the actor’s self-perpetuating strategic re-arrangement of her quotidian
bodymind schema. Second, the actor self-perpetuates her character in a way that
vicariously creates the situational environment – the fictitious world of the drama – for
her character to inhabit and from which to differentiate herself as an autonomous entity.
In other words, in differentiating herself from the quotidian actor, the situational actor-ascharacter also creates the dramatic world from which she emerges as autonomous. The
actor’s simultaneous creation of and self-differentiation from the fictitious world
becomes an iterative loop of stimuli and responses that sustain the verisimilar effect. This
creative autopoiesis is neither passive or accidental: the actor’s situational self is the
product of an intentionally-motivated creative re-assemblage of her bodymind schema.
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The situational self is sustained by an equally-intentional creative attention that responds
to internal and external changes in a way that self-perpetuates the verisimilar illusion; in
actorly terminology, by keeping one’s intentionality “in the moment”. To this end, I
suggest that an actor’s empathetic solicitations to various intentional targets rearrange her
bodymind intentionality to immerse herself in and to perpetuate the situational moment.
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Empathy has become a subject of great interdisciplinary interest across the
humanities, social sciences, and life sciences. In the absence of a universally accepted
definition of empathy grounded in one critical domain, this chapter will proceed by
connecting relevant scientific and humanities models of empathy to contemporary
scholarship on acting. The scientific literature often seeks to clarify the role of mirror
neuron networks within the cognitive architecture that supports empathy. The humanities
literature emphasizes phenomenological mobilizations of imagination, memory, and
intentionality that foster and sustain empathetic connections. In particular, Amy Coplan’s
criteria for empathetic relationships shape the sprawling concept of phenomenological
empathy as a pragmatic checklist for naming what various aspects of the empathetic
solicitation actively do.
If intentionality guides the bodymind’s self-organizing functions in relation to
internal and external circumstances, it follows that intentionality is able to shift across
targets as they present themselves. Thompson and Varela both argue that, although our
mind is able to distinguish itself as a distinct entity within its environment, our
consciousness is not a closed entity but is structurally open to experiences and
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intentionalities beyond itself41. Intentionality is therefore correlational, in that it starts in
an observer’s bodymind and extends towards her target. The observer and her intentional
target co-inhabit the same world as fellow centres of intentionality42, and when the
observer’s attention fixates on the intentionality of her target, the observer is in the first
stages of an empathetic relationship.
Thompson’s broad definition of empathy as “a unique form of intentionality in
which we are directed toward the other’s experience”43 acknowledges the importance of
intentionality and the experience of others, two common features of many
interdisciplinary models of empathy. For Thompson, empathy is an attempt at
experiencing the world from the perspective of another, and the empathetic process
therefore requires some way for the observer to reproduce the intentionality of her target
for herself. Since the observer likely has no direct telepathic link to the mind of her
target, and only so much can be learned through behavioural inference about why the
target behaves as he does, empathy requires the observer to imaginarily reconstruct her
target’s situations to understand his behaviour. Appresentations, the imagined perceptions
from an other’s perspective44, reveal the observer’s intuitive best guess at her target’s
bodymind intentionality. Appresentations require the observer to self-organize her own
memories, experiences, and imaginative capacity to complete the imaginative selftransposition that allows the observer to “experience [her] own living body like other
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Varela, “Organism, Cognitive Science and the Emergence of Selfless Selves,” 179;
Thompson, Mind In Life: Biology, Phenomenology, and the Sciences of the Mind, 260–
261,383.
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Thompson, Mind In Life: Biology, Phenomenology, and the Sciences of the Mind, 391.
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bodies in the world”45. Appresentations, the perceptual building blocks of empathy, are
not merely an exercise in self-projection, wherein the observer transplants herself “into
the shoes” of the target46. Instead, appresentations allow the observer to reconstruct the
perspective of her target as her target.
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The empathetic process of developing appresentations and completing the
imaginary self-transposition speaks directly to the heart of one of realist acting’s
foundational principles: Stanislavsky’s Magic If. Russian dramatist Konstantin
Stanislavsky, arguably the twentieth century’s most influential theorist and practitioner of
realist acting, experimented over the course of his career with various ways of training
his actors to give powerfully verisimilar performances. Although he found that lecturing
his actors on the historical and cultural contexts of their plays could help actors to make
informed creative decisions about their roles, Stanislavsky also noticed that a deluge of
factual information could overwhelm the actors, making their work seem “flat”, blocked,
and otherwise unconvincing47. As a pragmatic solution to help translate the dramatic
script and its accompanying dramaturgy into useful creative fodder for the actors,
Stanislavsky discovered that an actor’s emotions, imagination, and body could be quickly
mobilized into action around the preposition if. The actor embraces a number of disbelief45

Ibid., 391.
Antonella Corradini and Alessandro Antonietti, “Mirror Neurons and Their Function in
Cognitively Understood Empathy,” Consciousness and Cognition 22, no. 3 (2013): 1153,
doi:10.1016/j.concog.2013.03.003; Murray Smith, “Empathy, Expansionism, and the
Extended Mind,” in Empathy: Philosophical and Psychological Perspectives, ed. Amy
Coplan and Peter Goldie (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 104–5.
47
Shomit Mitter, “To Be: Konstantin Stanislavsky and Peter Brook,” in Systems of
Rehearsal: Stanislavsky, Brecht, Grotowski and Brook (London and New York:
Routledge, 1992), 16.
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suspending paradoxes to approach the story as if she were her character, as if her
character’s circumstances were real and therefore her own lived experiences happening
for the first time, as if the other actors were their characters in the same dramatic world.
For example, an actor playing Juliet – upon learning that the Prince has banished
Romeo for murdering Tybalt – should not, as per Stanislavsky’s Magic If, simply
perform anger, sadness, and fear. Rather, she should live within Juliet’s circumstances as
if they were real and her own, thereby directing all of Juliet’s implied anger, sadness, and
fear at Romeo, at the Prince, at the cruelties of an unfair world, etc. Stanislavsky’s Magic
If is a tool for motivating actions and reactions to the character’s circumstances,
described mechanistically by Stanislavsky as “a lever to lift us out of the world of
actuality into the realm of imagination”48. This “lift” into the “realm of imagination”
unifies the actor’s physical, emotional, and mental activity as a cohesive whole, in that
the realm of imagination should enable the actor to move and respond as her character.
The appresentational Magic If therefore links physical, emotional, and cognitive activity
through the intentional lens of the character, prompting the actor’s bodymind meshwork
to re-organize in order to accommodate the verisimilar dramatic world.
The appresentational Magic If has two primary functions in the re-organization of
Varela’s selfless selves. First, the Magic If explicates the conditions that differentiate the
quotidian actor from the situational actor-as-character. In the previous example, the
quotidian actor playing Juliet in that scene may have entirely different attitudes than
Juliet towards her quotidian lover, government, and the world in general. The
appresentational Magic If asserts the actor-as-character’s autonomy from the quotidian
48

Konstantin Stanislavsky, An Actor Prepares, ed. Elizabeth Reynolds Hapgood
(London: Routledge, 1964), 45–46.
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actor since the actor-as-character’s circumstances are fundamentally different from those
of the quotidian actor. Although many traditions of realist acting insist upon some
transference of quotidian memory and emotional experience to the actor-as-character,
these transfers are predominately understood as verisimilitude-ensuring references rather
than as direct confessions of the actor’s quotidian self.
Second, the appresentational Magic If catalyzes the actor's renegotiation of her
relationship with her character’s situational environment. The autopoietic characteristics
of the quotidian actor’s autonomous organism carry over to her situational character, who
is enworlded within the realm of the play and the real world that contains that realm of
the play. The quotidian actor’s creative choices, mobilized by the Magic If, create the
situational world of the drama, which self-perpetuates through the actions of the actor-ascharacter, while also distinguishing the actor-as-character as an autonomous entity within
it. In the Juliet example, the appresentational Magic Ifs of Tybalt’s death and Romeo’s
banishment prompt a reaction from the actor-as-Juliet, which reciprocally creates the
emotional stakes and socio-political context of the situational world within which Juliet is
a distinct living entity.
In his comparison of styles of phenomenological investigation and Stanislavsky’s
training regimen, Daniel Johnston argues that the co-constitutive actor-as-character and
her situational world are, for the actor, an embodied experiment in enworlding:
In phenomenological terms, the [Magic If] is none other than the demand
for the creation of a ‘world’ in its rich, lived experience, not as actuality,
but as possibility on stage. The truthfulness of the performance will be
judged in the actor’s capacity to flesh out the structures of the world that
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would be experienced by the character.49
This process of “fleshing out the structures of the world” means literally embodying
one’s character by aligning with the correlational structures of intentionality: to inhabit
the actor-as-character’s body schema as a realm of expressive possibilities; to relate to
other actors-as-characters as similarly enworlded centres of intentionality50; to articulate
one’s situational enworlding to an anticipated audience. Stanislavsky’s Magic If is firmly
predicated on the potential for actors to develop empathetic appresentations to help them
experience the world as their character; to help them see from a situational perspective
similar to but not originally their quotidian own.
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Empathy is generally characterized as a socialized phenomenon with a supportive
biological infrastructure. Neuroscientists Antonella Corradini and Alessandro Antonietti,
for example, describe empathy as a primarily social skill that is supported by the same
bodymind resources and configurations that empathy reveals about an other:
Empathy can be conceived of as a person’s capacity to understand what
others intend to do by experiencing the sensations, emotions, feelings,
thoughts, beliefs, and desires which the other is experiencing (or has
previously experienced). The assumption is that, if we experience the
mental states of a fellow person, we can understand her reasons for her
acting in a given way, and thus understand the intentions underlying her
behaviour.51
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Philosophy Review, no. April (2015): 153, doi:10.1007/s11007-015-9328-2.
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Corradini and Antonietti, “Mirror Neurons and Their Function in Cognitively
Understood Empathy,” 1152.
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Many acting styles train the actor to investigate another self’s experiences by navigating
appresentational Magic Ifs with specific practices, such as the Intrasubjective emotional
probing of Lee Strasberg’s Affective Memory exercises, or the iterative loop of
Intersubjective responses in Sanford Meisner’s Method. Many styles of acting can be
thought of as forces of highly-specialized enculturation52 that socialize the actor into
seeking empathetic connections in specific ways. This seeking of connections is a
professional skill that can be refined throughout one’s career, which means that actors
effectively condition their bodymind’s capacity to better construct appresentations and to
reconstruct others’ intentional dispositions over time.
That said, the bodymind infrastructure that is trained and conditioned by the
enculturing forces of acting techniques are difficult to define. This forces any cognitive
discussion of empathy and acting to review the imperfect connection between mirror
neuron systems (MNS) and empathy in order to extrapolate scientific models of
embodiment for application to creative practices.
The discovery of MNS53 in 1996, and their ability to convey multimodal sensory
information and cognitive activities simultaneously, triggered a surge of critical interest
across the sciences, humanities, and social sciences. The implied promise of MNS as the
biological foundation for empathy inspired a great deal of speculation across disciplines
on how to qualify and quantify how people relate to each other. As enticing as the MNS-

52

Thompson, Mind In Life: Biology, Phenomenology, and the Sciences of the Mind, 403.
In 1996, Gallese’s now-infamous Parma Group noticed that the same cells in macaque
brains fired not only when the animal performed a manual action but also when the
animal observed another macaque perform the same action. Although the initial results
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emotional stimuli as well.
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empathy connection can be for interdisciplinary scholarship, however, some ideas remain
a little too good to be immediately verifiable.
Claus Lamm and Jasminka Majdandžić offer a persuasive warning against basing
conclusions on the as-yet unsubstantiated one-to-one link between MNS and empathy.
Lamm and Majdandžić argue that the one-to-one empathy/MNS connection
misrepresents its scientific evidence by giving too much credit to neural hard-wiring and
downplaying the role of socialization and enculturation in empathy54. After all, MNS
systems are highly adaptive learning processes55, so claims about their fixity are
inherently misleading.
Lamm and Majdandžić are not alone in their scepticism. Many fMRI studies on
the MNS/empathy connection cannot establish a one-to-one connection between MNS
and empathy through quantitative means alone56. Although witnessing physical activities
are a well-documented catalyst for MNS activation, physical imitation is not inherently
enough to constitute an empathetic relationship since imitation “does not convey insight
into another’s internal state and does not account for any other-oriented motivational state

54

Claus Lamm and Jasminka Majdandžić, “The Role of Shared Neural Activations,
Mirror Neurons, and Morality in Empathy – A Critical Comment,” Neuroscience
Research 90 (2014): 20, doi:10.1016/j.neures.2014.10.008.
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Richard Cook et al., “Mirror Neurons: From Origin to Function.,” The Behavioral and
Brain Sciences 37, no. 2 (2014): 177–92, doi:10.1017/S0140525X13000903.
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Massimiliano Aragona, Georgios D. Kotzalidis, and Antonella Puzella, “The Many
Faces of Empathy, between Phenomenology and Neuroscience,” Archives of Psychiatry
and Psychotherapy 15, no. 4 (2013): 5–12; Amee D Baird, Ingrid E Scheffer, and Sarah J
Wilson, “Mirror Neuron System Involvement in Empathy: A Critical Look at the
Evidence.,” Social Neuroscience 6, no. 4 (2011): 330,
doi:10.1080/17470919.2010.547085; Lamm and Majdandžić, “The Role of Shared
Neural Activations, Mirror Neurons, and Morality in Empathy – A Critical Comment,”
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that characterises sympathy”57. On the other hand, MNS studies that prioritize creative
interactions58 and recognizing facial expressions59 demonstrate high correlations between
physical action, emotional engagement, and imaginative decision-making when
developing empathetic relationships. This corroborates other MNS studies that show
strong overlaps between perceptual and action-oriented parts of the brain60. Although
Thompson’s Embodied Dynamicism’s connection between perception and action is
therefore consistent with these neuroscientific findings, it stands to reason that not all
activations of the MNS are necessarily part of empathetic relationships. In other words,
the likely presence of the quantifiable bodymind infrastructures within empathetic
relationships does not mean that every engagement of those bodymind infrastructures is
automatically evidence of empathy; simply put, empathy is more than the firing of
specific (mirroring) neurons.
57
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Lamm and Majdandžić further argue that there is no reason to presume that our
neural anatomy compartmentalizes its processing of emotions according to the “neat
categories that we use to label them”61. This means that quantifiable sciences alone
cannot accurately account for the intentional forces within emotional responses because
emotions do not always manifest along the same neuronal pathways each time they are
felt, which significantly complicates the task of mapping the affective matching in
empathetic relationships. If emotions do not follow fixed neural channels and, instead,
combine with physical actions and imaginative cognition across adaptable multimodal
neural networks, the only unifying force behind the amalgam of body, emotion, and
cognition is the shifting intentional focus that motivates the amalgam’s operations. This
clarification is important to neurophenomenological models of empathy – and this
study’s claims about empathy and screen acting – because it forces named empathetic
relationships to refer to the relationship’s targets rather than its sensorimotor modality.
The conception of empathy as a targeted collaboration of sensorimotor,
emotional, and cognitive systems breaks with earlier studies on the MNS-empathy
connection, which suggested that MNS’s supported categorically different kinds of
empathy, such as “motor empathy”, “emotional empathy”, “cognitive empathy”, etc62.
Although all of these types of empathy were considered to somehow involve MNS, the
taxonomic burden to distinguish these types of empathy from each other rendered the
distinctions moot: physical actions, emotions, and cognition are too neurologically
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intertwined to be clearly distinguished from each other63. Lamm and Majdandžić
therefore argue that sensorimotor activity, emotions, and cognition are key mechanisms
within the greater process of establishing empathetic connections, rather than specific
modes of empathy in and of themselves64.
Unfortunately, some propositions for reading MNS and empathy into the
humanities rely too heavily on one-to-one models of the MNS/empathy connection to be
cited in good conscience. Mônica M. Ribeiro and Agar Fonseca’s application of MNS
research to improvisatory modern dance, for example, is predicated on the one-to-one
MNS/empathy connection:
The neurological basis of embodied cognition and its unfoldings are the
so-called mirror neurons. […] Mirror neurons enable us to establish a
direct connection between the one who sends the message and the
receptor, which makes possible the understanding and generation of
coherent actions without a cognitive mediation. […] We suggest that this
simulation activity of movements, emotions and intentions occurs due to
the activation of the mirror neurons. Thus dancers share desires,
movement intentions and emotions during dance improvisation.65
Ribiero and Fonseca stress the conversational bodymind alignments of collective
improvisation in modern dance, but their rush to embed this conversation within
“collective body intelligence” glosses over how dance training encultures the dancer’s
bodymind to be sufficiently proficient with dance’s corporeal vocabulary to improvise
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with it66. The choreographic phenomenon that they wish to call “kinaesthetic empathy”,
through which dancers become attuned to each other’s potential for expressive movement
while making spontaneous choreographic decisions together67, is therefore limited by its
the flimsy neuroscientific foundations.
To avoid similar criticisms myself, I will focus on recent developments in
cognitive neuroscience that avoid the one-to-one MNS/empathy pitfall by considering the
role of corporealized communication between the observer and the target that she
mirrors. In particular, Vittorio Gallese’s theory of Embodied Simulation analyzes the
importance of encultured intentionality within neural mirroring mechanisms in relation to
visual and narrative art. Embodied Simulation, in turn, provides a useful context for
connecting neuroscientific notions of empathy to the arts, such as Susan Feagin’s
proposals for developing empathetic relationships with literary characters.
o n
e an s s
bo e
lat on an Co n t e affol n
Gallese’s recent neuroaesthetic work shifts the discussion of mirror neurons and
aesthetics away from locating distinct emotional and intentional experiences in our neural
anatomy68. Instead, Gallese’s model of Embodied Simulation intertwines the biological
foundations and social enactments of the Mirror Mechanism (MM), an umbrella term
which includes the neural infrastructure for mapping an action’s perception and its
execution69, as well as the bodily interpretation of that which is mirrored. When
mirroring is positioned as a biological and encultured event, Embodied Simulation
66
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prompts a model of selfhood based around action, intention, and communication.
Embodied Simulation is therefore useful for a neurophenomenological model of screen
acting because of the parallel perceptual assemblages through which people relate to
themselves, other people, and fictional narratives.
Embodied Simulation presumes that the observer’s MM interprets a target’s
perceived motor actions as intentionalized, motivated behaviours: for example, the
observer watches the target extend his hand towards a glass of water, presumably to grasp
the glass, potentially because he is thirsty. Beyond a basic motor identification, the
observer makes inferences about the target’s disposition and motivation, thereby
simulating the target’s intentionalized actions. The MM’s activity is predicated on the
notion that intentionalized actions are inherently communicative through the target’s
verbal and corporeal language70, which the observer’s MM reads through her basic motor
system and her encultured perceptual apparatus together. The observer acknowledges that
her target is a self, like herself, whose intentionalized actions, like her own, are a means
of navigating the world71. In this light, mirroring is a process of observer self-distinction
in relation to targeted others, who are vicariously perceived as distinct selves because of
the intentionality that the observer ascribes to the target’s actions. This “intentional
attunement”72 is an essential component of the cognitive infrastructure that enables
empathetic connections in that it engages the observer’s body in mirroring the perceived
intentionalities of other bodies as a means of navigating the lived world73.
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This same intentional attunement prompts similar relationships between
individuals as it does between an individual and an artwork because artworks are
communicative acts laden with intentionalized content74. The observer’s ascribes
intentionality to targeted images, actions, words, and objects by engaging the MM,
reconstructing the presumed rationales behind the ascribed intentionality in a way that
prompts the observer to simulate simulates the target’s presumed disposition75. Embodied
Simulation can therefore extend to become a theoretical framework for the oscillation
between the quotidian world and a fictional, symbolic worlds of art and narrative76: if the
bodymind experience of man-made images and narratives is inherently relational, the
MM interprets man-made images and narratives as other subjects to whom we can
intersubjectively and intercorporeally relate77.
From a spectatorial perspective, realist art solicits a mirroring connection with its
culturally moored spectators that acknowledges but overlooks the distinction between
aesthetic realism and the empirically Real. In other words, the suspension of disbelief
fostered by realist acting is a “liberated embodied simulation” that frees the bodymind
meshwork from:
the burden of modeling our actual presence in daily life. Through an
immersive state in which our attention is focussed on the fictional world,
we can fully deploy our simulative resources, letting our defensive guard
against daily reality slip for a while78.
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The Embodied Simulation model suggests that actors engage in a particularly vivid
process of mirroring the scripted character in their imaginary reconstruction79 of the
scripted character’s cognitive scaffolding80.
Literary scholar Susan Feagin proposes that readers are able to form empathetic
relationships with characters in realist novels because of the structural similarities
between the reader and the character’s mental processes81. Readers identify pertinent cues
to the character’s cognitive scaffolding, predicated on identifying the character’s beliefs
and desires, and imagining the character’s body schema that accompanies those beliefs
and desires. The act of reconstructing this cognitive scaffolding enables the reader to
simulate and appresent the character’s experiences, and thereby potentially form an
empathetic connection82. This reflects Gallese’s argument that aesthetic texts are imbued
with relational intentionalities that navigate their worlds in the same manner as the text’s
author and audiences83. Therefore, as an Embodied Simulation, the actor’s process of
reconstructing her character’s psychological infrastructure from the script is a realignment of the actor’s interpersonal relational processes, thereby re-organizing her
quotidian self as the situational actor-as-character. Actors must not only reconstruct their
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characters’ intentionality from the written script, but substitute this intentionality for their
own by enacting the characters with the entirety of the bodymind schema.84
The common mirroring functions associated that Embodied Simulation’s
associates with verbal and physical communicative actions have several major
consequences for a neurophenomenological model of screen acting. First, an actor’s preaudition script analysis requires the actor to reconstruct her character’s intentionality
based on the limited information available from the sides85 and thereby come to act as her
character86.
Second, if the mirroring in Embodied Simulation is always a response to a
perceived state in one’s target, relative to the observing self that perceives that state in the
target87, then acting is a cultural construct for explicating through performance that which
is mirrored. The Magic If, as a lever to propel the actor into the realm of the imagination,
uses an intersubjective and intercorporeal connection to a target’s intentions to trigger the
actor’s MM, and thereby simulate the lived experience of that character through a rearrangement and reworking of the actor’s quotidian memories, imaginations, and
corporeality.

84

To propose that realist screen acting as a process of soliciting specific overlapping and
complimentary empathic relationships is therefore hardly an overstatement of an actor’s
work. Rather, the complexity of empathy as a theoretical framework is necessary to
actually engage with the corporeal and emotional intensities of what sincere acting work
actually entails.
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Despite the high logical likelihood that mirror neurons and their affiliated areas of
the brain are involved in empathy, the lack of a clearly quantifiable one-to-one
connection between mirror neurons and empathy complicates any association of the two.
Embodied Simulation is a useful conceptual stepping stone in the journey towards the
MNS/empathy connection in that it implies essential neurological activities without
letting them over-determine empathy’s social enactment. Gallese’s MM reframes the
neuronal analysis of empathy to include empathy’s socialized and encultured practices,
insisting that the observer’s attention to intentionalized actions fosters empathetic
relationships, rather than to continually deliberate over the malleable and multimodal
cellular architecture beneath those practices. Contemporary MNS research positions the
self as a unified but malleable bodymind, a cohesive whole that adapts and self-organizes
its malleable cognitive meshwork as required by the situation at hand, united in intention
but not in over-determined direction. If appresentations are the intentional, encultured
perceptions that mobilize the bodymind’s resources into specific self-organizations, then
an actor’s creative appresentations are the ideas that re-organize the her body schema to
solicit connections with their targets, who co-inhabit the same verisimilar world that they
simultaneously create.
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Whereas neurobiological research on MNS systems often address the corporeal
foundations of empathy, contemporary phenomenological research into empathy tends to
focus on the forces of attraction between the observer and her target, and on the
behavioural and experiential criteria for what can experiences be properly deemed
empathetic. Amy Coplan and Peter Goldie examine how the widespread contemporary
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interest in empathy across the humanities, social sciences, and life sciences has
transformed the concept of empathy into a compelling, if somewhat unwieldy, term88.
Rather than attempt to define empathy per se, Coplan offers three uncontroversial
foundational criteria for what bodymind experiences can qualify as empathy across
disciplines and social contexts. First, empathy exists only when the observer Affectively
Matches her target, meaning that the affective states of the observer and her target must
be “qualitatively identical”89. This qualitative similarity must go beyond affective
congruence, wherein someone might feel pity for someone else who is sad, and reactive
emotions, in which someone may become angry at someone else’s mistreatment.
Affective congruence and reactive emotions can certainly bolster the Affective Match,
but are not enough on their own to satisfy the empathetic criterion because they do not
engage the observer’s imagination90. Coplan’s Affective Match requires an imaginary
cognitive reconstruction of the target’s affective state grounded in the observer’s
perceptual experience of her target91.
Second, the observer must imagine herself as the target and process the target’s
experiences and situation as if she were the target. This Other-Oriented PerspectiveTaking92 requirement bears a striking similarity to neurophenomenological
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appresentations like Stanislavsky’s ‘Magic If’, the seminal acting lesson wherein the
actor imagines that she is living as her character within that character’s narrative
circumstances. Of all of Coplan’s criteria, therefore, Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking
is often the most readily accessible component of the empathetic solicitation for realist
screen actors.
Third, Coplan’s empathizing observer remains aware of the distinction between
herself and her target, in that empathy is a process of reconstructing experiences, rather
than self-erasure through over-immersion93. The observer does not meld with her target,
nor does she seek to feel what he feels if she were in his situation. The Self-Other
Distinction requires the observer to reconstruct what her target feels as she understands
how he feels in his situation, based on her available bodymind resources. This empathetic
criterion is a primary site of contrast between major American Method Acting
practitioners. Whereas Lee Strasberg’s Method and its experimental off-shoots often
sought to blur and minimize the Self-Other Distinction to quite literally turn the actor into
her character, Sanford Meisner and Stella Adler’s Methods sought to preserve and

her present self. This is especially interesting in relation to realist acting practices because
Coplan’s second criteria avoids Goldman’s “quarantine failure” (2006) in that the actor is
free to blend her own quotidian experiences of the world with those implied in the
scripted character’s cognitive scaffolding. A rigorous connection between Coplan’s
criteria for empathy and Simulation-based ToM would certainly enrich my proposed
theoretical model of screen acting. Given the time and budgetary restraints of this
dissertation’s dual theoretical and ethnographic methodologies, however, an extensive
connection between screen acting’s empathetic solicitations and ToM remains a worthy
candidate for future research.
93
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navigate the boundaries between the actor and her character as a site of productive
difference94.
Overall, Coplan’s criteria underline the cognitive, intentional aspects of how the
empathizing observer re-creates her target’s experience. The emphasis on imaginative
cognition as a vital aspect of empathy differentiates these primarily-philosophical criteria
for empathy from unimaginative imitation and unmotivated simulation.
Conne t ons a e o e t an
tat ons te n s ntent onal ll
Dan Zahavi’s historical analysis of phenomenological empathy largely
corroborates Coplan’s criteria, while also concluding that Edith Stein’s model of empathy
is one of the most consistent predecessors of contemporary neurophenomenological
research on the subject.
Zahavi positions Stein’s philosophy as being more consistent with contemporary
research on empathy than that of Theodor Lipps. Stein herself rejected Lipps’s ideas
about empathy because of how Lipps downplays its imaginative dimensions, as well as
empathy’s capacity to create rather than only mirror95. Lipps argued that empathy is
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The differing ways in various Methods’ approaches to Coplan’s criteria will be taken
up extensively in Chapter 2.
95
MNS researchers like Gallese and Iacoboni have both invoked Lipps to support their
research on emotional and behavioural mirroring, but as the previous section of this
chapter has argued, the lack of a one-to-one connection between MNS and empathy
means that theories of imitation should not automatically expand to become models of
empathy. Imitation does involve corporeal and emotional recognitions, which could be a
step towards an empathetic relationship. Imitation, however, does not of itself require the
observer to take on her target’s emotional or mental disposition. The observer’s
intentional focus while imitating is on gestural detail rather than necessarily on
investigating and re-creating the target’s intentions behind the gesture itself. Without the
cognitive attention to intentionality, imitation is at best a stepping-stone on the way to an
empathetic connection between target and observer; imitation is, in a way, empathy
without the imagination.
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limited to an inner simulation of something that the observer has already experienced96,
and therefore cannot generate new knowledge97. Lipps is effectively arguing for a theory
of imitation and simulation, rather than empathy per se, because of the missing cognitive
dimension: Lipps’ target is a catalyst for activating his observer’s memories.
Stein’s intervention was to propose that empathy can produce new knowledge, if
the observer imaginatively reconstructs the target’s intentionality. This intentionality is
not directly accessible to the observer, but by actively attempting to make sense of the
target’s experience, the observer falls into the “intentional pull” of target and is drawn
closer to his state of mind98. Stein’s observer does not, as Lipps suggested, project herself
into her target’s experiences; rather, Stein’s observer imagines the object-ness of the
target’s experience as a subjectivity that can be re-created and understood99, which draws
the observer closer to her target. By treating her target as a fellow centre of
intentionality100, the observer attends to her target’s intentions, which pull the observer
into a deeper understanding of why and how the target acts as he does.
Stein’s intentional pull is not appresentational in and of itself, since it refers more
to the force of attraction through which an appresentational image re-organizes the
observer’s bodymind. However, intentional pull’s implied motion, process, and progress
suggest that empathetic solicitation is a process of getting increasingly close to the target
until the target’s selfhood and intentionality can compel the observer to action from
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within the situational reconstructed self. The observer’s reconstruction of the target’s
intentionality produces new knowledge for the observer, which pulls the observer closer
to her target. Each step closer to the target within that intentional pull likely expedites the
observer’s subsequent motions towards her target. In other words, this means that an
actor’s process of soliciting her empathetic connections has options for what aspects of
the target’s intentionality she should latch on to first, in the hopes that an initial partial
connection will make subsequent partial connections easier and more compelling.
The actor’s capacity to generate and respond to specifically targeted intentional
pulls makes physical imitation and bodymind simulations into valuable stepping stones
en route to her empathetic connections. For example, in preparation for his role in Taxi
Driver (Martin Scorsese, 1974), Harvey Keitel developed a richly affective physical
vocabulary for his character after socializing with real-life street pimps101. Keitel imitated
the pimps’ gestures, postures, and speech patterns as a means of delineating his
verisimilar performance choices. These imitations helped to ensnare Keitel in his
character’s intentional pull, since the vocal and physical constraints prompted Keitel to
imagine compelling appresentations from within their boundaries. Keitel transferred this
corporeal knowledge to the imaginative dimensions of the role, thereby exploring the
interpersonal and performable affordances of moving and talking like that.
In summary, Coplan’s criteria and Stein’s intentional pull qualify empathy’s
functions and metaphorical spatialization without unpacking the substance of
intentionality; specifically, the place of memory and imagination within the
appresentations that the actor uses to connect with the situational self of her character. To
101

Julie Levinson, “The Auteur Renaissance, 1968-1980,” in Acting, ed. Claudia Springer
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address this question, the last section of this chapter turns to contemporary
phenomenological and cognitive analyses of theatre acting to examine how memory and
imagination can be configured within acting practices.
e o

a nat on an e o eno enolo al o els of t n
The recent interest in cognitive and phenomenological approaches to acting by

Theatre scholars like Rhonda Blair and John Lutterbie often focuses on the
instrumentality of the actor’s bodymind schema for acting work. Specifically, acting is an
encultured process that mobilizes the bodymind meshwork through intentionalized
action, emotion, and cognition to reorganize the actor’s bodymind schema to perpetuate
and become immersed in the situational world of the performed drama. Imagination is a
particularly important force within acting’s process because of its considerable agency in
manifesting throughout the bodymind and directing (the targets of) its intentional focus.
Rhonda Blair’s The Actor, Image, and Action: Acting and Cognitive Neuroscience
corroborates Lutterbie’s Embodied Dynamism approach to acting by focusing on the
corporeal relationship between memory and imagination encouraged in acting styles.
Blair draws alternately on linguistics, evolutionary and cognitive neuroscience, and
phenomenology to argue that creative abstraction is grounded in corporeal references and
experiences102. The actor creates with her body and her imagination unified through
action, therefore emphasizing the communicative nature of intentionalized actions in
fictitious and quotidian situations. Moreover, Blair’s insistence that actors imagine with
their bodies to generate source material for their performances103 suggests that realist
acting is a particularly vivid form of Embodied Simulation: actors not only simulate their
102

Rhonda Blair, The Actor, Image, and Action: Acting and Cognitive Neuroscience
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scripted character’s but articulate that simulation in a communicative performance for an
anticipated audience.
For Blair, the actor’s core materials of creation are the interwoven and inseparable
“body and the consciousness that rises out of it”104. To this end, many actor-training
techniques seek to train strong and versatile bodymind connections105. These
interconnections enable the actor to not only learn through her body, but to reimagine and
apply that corporeal knowledge to other situations as a bodymind metaphor: to
strategically react to one situation as if it were another, based on re-imagined corporeal
experience. Character embodiment is, in this regard, a strategic manipulation of the
actor’s malleable body schema, an intersection of the physical body and the forces of
enculturation that impact how that body moves, speaks, breathes, etc106. The actor’s
virtuosity in re-organizing herself to look and sound like her verisimilar character
depends on her ability to experience the diegetic world as the actor does the quotidian
world, and then articulate the accompanying appresentations into a body schema befitting
of the character.
The manner in which actors access and articulate memories and imaginary
material challenges the traditional distinction between memory and imagination. Blair
argues for a corporeal foundation for linguistic metaphors, translated by the imaginative
consciousness from one sensory experience into another. Imagination becomes a
104
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powerful mobilizing force in recalling and applying these corporeal abstractions, be that
recollection spontaneous or deliberated, prompting Blair to define memory as “a tool of
the imagination”107 rather than a set of absolute facts:
[As actors,] we are not, in the purest terms, reliving anything; we are
having a new experience in the moment, drawing on experiences of the
past, shaped by our current condition and imagination. Since memories are
‘constructions assembled at the time of retrieval’, […] we no longer need
to be concerned about reliving a past event as truthfully as possible, but
can tap into memory as a tool to be used to make the present more alive, as
part of the powers of imagination to make the actor’s range of expression
as wide and deep as possible.108
Thompson and Zahavi would both agree with Blair that memory is largely a function of
imagination: memory is a re-presentation of a past event and is therefore reconstructed by
a greater process of imagination109. Memories are mental constructions true to their
moment of recollection110, since that which is recalled can change over time.
Extrapolating this cognitive transfer of corporeal experience across selves, acting
technique physicalizes the actor’s imagination through the actor-as-character’s body
schema. The appresentational potential for the bodymind memories and imaginations that
can transfer across quotidian and situational selves is foundational to many styles of
realist acting: the actorly impulse to connect a particularly compelling or resonant part of
one’s quotidian experience to a dramatic moment in performance can go a long way
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towards immersing the actor in her role and the actor-as-character in her situational lived
world.
The actor does not need to inscribe her personal memories directly within her
character. The actor creates her role by doing and playing within the character’s lived
world, not by putting her quotidian self within the fictitious world111, but by empathizing
with the character so as to imagine as someone else. The degree to which these imagined
materials are faithful reconstructions of the quotidian actor’s memories, a complete
fabrication of the actor, or a deliberate alteration of a memory to suit the dramatic
moment at hand is a key point of difference among major Method Acting gurus. For
example, Blair accuses Lee Strasberg’s Method acting of under-privileging imagination
in favour of Affective Memory, wherein the actor is trained to create her role directly
from her unaltered personal memories to ensure verisimilitude112. Strasberg’s vehement
reliance on Affective Memory techniques, especially after Stanislavsky denounced the
practice, irreparably fragmented the Method community into a series of rival systems113.
Stella Adler’s insisted that the actor’s quotidian memories can inform but not replace the
111

Ibid., 33.
Ibid., 39–41.
113
Affective Memory techniques often target repressed and painful emotional memories
for instantaneous recall during performance, and became synonymous with the
emotionally raw performances for which the Method became infamous. By becoming the
character through affective memory techniques, Strasberg’s actor relives her own
emotional memories outside of their original context, rather than reimagine them to be
appropriate to her character, thereby valuing authenticity over verisimilitude. In
Strasberg’s Method, memory eclipses imagination as the actor’s source of emotional
energy. The role of Affective Memory in Intrasubjective appresentations will be taken up
in greater detail in Chapters 2. For now though, Strasberg’s inversion of memory and
imagination is as dubious to contemporary neurophenomenologists as it was to some of
Strasberg’s rivals and colleagues. For more on the impact of Affective Memory within
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experiences of the character, thereby forcing the actor to make memory subservient to
imagination within the narrative framework114. Sanford Meisner, on the other hand,
encouraged authenticity in performance through spontaneity and careful attention to the
actions of scene partners, rather the emotional self-indulgence of the affective memory115.
Adler’s imaginary reworking of memory and Meisner’s prioritization of cognitive and
corporeal reactiveness and readiness are much closer in praxis to the holistic bodymind
expressiveness for which Blair advocates.
My intervention in Blair is to argue that realist actors find themselves in their
character’s intentional pull through creative experiments that lead to compelling
appresentations and, eventually, empathy. Whether Strasberg’s actor looks within,
Meisner’s actor looks to her scene partner, or Adler’s actor looks to her script, the
generation of the actor’s score comes from experimentation with whatever creative
fodder the actor chooses to work from imitating the actor-as-character’s actions in the
narrative world. A strong command of bodymind resources like imagination expedites the
process by enabling the actor to better ensnare herself within her desired intentional pulls,
and to explore and articulate the appresentations that she develops within those pulls.
As later chapters will explore, the limited time that screen actors often have to do
their creative work prior to and during film production means that improved access to
bodymind resources and a greater sensitivity to the compelling intentional pulls within
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the sides certainly improve the actor’s chances at producing a compelling performance.
This is not to suggest that stage actors have a significantly easier or more relaxed
preparation process, but it does reflect how the industrial differences between theatre and
screen productions make demands of the actor’s creative efforts. This difference is
particularly evident in John Lutterbie’s neurophenomenological model of stage acting,
against which I contrast my neurophenomenological model of screen acting to address
the medium-specific manifestations of acting’s common creativity.
Lutterbie’s Toward a General Theory of Acting explicitly embraces Thompson’s
Embodied Dynamism as a model for how theatre actors integrate their bodies,
imagination, and emotions into a single meaning-making system through performance116.
The actor is in a constant state of reactive mental and physical change, “responding to
internal and external cues, aware of changes in the performance (self-generated or an
effect of the work of others), and in tune with the ebb and flow of audience
involvement”117. Lutterbie places an actor’s work within this framework to argue that the
actor and actor-as-character’s constant re-organizations generate the situational world of
the drama. In Lutterbie’s model, the actor’s imagination is a versatile and omnipresent
force in the actor’s capacity to create. Imagined events can trigger physical and emotional
states that immerse the actor in the Magic If of a crucial dramatic moment118, but these
imagined events or recalled moments can themselves be triggered by physical actions and
affective associations119.
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Overall, Lutterbie’s positioning of stage acting as a Dynamic System stresses the
malleability of the actor’s bodymind instrument; the sheer diversity of realist and nonrealist acting styles that can be accurately framed as examples of Embodied Dynamism
suggests that acting styles are simply different prioritizations of how to use that
bodymind instrument towards creating specific types of performance, rather than
question if there can be actorly performances at all under certain aesthetic working
conditions.
In a theoretical move that parallels my own, Lutterbie proposes that theatre acting
is the human intersection of three overlapping, complimentary Dynamic Systems: the
actor’s relationship to her performance space; the iterative relationships among the actors
while performing; and the connection between the performing actors and their
audiences120. I, on the other hand, suggest that realist screen acting solicits three
complementary, simultaneous, and overlapping empathetic relationships: an
Intrasubjective relationship between the actor and her character; the Intersubjective
relationships among performing actors and among actors-as-characters; and, a
Performative relationship between the actor and her audience. The major differences
between Lutterbie’s taxonomy and my own appear in the nature of the actor’s
relationship to her performance space.
The first difference is in the details of the type of connection in question. In
positioning theatre acting as a collection of dynamic systems, Lutterbie does not specify
the forces of attraction and intentionality within each system, beyond that the actor
immerses herself in an iterative relationship with her surroundings. I agree with Lutterbie
120
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that theatre and screen actors seek to immerse themselves within multiple levels of
malleable bodymind circumstances. Framing the screen actor’s path to immersion as a
series of empathetic solicitations, however, ascribes an individualistic agency and
intentionality that is tightly bound the industrial logistics of specifically screen
production. The creative ramifications of film production’s minimal rehearsal time, and
the actor’s anticipation of a director who may be more concerned with a shot’s technical
set-up than the actor’s creative choices, mean that screen actors must arrive on set fully
prepared to give a final performance: as Canadian screen actors Natalie Lisinska and
Matthew MacFadzean explain of a typical arrival on set, “You have to be amazing
now”121. Without abundant rehearsal time to acclimatize to the set and their surroundings,
screen actors must proactively take charge of their creative work by preparing however
they can on their own. The definable goal of making quick, compelling, and efficient
connections across targets, as opposed to gradually becoming immersed in the mise-enscène, therefore stress the importance of intentionality in screen acting’s workflow and
process.
In a related issue, the second major difference between Lutterbie’s model and my
own is in the selection of observers and targets within the relational systems at play.
Lutterbie invokes the stage actor’s enworlding within the physical venue where she
performs, whereas I stress the importance of an Intrasubjective relationship with the
scripted self with whom the film actor forms her character. Lutterbie is right to consider
how a performance venue shapes an actor’s performance, and stage and screen actors
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alike can find creative motivations from a scene’s setting. I contend, however, that the
highly individualistic nature of screen acting’s preparations can easily prompt the screen
actor to prioritize her connection with her character, while deferring much of her
Intersubjective and Performative work until she arrives on set.122 The taxonomical
differences between Lutterbie’s actorly Dynamic Systems and my actorly empathetic
solicitations reflect the traditional media production wisdom on theatre and films’
performance scales. Whereas stage actors must fill an entire theatre, I propose that film
actors address the camera as an intimate Audience of One, which locates all of the spatial
relationships to the scale of the actor’s situational self. Although the Audience of One
certainly impacts the actor’s relationship with the audience – for which Lutterbie also
accounts – I suggest that the film actor’s Intrasubjective relationship is spatialized in that
the amount of detail that the camera catches necessitates an intimately informed actor-ascharacter. In a recent interview at a television acting symposium at the University of
Reading, British film actor Phil Davis remarked, “If you think it, the camera will catch
it”123. This suggests that, beyond controllable Performative choices, a film actor must be
able to think as her character in excruciating detail, harmonizing her voluntary responses
within the widely affective realm of involuntary reactions. One of the actor’s goals is
therefore to use the intimacy of screen acting’s smaller spatialization to let the audience
see into the character’s thoughts, feelings, imaginations, and memories; to push the actoras-character’s cognitive scaffolding towards the anticipated audience as a text that will
capture the spectator’s intentional pull.
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If acting is the solicitation of bodymind empathy – a cognitive and corporeal
investigation of a target self’s intentionality – then the solicitation itself is a strategic
attempt to reorganize her bodymind meshwork into a situational and autopoeitic
configuration that invites others to experience it as such. The next chapter qualifies the
types of complimentary, overlapping empathetic solicitations that realist actors make to
create verisimilar illusions through performance.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Framework:
Three Empathetic Connections
T e T ee

at et Conne t ons

Realist screen acting is the solicitation of three complementary and simultaneous
empathetic relationships: an Intrasubjective relationship between the actor and her
character; an Intersubjective relationship between performing actors and among actors as
characters; and, a Performative empathy between the performing actor and her audience
(see Figure 1). These empathetic relationships collectively enworld the quotidian actor as
the situational actor-as-character within the fiction. The actor’s transformation from
quotidian self to situational self is a strategic re-organization of her quotidian bodymind
schema into a situational configuration that is not inherently recognizable as the actor’s
quotidian self. This re-organization prompts the actor to relate to her situational self, her
fellow actors and surroundings, and her anticipated audience as a self-reinforcing,
iterative, dynamic system.
In placing the solicitation of empathy at the centre of a model of realist acting,
this study examines how each empathetic relationship is solicited and sustained by
appresentations and the target’s intentional pull, with the ultimate goal of producing
verisimilar performances. This section will analyze how each of the Intrasubjective,
Intersubjective, and Performative solicitations fulfill Coplan’s criteria for empathetic
relationships: the Affective Match, Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking, and Self-Other
Distinction. Each of the three empathetic connections will be qualified with a brief
historical case study that demonstrates how some prolific American Method Acting
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practitioners prioritized this particular empathetic connection as the foundation of an
actor’s craft.

Figure 1: Acting’s Three Empathetic Relationships
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On the Intrasubjective level, the actor connects with her character by translating
the scripted character into a situational self within the quotidian actor’s bodymind
schema. This translation from script to body requires the actor to develop useful
appresentations to ensnare herself in the scripted character’s intentional pull. These
appresentations are often a blend of cues from the script as to the character’s cognitive
scaffolding, and of compelling reference points in the quotidian actor’s bodymind schema
that somehow resonate with the actor’s interpretation of the fictitious character. These
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Intrasubjective appresentations aim to connect the actor to the character by satisfying all
three of Coplan’s criteria for empathetic relationships.
Different schools of acting have developed various imaginative and physical
techniques for actors to form an Intrasubjective Affective Match with her the character
and vicariously take on her perspective, thereby fulfilling two of Coplan’s criteria for
empathetic relationships. The role of acting technique in maintaining the Self-Other
Distinction is far more nebulous. Many schools of Method acting insist that the actor
must “become” her character during performance or else the result will be fake,
unconvincing, or insincere and manipulated124. This suggests that Intrasubjective Method
Acting techniques marginalize the Self-Other Distinction required for empathetic
relationships. This marginalization of the Self-Other Distinction is at its most visible in
the radically Intrasubjective Method Acting experiments by Strasberg-based practitioners
in the 1970s, who began altering their quotidian bodies to better match the intended body
for a character125, which will be taken up in greater detail later in this chapter. That said,
the American Method Acting movements are not the only Stanislavsky-based theories of
screen acting available to contemporary actors, however influential the Method has
become in screen performance practices. Moreover, and despite the lack of explicit
training for establishing a productive Self-Other Distinction, it is important to remember
that the Self-Other Distinction is always still accessible to the actor or else she logically
could never ‘stop’ acting once the filming process is complete.
124
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In other words, an essential facet of Intrasubjectively connecting to the situational
character is to be able to disconnect afterwards. This disconnection principle has wide
consensus among key acting practitioners and critics. Rick Kemp cites prolific director
and acting instructor Michael Chekhov’s insistence on keeping actor and character
distinct as a key principle of stimulating the actor’s creative imagination126. Sharon
Carnicke’s historical analysis of Stanislavsky’s theories of acting positions the Magic If
as a valuable safeguard against the actor losing control of these invoked and applied
emotions and then genuinely reliving them as her character127. Even Strasberg’s notes
from Boleslavsky’s classes stress that “hallucination” is not acting, but to be able to recall
and manipulate emotional experiences is a powerful boon to one’s performances128.
Instead, the appresentational Magic If preserves and negotiates the bodymind distance
between the quotidian actor and the re-organized actor-as-character.
Only in the most radical of Intrasubjective practices does the actor refuse – or
become unable – to break out of character. I suggest, for example, that an excessively
weakened Intrasubjective Self-Other Distinction forced Daniel Day-Lewis to leave
Richard Eyre’s 1989 production of Hamlet at London’s National Theatre. The role of
Hamlet is famously demanding on its actor’s emotional and mental resources, and DayLewis is known for his intensely immersive approach to acting. During the Ghost scene
during one performance, an exhausted Day-Lewis-as-Hamlet broke down midperformance and left the stage, convinced that he had just seen the actual ghost of Day-
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Lewis’ own father129. Day-Lewis was traumatized by the experience and could not return
to acting for many years. Preserving the Self-Other Distinction is essential for
Intrasubjective realist acting because it preserves the quotidian actor’s psychological
well-being while keeping the actor-as-character enworlded within the drama.
The Intrasubjective connection’s prompt to the actor to turn inwards for creative
fodder makes sense in terms of its place in filmmaking as an industrial process: a great
deal of Intrasubjective appresentation development occurs when the actor is working
alone. She may make creative Intrasubjective discoveries about her character’s goals and
desires while rehearsing with other actors or while collaborating with directors, costume
designers, and other production personnel. She may also uncover valuable details about
her character’s experiences by experimenting with Performative choices like blocking
directions, consciously varied vocal intensities, and so forth. Ultimately though, much of
the work that an actor does to prepare her inner monologue130, including her character’s
backstory and finding pertinent physical and mental appresentations in her quotidian self
to somehow embody within her character, happens privately and early in the actor’s
creative process. This workflow has as much to do with practicality and pragmatism as
with artistic priority: most film actors have access to their script before meeting the other
actors and having a chance to rehearse. The actor is presented with a script that contains
the situational self with whom she must align, and subsequently build the appresentations
that pull the actor from imitating the character to empathetically experiencing the world
as her character.
129
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To that end, Intrasubjective appresentation creation typically blends cues from the
script with physical and emotional exercises that improve the actor’s access to her
bodymind resources, thereby giving the actor more to work with while aligning herself
within a character’s intentional pull. Stella Adler, for example, encouraged her students
to study the arts and history, and to practice the habit of imagining things in great critical
detail, to generate experiential fodder for future re-interpretations. Strasberg, on the other
hand, developed relaxation and introspection exercises to help connect the actor to
memories that trigger affective responses that can be recalled in performance to put the
actor in the right bodymind state for the scene at hand; as Anna Strasberg describes, to
introduce “the actor’s sensory life back to her”131.
In many traditions of script analysis, the actor targets the scripted character by
identifying the beliefs and desires as evidence of the scripted character's emotions. By
reconstructing a realist character’s cognitive scaffolding, the reader – in this case, an
actor – can first simulate and imitate the character’s imaginative and emotional
experiences en route to forming an empathetic connection with the text, reinforced by
MNS’s multimodal bottom-up corporeal sensations132. The actor’s move from simulation
to Intrasubjective empathy likely begins with how the actor ensnares herself within the
character’s intentional pull, literally pulling the character off the page and into a
situational body133.
The empathetic process of translating the character from page to body in Stella
Adler’s Method, for example, begins with simulation as a path to the emotional truths
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behind and within the words. Adler insists that, in addition to conducting diligent
dramaturgical research to gain informed access to the world of the drama134, the actor
must be profoundly aware of the script’s words in order to transcend the script and
unleash all of the affective power and possible selves imbedded within them135, without
becoming so fixated on the words that she loses the emotional connection to the dramatic
moment. The actor’s ability to first understand the play’s ideas136 and to then use these
ideas to excite her fruitful creative imagination137 is a cornerstone of Adler’s Method.
This same tactic of mining the script for emotional throughlines and then making
the script subservient to the affective power of the enacted moment also manifests in
some British and Canadian styles of film acting. For Vancouver-based screen acting
instructor Bruce Clayton, the script is a “roadmap” to the character’s journey throughout
the scene but, like Adler, any “preciousness” about the words must be discarded if it
impedes the acting work behind the words. Similarly, British screen acting instructor Bill
Britten acknowledges the affective potential of a script’s “intricate” words and “detailed”
descriptions, it is the actor – and not the writer – who scripts the emotional inner
monologue of the performed character by connecting with the emotional content
embedded within and between the lines138. The cultural politics behind how an actor
ought to “respect” the script’s words differs greatly across nationalist and artistic
traditions. However, Adler’s prescription for starting with – and then building away from
– the script also mirrors the progression from imitation to empathy. Beyond simply
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memorizing her lines, the actor’s translation of the character into her own body gradually
places more value on how the actor-as-character enacts the narrative than on strictly
adhering to a script that the audience will likely never see.
Formal script analysis is not the only way for the actor to reconstruct a character’s
cognitive scaffolding from the script’s page. In some acting traditions, the desire to move
from simulation to empathy prompts the actor to use external and internal objects to
begin the serious entry into the character’s intentional pull. Actors often couple script
work with experiments with props and costume pieces that are appropriate to the
character to gain a firsthand sensorial experience of how the character might move139.
Olivier was famous for finding character inspirations in costume pieces from crowns to
fake noises: the “one or two externals” that spark his imagination as to who the character
could be to him140. More recently, Viggo Mortensen wore a sword on his belt for months
before and during the shoot of the Lord of the Rings films to help him find a convincing
physical vocabulary141 for the films’ fantastical heroism, enworlding his situational self
with the corporeal knowledge of someone accustomed to carrying a large sharp object on
his hip at all times. This type of experimentation presumes a productive connection
between physical action and creative imagination. This creative investigation of potential
body schemas can prompt a corporeal knowledge that will help the actor to imagine her
script from within the character’s intentional pull. For Olivier, Mortensen, and many
other screen actors, the intentionalized actions motivated by the object help to specify the
script’s cues towards the character’s beliefs and desires because it prompts the actor’s
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top-down imaginative processes to collaborate with the bottom-up sensorimotor
experience of the object.
Additionally, some actors will supplement their immersion in a character’s
intentional pull with firsthand research and skill acquisition. In an example from earlier in
this essay, Harvey Keitel’s experiences while studying and interacting with New York
pimps proved to be a potent source of character information for his role in Scorsese’s
Taxi Driver. Beyond addressing production concerns, such as when Robert de Niro
learned to box to play prizefighter Jake LaMotta in Raging Bull (Martin Scorsese, 1980),
acquiring skills can be a productive point of entry to the character’s intentional pull
because they provide a firsthand experience of a meaningful aspect of the target
character’s experience and intentionality. Skill acquisitions can impact Performative
empathy as well as Intrasubjective because they can easily transform the actor’s image
and body schema: not only can an actor look, move, or sound different from learning a
new skill, but the corporeal knowledge of that skill can be imaginatively applied
throughout the performance.
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One of the most prolific Intrasubjective techniques in twentieth century acting
comes from Strasberg’s Method, wherein the actor searches within herself for powerful
emotional memories to invoke in performance. By putting the actor in a dramatically
suitable emotional state, Strasberg’s actor will appear to genuinely feel as her character,
and thereby enworld the actor-as-character within the drama.
Strasberg’s Method for Intrasubjectively-reliant acting stems from his
interpretation of Stanislavsky’s early experiments in emotional recall. In the early 1920s,
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Strasberg and fellow future Actors Studio member Stella Adler were among the first
American theatre practitioners to study Stanislavsky’s System at the New York
workshops led by Moscow Art Theatre expats Richard Boleslavsky and Maria
Ouspenskya142. This early version of Stanislavsky’s System pioneered the Affective
Memory technique, wherein the actor treats her own emotional memories as a “mine
from which all psychological truth must be dug”143. The hope of this Affective Memory
work is that the actor becomes able to recall sincere feelings on command.
Strasberg’s techniques aim to establish a film Intrasubjective connection that
satisfies Coplan’s criteria for empathy. Through the Affective Memory exercise, the
quotidian actor improves her access to her emotionally charged memories to better
Affectively Match her situational characters. The Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking
goes hand in hand with the Affective Match, in that the choice of emotions to recall is
determined by the cognitive scaffolding that she has reconstructed from the script. The
Affective Memory, as a professional practice, is predicated on the notion that the actor
never fully overcomes the Self-Other Distinction: the recalled emotional material informs
the experiences of the situational character, but only in affective proximity to the actor’s
quotidian memory. In other words, if the recalled emotion was not intensely and
specifically personalized to the quotidian actor, that emotion would not be chosen to be
adapted to the needs of the situational – and inherently non-quotidian – self. This
heightened emotional access trained by the Affective Memory exercise allows the actor
to transform the scripted character’s cognitive architecture into a resonant bodymind
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appresentation that blends the Intrasubjective Affective Match with its accompanying
Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking. The Strasbergian actor thereby creates a verisimilar
performance since she appears to feel exactly what her character feels.
Strasberg was fascinated by both the prospect and the process of invoking genuine
emotions on stage, so much so as to be described by his former colleague Harold
Clurman as a “fanatic on the subject of true emotion”144. The unremittingly truthful
expression of the actor’s emotions became the primary goal of Strasberg’s Method, and
Affective Memory work became one of the primary teaching exercises for that skill.
Anna Strasberg, a former student of the Actors Studio and Lee Strasberg’s widow,
exemplifies the utter conviction in Affective Memory as the best training for realist
actors:
Emotional memory is the key to unlocking the secret to creativity. When
anybody creates, he is unconsciously using memories of senses and
emotions. All people have emotional memories, but not everyone can recreate them. The emotional memory exercise provides a technique for
doing so.145
Strasberg and – at least in his early career – Stanislavsky both treated the psychological
conditioning required by Affective Memory work as Pavlovian rather than Freudian146.
Emotional recall was not about psychological recuperation but instead was a learnable,
desirable skill for the actor that would protect her from giving an insincere performance:
“the Method teaches actors to re-create - not to copy, not to make believe, but to connect
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with what you know and use it as a character”147. The empathetic underpinnings of this
Pavlovian connection “with what you know” through Affective Memory work carry
important consequences for the performing actor’s body schema.
In Affective Memory exercises, the instructor guides the student through the
reliving of a buried memory by making the student describe aloud its associated sensory
experiences and subsequent emotions. Although Strasberg insisted that his students focus
on the somatic experience of the recalled emotion rather than the story behind the
memory148, some narrative prompting was required to make sure that the actor was
recalling something sufficiently moving as to be dramatically meaningful. First, the
exercise awakens a body schema associated with the recalled memory within the actor.
This intermediary remembered self, grounded in the recalled body schema and
dramatically relevant to the character’s narrative condition, becomes part of the
appresentational Magic If, helps the actor to feel her way into the character’s lived world.
If the intermediary body schema is a compelling fit within the Magic If, the actor
transposes her recalled self into the situational self of the character. This creates the
verisimilar illusion that the actor has become the character by wholeheartedly embracing
the intermediary appresentations as being real.
The pragmatic value of the Affective Memory exercise is predicated on the type
of bodymind integration and self-organization explored by Zahavi and Thompson.
Strasberg’s Affective Memory exercises treat the quotidian actor and the character-onthe-page as centres of intentionality that will be intentionally pulled together. The
147
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exercise moreover aspires to empathetically unite the actor’s quotidian self with the
situational self of the character by invoking an intermediary remembered self who can
satisfy the conditions of the appresentational Magic If.
The emotions recalled during an Affective Memory exercise become part of the
actor’s performance repertoire and, for Strasberg, her resourcefulness in conjuring these
deep memories becomes a test of her skill149. The inevitable analogy of Strasberg as an
amateur psychotherapist became a popular weapon among Strasberg’s critics, a group
that included many former colleagues and students. Actors Studio co-founder Robert
Lewis eventually condemned Affective Memory as “pathology, not art”, arguing that
Strasberg was not equipped to deal with the traumas that might surface during the
exercise, and that these traumatic memories push the actor too far from the drama and too
far into herself150. Morris Carnovsky declared Affective Memory to be useless as a
rehearsal method, and Phoebe Brand accused Strasberg of “crippling” actors by
encouraging a “moody, personal, self-indulgent acting style”151. Stella Adler was so
incensed with Strasberg’s insistence on Affective Memory that, in 1934, she left New
York to visit the elderly Stanislavsky in Paris. Upon learning that, late in his career,
Stanislavsky too had abandoned Affective Memory in favour of a more imaginationbased approach, Adler returned to New York, severed her connections with Strasberg and
the Actor’s Studio, and formed her own school of acting based on Stanislavsky’s later
work. What was it, though, that so many expert practitioners eventually found so
destructive about Affective Memory?
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When transposing the actor’s allegedly internal emotions to those of the character,
the interconnected bodymind must adjust physically to accommodate the emotional
choices. Since the ensuing body schema is organized around the needs of the actor-ascharacter, however, the quotidian body that houses the Strasbergian character may
struggle to match the character’s story and circumstances. Put another way, the
remembering body may not match or be able to adequately accommodate the
remembered body in a way that suits the verisimilar needs of the actor-as-character.
Strasberg’s conviction in the truth of memory and the artifice and deceit of imagination,
coupled with his penchant for intimidating and bullying his actors who performed with
“artificial” emotions152, dissuaded many actors from freely imagining bodymind
circumstances to close the discontinuities between the actor and her character. The
vehement insistence on using memory over imagination often forced the actor to make
uncomfortable mental adjustments in the hope that her body will keep pace. If the actor’s
body schema cannot resolve the ensuing tension, the Strasbergian actor may need to
either develop new memories through research and experimentation, or to change her
body to fit the character.
Many Strasbergian actors in the late 1970s and early 1980s experimented with
physical transformations for overcoming the implicit Self-Other Distinction through
altering their quotidian bodies to better match the imagined body of the situational
character. Dustin Hoffman’s inebriated and sleepless preparation for some scenes in
Marathon Man (John Schlesinger, 1976) famously drew the ire of co-star Laurence
Olivier, who asked Hoffman why he was physically harming himself rather than “try
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acting” instead153. Robert De Niro filed his teeth down for his role in Taxi Driver (Martin
Scorsese, 1976) to better imitate the symptomatic teeth-grinding of his PTSD-afflicted
Vietnam veteran character. A few years later, De Niro’s extensive physical conditioning
and weight fluctuations during production on Raging Bull (Martin Scorsese, 1980) grew
out of extensive personal research on LaMotta’s life and boxing career. The intense
emotional labour and potentially dangerous physical transformations of radically
Intrasubjective Method actors coincided with a larger American cultural impulse towards
emotional honesty and self-awareness. Julie Levinson connects the critical acclaim for
this intensely immersive new style of Method acting with the popularity of contemporary
pop psychology, which often stressed the importance of “uncovering” and
“rediscovering” one’s true essential self154. Once the emotional intensities and risk of
physical self-harm became normalized as a commendable commitment to the craft of
acting 155, the radically Intrasubjective practices of 1970s Strasbergian actors became
inseparable from conversations of screen actors bodies. From the representational gender
politics of Charlize Theron’s weight gain for Monster (Patty Jenkins, 2003), to Michael
Fassbinder’s self-emaciation for Hunger (Steve McQueen, 2008), to The Atlantic’s
proclamation that Jared Leto tormenting his fellow actors on-set as the Joker in Suicide
Squad (David Ayer, 2016) has finally destroyed Method Acting as a whole156 157, the
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version of the screen actor that arrives within the character inevitably raises the question
of where performances stop and – radically Intrasubjective – acting begins.
Across all of these techniques, however, is the impulse towards catachresis, which
Viviane Sobchak borrows from Merleau-Ponty to qualify a spectator’s affective
responses to a film:
Reciprocating the figural literal representations of bodies and worldly
things in the cinema, the spectator’s lived body in the film experience
engages in a form of sensual catachresis. That is, it fills in the gap in its
sensual grasp of the figural world on-screen by turning back on itself to
reciprocally (albeit not sufficiently) ‘flesh it out’ into literal physicalized
sense.158
For actors, Intrasubjective catachresis is a process of completing the actor-as-character
with pieces of the actor’s quotidian self, letting the appresentational Magic Ifs pull the
actor’s recalled intentionalities into the performance score of the actor-as-character.
These quotidian patches in the situational meshwork can provide a wealth of creative
fodder by fostering deeply resonant appresentations, but also increase the risk of blurring
the empathetic Self-Other Distinction.
Acting styles differ widely on the importance of extensive emotional catachresis
to the actor, in terms of what kinds of memories – if any – should be transferred to the
actor-as-character, and how the recalled material should be used. For Strasberg, the
Intrasubjective intimacies of emotional catachresis provide the detailed authenticity of an
ideal verisimilar performance. Challenging Strasberg, Adler saw an over-reliance on
catachresis as a mistaken reduction of the character to fit the smaller “size” of the actor,
famously cautioning that “you have to realize from the outset that Hamlet was not 'a guy
158
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like you’”159. Catachresis could, however, productively inform a performance if the actor
used the transferred material to spark her imagination to rework the recollections to fit the
character. By reimagining memories to suit the character, Adler’s actor pulls the actor-ascharacter’s intentionality into her body by magnifying, extrapolating, or otherwise
reworking her quotidian experiences to fit the actor-as-character’s world.
Meisner was far more sceptical of catachresis because he feared that it removed
the actor from the world of the drama by making the actor more involved with herself
than the dramatic moment. Instead, Meisner instructed his actors to emotionally
particularize key moments in the drama to provoke an intended personal reaction.
Otherwise, Meisner’s Method places far more emphasis on the spontaneity that arises
organically from the Dynamic System between the actors than in the personal
meaningfulness of how and what the actor inserts of her quotidian self into the scene.
Although the actor should emotionally prepare herself to enter a scene in the dramatically
appropriate emotional state, there is no reason that this state should revive an experience
outside the actor-as-character160. Even then, any catachresis must be used to prompt
sincere reactions from Meisner’s actor-as-character, rather than let it become an
emotional excavation that traps the actor inside herself.
In any case, catachresis is a potent and potential force in generating
Intrasubjective appresentations, thereby closing the perceptual gap by literally inserting
versions of the actor’s quotidian experiences into the actor-as-character. Little of this
Intrasubjective work, however, is apparent outside of the dramatic world: although the
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actor’s immersion in the dramatic world begins with the script, the enworlded actor-ascharacter is rarely alone in that narrative world.
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The actor’s Intersubjective connection with her fellow actors is a creatively motivated
Dynamic System. The iterative and often-unpredictable relationship between performing
actors is crucially important to realist acting’s verisimilar illusion. In many schools of
acting, the circular causality of the actors’ responses to each other is a testing ground the
malleability and relevance of her Intrasubjective appresentations in light of the
spontaneous Intersubjective appresentations that manifest while collaborating with her
scene partner. This section will outline how the Intrasubjective relationships among
actors meet Coplan’s criteria for an empathetic relationship, and how major acting
practitioners configure these connections among actors. In particular, Meisner’s Method
challenges the centrality of Intrasubjective connections to realist acting by allocating
most of the actor’s creative attention to responding to and being affected by her fellow
actors.
The Intersubjective progression from imitation to empathy occurs across two related
yet distinct connections. The Primary Intersubjective connection positions the quotidian
actor as the observer, who connects to her scene partners as the co-creators of the
dramatic action. The Secondary Intersubjective connection positions the actor-ascharacter as the observer, and her scene partner’s actor-as-character as her oftenuncooperative targets within the dramatic world. Through the actor-as-character, the actor
is also often attuned to her scene partner’s actor-as-character in order to understand why
he does what he does. Although both the actor and the actor-as-character observe the
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people around them as different selves, the cognitive and corporeal structural similarities
between the actor and actor-as-character allow them to engage with their respective
worlds in the same manner: reading and responding to the intentional cues of others,
while simultaneously presenting herself as a centre of intentionality with whom others
can connect.
The Primary Intersubjective Affective Match between quotidian actors is based on
the mutual trust and the professional focus that the actors bring to the scene is a necessary
precondition for their creative co-enworlding. If the dramatic world between the actors is
to become verisimilar, each actor must contribute to its construction by remaining “in the
moment”, sustaining her Intrasubjective appresentations amidst the Dynamic System of
the creative interaction with the scene partner. This shared “in the moment”-ness implies
a matching creative investment in the scene at hand: the creative enworlding can only be
sustained when both actors are actively participating within it. If one actor changes the
verisimilar terms of that enworlding through oblique responses, for example, or by
responding outside the realist cognitive scaffolding with non-realist performance cues,
the Dynamic System of the diegetic world cannot maintain its verisimilar illusion. The
actors’ shared state of trusting preparation enables a co-creative state in which their
intentional pull keeps them performing in the same play.
The Secondary Affective Match among actors-as-characters is difficult to
ascertain because, simply put, situational characters do not always agree with each other.
It is reasonable to assume though that, following Feagin’s claims on the cognitive
structural similarities between situational characters and quotidian readers, the situational
characters will attempt to connect with each other as real people to make sense of the
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world around them. Whether the characters – or the actors-as-characters – succeed in
affectively matching each other or not, the trust and matching effort established in the
Primary Intersubjective connection allows the actors to remain in the same situational
world, so that the circular causality of the actors-as-characters relationship can make
space to pull them closer together.
If the actors-as-characters do happen to empathize with each other, the Affective
Match is the result of the actors’ inner monologues aligning across the subtext.
Intersubjective appresentational Magic Ifs guide the actor’s trajectory in relating to the
other actors-as-characters, even if the relationships among actors-as-characters may very
significantly throughout the drama. In the film adaptation of Who’s Afraid of Virginia
Woolf? (Mike Nichols, 1966), for example, the relationship between Richard Burton’s
George and Elizabeth Taylor’s Martha constantly fluctuates across combinations of love,
boredom, exasperation, malice, playfulness, hatred, and vulnerability. Even amidst the
characters’ interpersonal cruelties, Burton and Taylor sustain George and Martha’s
marital commitment to each other, whether the connotations of that commitment are
entrapment, acceptance, tolerance, or begrudging obligation. In this film, the complex
Intersubjective relationship between Burton-as-George and Taylor-as-Martha is only
possible when Burton and Taylor create the appropriate appresentations within Burtonas-George and Taylor-as-Martha to guide how their bodymind intentionalities will react
to each other as a Dynamic System.
Just as Affective Matching is difficult to qualify consistently in the Secondary
Intersubjective relationship between actors-as-characters, the Primary actor-to-actor
Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking is convoluted at best. This empathetic criterion is best
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met during rehearsals, where actors experiment with creative choices by running a scene
and then discussing their experiences afterwards amongst themselves and with the
director. Rehearsals enable a process of creative trial and error, in the hopes of finding a
version of the scene that lets each actor accomplish whatever her character requires
during the sequence in question. Although far more common in the theatre, some film
directors will hold script read-through rehearsals and “tablework sessions”, where the
leading actors will often share their ideas about their characters and reveal preliminary
work on their performance scores. Many actors will also tell stories about how the
relationships among actors-as-characters influenced the personal relationship between the
quotidian actors who perform them, much to the professional gratitude of celebrity gossip
journalists eager to document who fell in love with who while shooting a film. Rehearsals
can therefore establish the trust-based Affective Match while giving each actor some idea
of what to expect from her colleagues during performance.
This is, however, an idealistic take on the working dynamics between hypothetical
actors, which does not necessarily account for the time constraints, labour conditions, or
the personal friendships and rivalries that shape the way actors and directors work
together. Otherwise, a performing actor will only wonder about the other actor’s
perspective if something in the scene is going wrong, or if a health or safety issue
develops from the way the scene is being performed. As long as the actors sustain their
trust-based Affective Match, there are few bodymind resources left available for
imaginatively projecting oneself into the quotidian shoes of one’s scene partner.
The Secondary Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking among actors-as-characters is
more accessible than its Primary counterpart because, in the circular causality of their
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relationship, the actor is constantly taking stock of her fellow actor-as-character’s
reactions. The film actor shifts a great deal of attention to the scene partner who, as
Canadian film acting instructor Bruce Clayton suggests, is a mirror who reflects the result
of the actor’s performance back to her through his iterative reactions (Clayton, 2006). In
the absence of a spectatorial audience, the actor gages the effectiveness of her
performance score by the reactions that she provokes in her scene partner’s actor-ascharacter.
Even if the actors are aware of each other’s perspective through iterative
reactions, the nature of their creative work means that the only perspective that they each
take fully take on is that of their own respective actor-as-character. The actor’s Secondary
Intersubjective Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking necessarily overlaps with her
Intrasubjective Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking with her own character. The actor can
learn just as much about her actor-as-character through individual efforts, like skill
acquisitions and immersive behaviours, as she can from collaborating with scene partners
to see how their interaction can pull the actor closer to empathizing as an actor-ascharacter. The target is still one’s own actor-as-character, but some of the appresentations
that pull the actor towards the actor-as-character can manifest in the scene partner. As the
actors experiment with performance choices to pull themselves from imitating their
actors-as-characters towards empathetically re-aligning as the actor-as-character, they
may discover new performance choices based on the Dynamic System of their
interaction.
During the rehearsal process for Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, for example,
Taylor and Burton likely experimented with how to align their performance scores to not
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only reveal pertinent character information but to establish a mutually-productive
understanding of how each round of emotional attacks on each other should resolve. The
near-constant animosity between Taylor-as-Martha and Burton-as-George requires a
meticulous collaboration to determine which attacks are brushed off and ignored, which
escalate of the fight, which are unnecessarily cruel and which are emotionally justifiable,
and how these decisions enable future reactions as their relationship develops throughout
the long film. Taylor draws a deep understanding of Martha’s beliefs and desires from
Albee’s screenplay, but needs Burton-as-George to catalyze much of her performance
score161. Taylor’s Intersubjective appresentions therefore likely included scoring
decisions such as “If George-as-Burton says X, I cannot let him see how much it hurts me
so I must laugh it off. Burton-as-George can only upset me visibly with X if he also
mentions Y”, and so on. Part of the Dynamic System of the actors’ iterative exchange
therefore requires the Intrasubjective Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking to mesh –
however imperfectly – with the Secondary Intersubjective Other-Oriented PerspectiveTaking.
The Self-Other Distinction in the actor’s Primary and Secondary Intersubjective
empathetic relationships are fairly straightforward. For all of the intentional cues drawn
from and offered to her scene partner, the actor is sufficiently busy balancing her
Intrasubjective relationship with her character within the circular causality of her
interactions with her scene partner to ever worry about becoming the other actor or his
actor-as-character. The actors remain distinct collaborators in their co-creative
enworlding. Some Intersubjective appresentations, drawn from close attention to one’s
161
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scene partner, can reinforce the Self-Other distinction by creating opinions on the other
actor-as-character. In the scene from Romeo and Juliet where Juliet laments to the Friar
that Romeo has been banished, for example, the actor-as-Juliet must continually decide
whether she trusts the Friar to help her or fears that he will now reveal her secret
marriage. Either way, the Intersubjective appresentational Magic If in this scene
reinforces for the actor-as-Juliet that she must collaborate with the Friar as a distinct
target: an autonomous centre of intentionality who may no longer be sympathetic to her
cause.
Many realist styles of acting suggest that the actor somehow prepare for her
Intersubjective relationships by creating an appresentation about how her actor-ascharacter relates to each other actor-as-character, knowing that their relationship will
often fluctuate throughout the narrative. This often involves projecting an imaginative
substitution on the scene partner: in the previously mentioned scene between Juliet and
the Friar, the actor-as-Juliet must imagine how Juliet would speak to a benign patriarchal
friend in a time of urgent emotional need. These kinds of projections often raise parallel
Intrasubjective questions – “How does Juliet relate to authority?” and “Is Romeo’s
banishment worse for Juliet than Tybalt’s death?”, for example – and the answers can be
mutually informing across both Intrasubjective and Intersubjective layers. These
performance score choices are crucial to enworlding the actor-as-Juliet within the enacted
narrative, since her action must seem internal and external at the same time.
Neo-Strasbergian film acting instructor Ivana Chubbuck proposes a particularly
radical Intersubjective Self-Other distinction by suggesting that the actor should
imaginatively substitute other actors-as-characters with emotionally resonant figures from
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her quotidian life162. In the prior example of Juliet and the Friar, Chubbuck would insist
that the actor playing Juliet not only speak to the actor-as-Friar as if he were the quotidian
actor’s best friend who has helped her during past crises, but that the actor-as-Juliet
should relive all of the emotional traumas that the quotidian actor has shared with that
friend to make the emotional stakes of the scene more compelling. Chubbuck’s
substitutions graft an appresentational Magic If on to the scene partner, in that the actor
treats her scene partner as if he is a response-provoking and emotionally resonant self
from the actor’s quotidian life. This kind of appresentation is therefore an Intersubjective
catachresis, since the actor is completing her empathetic perception of her scene partner
with pieces of her quotidian self so that her actor-as-character will react to the scene
partner in a way that provokes emotionally charged iterative reactions.
Like Strasberg, Chubbuck’s interest in psychotherapeutic techniques for releasing
suppressed emotions translates directly into her work with actors163. Chubbuck’s
substitutions are a complicated technique to manage effectively, since the actor will be
encouraged to substitute other actors-as-characters with emotionally resonant quotidian
figures, like deceased parents, abusive ex-lovers, and alienated friends164. Although these
substitutions can generate powerful empathetic connections for the actor by giving the
performed moment an immediate point of emotional entry to the scene165, they can also
exacerbate the Intrasubjective over-immersions against which Meisner vehemently
cautions.
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Meisner’s Intersubjectively-reliant Method was a deliberate break with Lee
Strasberg and the Actors Studio. Exasperated with Strasberg and his introspective
emotional recall exercises, Meisner sought to create verisimilar performances that deemphasized internal emotional associations in favour of outward action, famously
declaring that “The foundation of acting is the reality of doing”166. In Meisner, action
leads to spontaneous creative ideas, telling the story by showing what the character thinks
and feels. Meisner’s actors embrace this spontaneity through improvisation exercises that
fix the actor’s utmost attention on the behaviour of her scene partner, thereby
encouraging the actors to think and do together. The actors’ earnest reactions create the
verisimilar effect because their ensuing Dynamic System enworlds the actors together
within their scene on the actors’ own terms.
Meisner’s Repetition Game and its core principle of “The Pinch and the Ouch”
are his pedagogical response to Strasberg’s Affective Memory because of how Meisner’s
exercises prioritize the Intersubjective connection as the foundation for realist acting. The
Primary Intersubjective connection between actors, and the Secondary Intersubjective
connections between actors-as-characters both place a premium on spontaneous and
intentional reactions. Although Meisner recognizes the importance of script work and its
Intrasubjective cues, and that Performative clarity and sincerity are necessary goals,
Intrasubjective and Performative empathies are largely relegated to by-products of potent
Intersubjective connections.
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Meisner’s foundational training exercise, the Repetition Game, is the basis for his
Method’s co-creative enworlding through soliciting a potent Intersubjective connection.
In the Repetition Game, two actors have a thoroughly unnatural conversation about their
observations of each other. The actor is not allowed to pose questions to her scene
partner, or to talk about herself, except as in response to her scene partner’s observations.
Focus and a brisk pace are essential, although the actor is only allowed to speak when she
feels compelled to do so by her scene partner. Meisner calls this circular causality “the
Pinch and the Ouch”, the iterative loop of spontaneous cause-and-effect perturbations to
each actor’s state of disequilibrium. The Pinch and the Ouch puts a premium on not only
provoking responses from one’s scene partner but also on investing enough attention on
the scene partner to pick up on all the embodied connotations of each “pinch”.
In the Repetition Game, unless an actor perceives a change in her scene partner
and feels immediately compelled to name the perceived behaviour, the actor must repeat
what she has just heard her scene partner say. The actors must respond to each other
immediately, focussing their attention on the interaction while preventing them from
“going into their heads” and being clever with words. The Repetition Game shoves the
actor into the intentional pull of her scene partner through the deliberate attentiveness to
the other actor’s experience, not only in recognizing and reconstructing the other’s
experience, but in articulating and ‘working with’ it as a collaborative project.
The unfiltered impulses triggered in one actor by the other, and the subsequent
impetus to speak, are pedagogical tools for recognizing subtext and intent, whether
expressed verbally or through body language. As the variations on the Repetition Game
become more advanced - adding relationships between the characters, attention-diverting
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physical activities, opinions about each other, or entering the scene in the context of
something imaginary that has just happened – the actors come closer and closer to the
dramatic circumstances of playing a scripted scene on the understanding that they must
still play off each other rather than become too absorbed in something external. The point
of the Repetition Game is to make the actor more adept at detecting and responding to
these subtextual cues so that when a script is added, the verisimilar enworlding through
attentive listening will carry over.
Meisner’s actors therefore enworld themselves within the drama by co-creating
their Dynamic System’s boundaries: the world of the actors-as-characters is verisimilar
because the actors-as-characters respond to each other as fellow inhabitants of the
dramatic world while simultaneously co-creating the dramatic world that they inhabit.
Their interaction becomes an autopioetic system of iterative exchange between observers
who are the targets of each other’s observations, forming a Dynamic System wherein the
interaction between the actors and their boundary change each other over time. This
means that, in Meisner, character cannot be the purely-internal creation that it is in other
styles. Meisner reduces character to the unity of how an actor-as-character reacts in her
situational world, rather than the recalled self to be inhabited through Strasberg’s
Method. By insisting that character comes from how an actor feels about and reacts to
actions167, Meisner relocates most of the Intrasubjective exploration from other styles,
like Strasberg, to the Intersubjective collaboration between actors. The Repetition Game
engages the actor’s Mirror Mechanism168 by prompting her to not only attune herself to
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the perceived affordances of his bodymind schema but to also ascribe intentionality to her
partner’s reactions to her own behaviour. The situational selves of Meisner’s actors-ascharacters are constantly perturbed by each other’s spontaneous and intentionalized
actions, and by naming the perturbations that they observe in each other, they define each
other’s characters by acknowledging how they do what they do.
In scripted scenework, the actors are not only connecting with each other as
collaborators, but also with the scene partner’s character as her own character. This
implies that the Intersubjective bond between the quotidian actors is a foundation for the
verisimilar enworlding of the situational characters; by constantly attending to each
other’s subtextual responses, the performed characters appear to be interacting as people
trying to understand – and maybe even empathize with – each other. Part of Meisner’s
intervention was effectively to train actors to read each other with the same focus and
intensity as their scripts, thereby co-creating a narrative world through the iterative loop
of their interactions. The Intersubjective empathy solicited by Meisner’s Method is
predicated on the actor treating her scene partners as active texts, collaborators in the cocreative act of storytelling. Although Meisner emphasizes action over thought per se –
one of his most famous maxims was “an ounce of behaviour is worth a pound of
words”169 – the overarching framework for this action is a deeply invested attention to
one’s scene partners.
When done correctly, Meisner’s Repetition Game is an iterative loop of action
and reaction that supports an empathetic connection between the actors: the invested and
attentive curiosity constitutes an overarching Affective Match between the actors, even if
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the performed responses may differ; the unremitting focus on the other actor’s
experiential state demands that the actors can see the world and themselves from each
other’s perspective, all the while maintaining their observer-target distinction since the
exercise does not allow an actor to talk about herself as more than a repetition en route to
a new impulse.
The Intersubjective relationship in Meisner in two distinct and contingent parts: the
Primary Intersubjective connection between actors – which is what is practiced in the
improvised version of the Repetition Game – supports the Secondary Intersubjective
connections among the scripted actors-as-characters. The named impulses from the
purely-Improvisatory version of the Repetition Game become the subtext of the scripted
scene, and are what the actors-as-characters are ultimately responding to. The Affective
Match in Meisner’s Method occurs on the Primary Intersubjective level as an invested,
sincere, and attentive curiosity about the other actor’s experience, regardless of how their
depicted characters may feel about each other. This puts a premium on the active work
that the actors must do to really listen to each other and to work with what they give each
other to make the characters seem truthful, which supports the appearance of the
characters living in the same situational world. This is a complicated affective match,
since the actors are also engaging with each other as their characters, and one character’s
emotions do not necessarily affectively match those of another. If the Primary
Connection is strong enough, the Secondary connection will manifest as two verisimilar
people negotiating each other’s intentional pull.
If Meisner’s Method has an Intrasubjective Affective Match, it is through
appresentations that adapt some quotidian beliefs and desires to fit a dramatic moment.
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Meisner partially interpreted Stanislavsky’s Magic If as preparatory tool that can, if
necessary, “particularize” or specify the actor’s observations of her target to fit the
requirements of the scripted drama so that the observations will be relatable – and
therefore useable – for the observing actor. The emotional stakes of the reaction must be
real to the observing actor so that her response will foster a compelling dramatic world,
so if the textual perturbation is not meaningful in and of itself to the observer, she must
privately substitute something else that will be appropriately resonant for her. In
Meisner’s example170, an actor in his class is playing a woman who is accused by her
homophobic boyfriend of being a closeted lesbian. The scene codes the accusation as “a
deadly secret”171, but Meisner accuses the actor’s response to the accusation as being too
emotionally weak because the quotidian actor has no negative associations with
lesbianism. Meisner suggests that the actor privately substitute “lesbian” for something
that would produce the appropriately shocked response, such as “heroin addict” or “child
murderer” to particularize the moment to something that will provoke a more emotionally
potent and specific response. This use of the Magic If as a particularization has some
foundations in the actor’s Intrasubjective relationship with her character. The actor is
aligning the actor-as-character’s beliefs with her quotidian own, and then forcing these
beliefs to intrude upon the actor-as-character’s Intersubjective relationship with her
fellow actor. The whole point of the particularization, however, is to serve the
relationship between the actors by magnifying the emotional terms of their interaction
beyond the contents of the words they must say. By particularizing “lesbian” to mean
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“child murderer”, Meisner’s actor from the above example paradoxically plans a verbal
substitution to provoke a spontaneous reaction.
For Meisner, a script’s words are not as important as the “emotional essence”172
behind them; if an imaginary word change clarifies the moment’s emotional essence, so
be it. This kind of substitution is significantly different from the radically personal
substitutions encouraged by Chubbuck because the point is still to prepare a response in
anticipation of future responses, rather than to invoke a bodymind state from outside the
drama that will visibly unsettle the actor-as-character. Meisner’s substitutions may be
personalized, but they are not quotidian-personal to the same magnitude as in Chubbuck.
This enables Meisner’s actor to remain connected to her scene partner’s actor-ascharacter as he is playing it, while preventing the actor from going into her own head.
Even in scripted scenework, the performance score of Meisner’s actors, and the beats of
that score, ultimately come from the iterative loop of cues between the performers.
The Performative Affective Match in Meisner banks heavily on the sincerity and
spontaneity of the actors’ iterative relationship. Meisner does little to encourage
Performative techniques to better articulate the actor’s responses. Instead, the
presumption is that the audience of any medium will connect to the circular causality of
the actor’s exchange and perhaps feel immersed in their situational world. In any case,
the Performative Affective Match is more about the actor pushing their intentionalities
towards the spectator than pulling the spectator in by adjusting their reactions to fit the
performance medium.
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Meisner’s Method achieves its Intersubjective Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking
by integrating the imaginary circumstances of the drama within the actors’ iterative
relationship. In Meisner, character is the by-product of how one actor iteratively relates to
another, rather than a set of foregone conclusions from the beginning. The Secondary
Intersubjective relationship between the characters is therefore only possible with the
Primary relationship between the actors firmly in place to support the exchange. The
close attention to each other’s reactions as the character bonds the actors by creating the
characters - and experiencing one’s character’s imaginary circumstances – together.
The Intrasubjective Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking in Meisner occurs through the
emotional preparations that an actor will undertake to enter a scene in the desired
bodymind state. Even then, Meisner only allows these preparations if the actor is willing
to “leave them at the door” once the scene begins. The important acting work must
happen during the scene, and not before, and if the emotional state that the actor prepares
is to remain in play, it must start to derive from the actor-as-character’s exchange with
her scene partner’s actor-as-character.
The Performative aspects of this emotional preparation become extremely
important for film actors, who likely have to undertake the same emotional preparations
many times in close succession over multiple takes during a film shoot. The tight
schedules and budgets of many film shoots allow very little time for the actor to
emotionally prepare once the shot’s technical preparations are complete. If the actor
cannot shift her preparations to her scene partner repeatedly over many takes, the
performance will seem either emotionally monotonous or disjointed and unmotivated.
Entering the emotional state and then leaving the preparation behind on a film set with
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limited time to shoot each scene takes tremendous Performative discipline. To that end,
many Meisner actors will start their emotional preparations and the necessary emotional
transitions before the camera starts rolling to ensure that her performance occurs “in the
moment”.
The co-creative enworlding of Meisner’s technique maintains the Self-Other
distinction on the Primary and Secondary Intersubjective levels. The actor never loses
touch with herself, even when caught in the intentional pull of the other actor. On the
Primary level, the collaborative cognition valorized in Meisner requires that the other
actor is someone to connect with, and not someone to become. On the Secondary level,
Meisner de-emphasizes the notion of character as a fixed entity. Character is instead the
by-product of how the reacts to the drama as the character; how she, to quote Meisner,
lives truthfully under imaginary circumstances.
The Intrasubjective Self-Other distinction in Meisner is fairly straightforward: the
character is simply the result of what the actor-as-character does, so the situational self
cannot manifest outside of the performance. The Performative Self-Other distinction is,
in a way, the culmination of the actor’s intentional push. The actor presents her actor-ascharacter and her situational enworldment to the spectator. If the verisimilar illusion
generated by the rest of the Acting work is strong enough, the spectator will see the actoras-character as a centre of enworlded intentionality. The actor-as-character remains
distinct from the spectator, while also imploring him to imagine that she and her
situational world are real. The Performative intentional push of Meisner’s Method reward
the disbelief-suspending spectator with a compelling realism that invites comparison to
the quotidian world while asserting its difference. To this spectator, the actor-as-character
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is not imitating the fiction but is imaginatively, empathetically engrossed within it.
Whatever else the spectator derives from the film performance, in terms of
representations of race, class, and gender, are the result of the actor’s intentional push and
her collaboration with her colleagues and within rest of film form. As Meisner suggested,
“Don't be an actor. Be a human being who works off what exists under imaginary
circumstances. Don't give a performance. Let the performance give you”173.
Meisner’s system for soliciting Intersubjective Empathy among actors as a path to
verisimilar truth is a cornerstone of later styles of acting. David Mamet and William H.
Macy’s Practical Aesthetics explicitly embraces Meisner’s Repetition Game as its main
performance training technique, while also re-configuring the Repetition Game to make a
strong connection between its improvisatory impulses and the narrative needs of a given
script174. Mamet studied acting with Meisner at the Neighbourhood Playhouse for one
year between 1967-1968 before Meisner refused to readmit Mamet for a second year of
training175. Far from becoming disillusioned with Meisner or acting, Mamet devised a
performance style that is heavily indebted to the Meisner training that he received with a
strong emphasis on script analysis176.
Mamet and Macy’s intervention into Meisner is to ground intentionality in the
script, which is clarified, embodied, and articulated by the performing actor, rather than
for actors to primarily draw from each other with the script as a necessary hurdle to be
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overcome. Enthusiastically deriding Stanislavsky, Strasberg, Adler, and the Method as “a
cult”177, Mamet insists that all emotional connections, imaginative substitutions, and
enworlding Intrasubjective backstories are counter-productive to real acting because they
make the performance about the actor’s quotidian self rather than what the actor can
create. As in Meisner, the Practical Aesthetics character is a by-product of how the actoras-character does what she does. The emphasis remains on actions that present the actoras-character’s body schema as a target for another’s observations.
The progressive stages of Mamet’s Repetition Exercise move the actors from
straight repetition, which is very similar to the earliest levels of Meisner’s Repetition
Game where the actors repeat each other until one makes the other change, to what
Mamet called Active Repetition, wherein the actors commit to a strategically motivated
delivery with significant freedom to vary one’s responses. The progression of Mamet’s
Repetition Exercises from pure reaction to expressive subtext is useful in clarifying an
actor’s response to a scripted moment, pulling the actor from an imitation of the scripted
material to living truthfully within it.
Intersubjective appresentations are powerful forces in enworlding the actor-ascharacters within the drama while simultaneously asserting their autopoietic autonomy
within it. When aligned with her Intrasubjective work, the actor is an active co-creator of
the dramatic world that the actor-as-character inhabits. This world, however, must be
intelligible to its audiences, which means that actors must have ways of presenting their
situational enworlding to their spectators.
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Performative Empathy is the actor’s medium-specific solicitation of her
anticipated audiences’ attention, gained by intentionally pulling the anticipated spectator
towards the actor-as-character. The actor’s technical training allows her to manipulate her
body schema, and to collaborate with the rest of film’s formal construction, in such a way
that she solicits an intentionalized connection with an anticipated spectator, who
reconstructs the actor-as-character’s cognitive scaffolding as if the actor-as-character
were a quotidian self. With sufficient experience on-set and medium-specific training, the
film actor engages in both an intentional pull of the filmic spectator into her imagination,
and an intentional “push” of herself towards the anticipated spectator as a centre of
situational intentionality.
This combination of intentional pushing and pulling operates primarily as a byproduct of the core practices of traditional conceptions of acting. Strasberg and Meisner’s
Methods both presume that the proper Intrasubjective and Intersubjective connections
will be enough to solicit and sustain the spectator’s attention. Although Adler insists that
she does not train actors’ physical and vocal capacities, she stresses the importance of
effectively expressing detailed ideas through performance so that the audience will
imagine the idea as clearly as the actor178, thereby merging intentional concerns with
elocution and habitual gesturing. Otherwise, the medium-specific solicitation of the
anticipated spectator’s attention is largely left to technical training that prepares actors to
act deliberately for and with the camera, as opposed to, for example, Meisner, Strasberg,
and Adler’s conceptions of acting as a general art form. The Performative solicitation
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therefore requires the actor to present her Intrasubjective and Intersubjective connections
to the anticipated spectator, on the condition that these connections are articulated,
accentuated, and clarified by the actor’s strategic use of on-set production affordances,
such as the performance space itself and, in particular, the camera within it. Additionally,
actors may draw on their own experiences of watching their own performances on screen,
recalling which technical adjustments tend to “work” for them and which are best
avoided, when gaging the ideal combination of performance choices for a given role,
with the goal of pushing their intentionality towards the spectator.
The details of how Coplan’s criteria for empathetic relationships are satisfied by
the Performative solicitation vary widely, depending on the combination of strategies that
the actor uses to bolster her intentional push. The aforementioned medium-specific
strategies for incorporating on-set affordances into one’s Performative solicitation will be
summarized later in this section, and will be analyzed in depth in this dissertation’s final
analytic chapter. For now, the rest of this section will qualify the actor’s Performative
solicitation through Coplan’s empathetic criteria by focussing on the importance of the
anticipated spectator’s attention for the soliciting actor. In this case, the adjustments made
to the actor’s performance score, in response to an appresentational but anticipated
spectator, often involves developing appresentations of surrogate spectators, while
anticipating a trusting collaboration with the camera.
Despite the creative commensurability of stage and screen techniques in
Intrasubjective and Intersubjective solicitations, the technical requirements for resonant
screen and stage acting – regardless of the size of the stage – are quite different in terms
of how the audience shapes the performance. Theatre actors have much more direct
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access to their audiences, and often claim to be able to feel the affective energy of the
auditorium fluctuate during a performance. The film actor, on the other hand, is aware
that she will be watched, and film acting allows actors to be part of their own audiences,
but the film actor receives no such direct affect from her future audiences while she acts.
Consequently, film actors have had to develop appresentational tactics to
compensate from the lack of immediate feedback from their anticipated audiences. In
many cases, the problem of the absent audience during a screen actor’s performance
before the camera can be remedied by reimagining the camera as an Audience of One. In
the absence of immediate reactions from an audience, the film actor draws on her
experiences of watching herself onscreen and adjusts her performance accordingly. The
absent film spectator becomes, in a way, a Performative appresentation that informs the
performing actor’s body schema, iteratively altering the performance experience so that it
will intentionally push itself towards the spectator. Not only does the camera give the
screen actor a focal point at which to orient her Performative address to the spectator, but
the actor learns to appresent the camera as a co-collaborator in the performance, even if
the camera’s role within that collaboration is sometimes to stay out of the actor’s way179.
For example, in a film acting masterclass by actor Michael Caine for BBC
Television, Caine insists that the camera is “the greatest lover” that the actor could ever
wish for because it will meticulously capture even the subtlest qualities of a performance,
and all the actor has to do is ignore the camera’s presence180. On the surface, this suggests
that the camera is more of a passive observer than an active collaborator. Caine, however,
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spends the majority of the class advising actors on how to convey the most narrative and
character information as possible to the camera, from technical tips on eye-line matches
and hitting one’s marks consistently to overarching theories about listening and reacting
to one’s scene partner in ways that will be the most lucid on screen. Therefore, even if the
actor’s primary objects of attention while shooting a scene are her fellow actors, the
manipulation of the body schema to make this attention legible primarily for the camera
demonstrates a complex and delicate balance of ignoring and embracing the camera.
This section will conclude by outlining training strategies for the Performative
solicitation that actors undertake outside the specifics of individual film shoots. In
particular, habits for learning from one’s own onscreen performances, and for
appresentationally immersing oneself within a film set, aid the actor’s Performative
solicitation by reinforcing her intentional pushing of her situational self towards the
spectator.
Many screen actors have on-set habits aimed at specifying and pushing their
Intrasubjective and Intersubjective connections towards the spectator, based on the
creative affordances of the actual film set. Some actors, for example, develop
appresentational on-set objects based on props, set pieces, and costume items found on
set. The actor imbues these objects with potent Intrasubjective and Intersubjective
appresentations that help to immerse the actor in the mise-en-scène. Adler actively
encouraged her actors to make every object on set real to their characters by filtering the
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objects through the actor’s imagination in order to make the actor-as-character come to
life in that performance space181.
Similarly, acting guru Uta Hagen suggests that actors must appresent the “fourth
wall” – the side of the stage left open to the audience or, in the case of screen acting, the
vantage point of the camera as an Audience of One – to complete the actor-as-character’s
perception of her situational lived world182. Hagen’s actor can only connect with her
audience if she makes her situational self “alive” within the “magic circle of [her] playing
area”183. In practice, this means that the actor must appresent the contents of that fourth
wall, endowing every object on set – including those in the imaginary “fourth side” –
with imaginary “qualities that [they] do not possess”184 to make the entire performance
space real to the actor-as-character. The importance of appresentationally-endowed
objects to screen acting is that the actor has the opportunity to embed her Intrasubjective
appresentations within the film set, which gives her more creative fodder to intentionally
push towards the spectator.
If, for example, an actor had to play a mad scientist who is discovered in her
cluttered laboratory by her aspiring protégée, the actor playing the mad scientist could
imbue the on-set laboratory’s mounds of half-read books, scattered papers, and
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An attributed derivative of Adler’s object-oriented approach to acting appears in
Chapter 5, wherein Canadian actor Natalie Lisinska describes how the presence of
emotionally charged personal objects on set gave her access to the high emotional
intensity required for a scene on Orphan Black.
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overflowing lab equipment with appresentations that make the room feel as if it were her
own. The props of the messy laboratory would not necessary represent the character’s
lackadaisical attitude towards housekeeping: instead, the endowed appresentations could
be that the musty books are deliberately left open to useful reference pages; the mounds
of papers could be meticulously arranged by genius-level understanding that only she can
appreciate; the cluttered laboratory equipment a memorial to an ill-fated former assistant.
These appresentations ground her Intrasubjective and Intersubjective appresentations in
physical objects on set, which reinforces her Performative solicitation by making her
character appear not only enworlded but also at home in her current surroundings. The
spectator who is caught in the intentional pull of these cues feels a more compelling
connection with the actor-as-character because of the performance’s heightened
verisimilitude: the spectator reconstructs the actor-as-character’s cognitive scaffolding
more easily because, like the spectator, the actor-as-character has a psychologically
plausible relationship with her environment.
As a further means of preparing for the inevitably missing audience, film actors
often train in part by performing in front of a camera and then studying the results.
Beyond knowing the performance maxim that screen acting generally occurs on a smaller
physical scale than most stage acting, the actor must gain a firsthand sense of how her
bodymind schema communicates on screen, lest her creative work become lost to smallscale vagueness. The progression from imitation to empathy therefore begins with this
study of her own performing image, comparing her immediate recollection of her body
schema experience while performing to how it manifests onscreen. As the actor learns
how to best articulate her character for the screen – vicariously improving her capacity to
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solicit a connection with her anticipated audience – the actor simultaneously learns to
appresent her own medium-specific performance techniques from the perspective of an
anticipated spectator. Even the most sincerely habitual and creatively intentionalized
facial expressions, postures, vocal intonations, and physical gestures can create
performances that misrepresent the actor’s skill, intentions, or affective state: simply put,
some things simply look and sound wrong on camera.
The process of Performative trial-and-error refines the actor’s command over her
screen performance body schema, partly by forcing the quotidian actor to connect to her
onscreen situational self to study the efficacy of that onscreen self in intentionally
pushing her Intrasubjective and Intersubjective connections towards the spectator. First
and foremost, the quotidian actor-as-spectator must learn to view her onscreen situational
self as a distinct self, predicating all analysis on the suspension of disbelief required to
establish a Self-Other Distinction between quotidian and situational selves. By being
critical of her situational onscreen self, the actor-as-spectator is inherently assessing how
and what the actor-as-character is communicating via the camera. The actor-as-spectator
thereby undertakes a complex process of Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking by studying
her own skills as a screen actor by cross-referencing what she feels her situational self
onscreen with her personal recollection of her performance score. In assessing the
emotional efficacy of her performance, the actor-as-spectator pays attention to what
Affective Matches are prompted by the actor-as-character’s solicitations to the spectator.
Moments of potent Affective Match will likely suggest to the actor that the strategies she
employed during that shoot were sufficiently compelling. This self-knowledge impacts
how she intentionally pushes herself towards the spectator, commanding her bodymind
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instrument to present itself as a strategic rearrangement that is not immediately
recognizable to the spectator as her quotidian self.
It would be foolish to overextend the claim that the actor has no audience on set
whatsoever. Key production staff, such as the director, collaborates with the actor
throughout the filmmaking process, collectively transforming the actor’s work on set into
the finishing filmic performance. The collaborative nature of filmmaking becomes a
major enabler of screen acting work, in that the actor is able to focus intensely on her
creative work since the film crew has a vested interest in supporting her performance.
With sound technicians to make sure that the dialogue is clearly heard, a director of
photography (DOP) to make sure that the actor is framed and shot properly, etc, screen
actors are free to focus on their Intersubjective and Intrasubjective connections while
collaborating with the crew to solicit the Performative connection185.
Neither the director nor the production team constitute an audience, however, in the
same sense of the anticipated audience whose intentionality she solicits through the
camera. The film’s production staff is primarily interested in realizing their own part of
the filming process, from carrying the boom mike to the many tasks of the assistant
director team. Although it can be gratifying for an actor in a comedic role to occasionally
hear the crew laughing at his performance after a particularly compelling – and funny –
take, the screen actor should not anticipate, expect, or require this kind of direct feedback.
Moreover, since many jokes become less funny each time they are told in short sequence,
the sheer number of subsequent takes required to film comedy often prevents anyone
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other than the actors and directorial team from paying much extended attention to the
performed comedy.
The on-set creative collaboration between the director and the actors can range
anywhere from a very hands-on to a very hands-off process. Many of the actors
interviewed for this study reported that remarkably few film directors are explicitly
interested in the actors’ work. Overwhelmingly, the director’s focus on set is often on
technical composition of a given shot. This practice forces the actor to compete for
directorial input with traditional auteurist investments in cinematography and mise-enscène, while indirectly relegating the actor to being one mise-en-scène concern among
many. More often than not, and assuming that the actor’s performance is not flagrantly
contradicting the director’s overall vision, screen actors are left to their own devices in
terms of the creative fodder for their work on set. The actor is expected to be ready when
needed, to work within the shot’s formal composition, and will be directed to change her
performance if such a change is deemed necessary; otherwise, screen actors must learn to
self-perpetuate their creative work without excessive reliance on a director. The actor’s
on-set tactics for staying focussed and “in the moment” amidst the long and unevenly
paced shooting schedule is a test of her technical skill and the strength of her empathetic
connections. Some actorly techniques for working around these kinds of production
challenges are analyzed in detail throughout this dissertation’s three ensuing case study
chapters.
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The industrial affordances of film production literally and figuratively frame the
screen actor’s empathetic solicitations. If her Intrasubjective and Intersubjective
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appresentations are sufficiently compelling, the actor will be able to continually reenworld herself as the situational actor-as-character within the narrative world, and
thereby overcome creative challenges imposed by film production’s industrial nature.
The audience for whom the screen actor acts is a Performative appresentation, endowed
in the camera as an Audience of One, which galvanizes the Intrasubjective and
Intersubjective connections into the actor’s solicitation to the audience.
It is important to remember that, although these three empathetic relationships
have been presented here as mutually distinct phenomena, they are not nearly so
compartmentalized in practice. This chapter has attempted to show is that the three
empathetic solicitations that I identify as components of realist screen acting have
significant precedent within enduring ideas about realist screen acting from major 20th
century practitioners. Some practitioners certainly privilege a particular empathetic
solicitation as the ideal starting place for compelling acting work, such as Strasberg’s
Intrasubjective probing though Affective Memory work, or Meisner’s Intersubjective
spontaneity through the Repetition Game. That said, it is far too reductive to assume, for
example, that a Strasbergian actor has no interest in her fellow actors-as-characters, or
that a Meisner-based actor makes no solicitation to her anticipated audience. In practice,
when the camera is rolling and the director calls “action”, the actor must coordinate her
intentional efforts to engaging all three connections simultaneously, often with some
presumption that establishing one connection will initially clarify and support the others.
The actor’s preparations for, and on-set collaborations with, his scene partners and the
rest of the production team are the focus of Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of this study.
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The core principles of major acting practitioners like Meisner, Strasberg and
Adler have proven formative and inspiring to generations of Western realist screen
actors. It is essential to any study of acting as a practice, however, to consider these
principles as idealistic suggestions to guide an actor’s work, as opposed to requisite
assembly instructions for compelling performances. Each of the previously mentioned
major practitioners treated their Methods as practices for actors to work with: to embody,
to experiment with, and to enact, and not to be pondered as abstract philosophies186. As
such, the insistence on practical application emphasizes how actors adapt these teachings
as required to their own tastes and to the needs of a given role. Since each Method’s core
techniques prompt different approaches to soliciting empathetic connections and moving
across selves, the ways in which actors blend and adapt canonical techniques requires an
understanding of acting practices alongside the creative principles behind those practices.
The empathetic solicitations framework provides a useful analytic vocabulary for both
the theoretical components of Method techniques and their practice-driven applications.
The next three chapters will trace how some idealistic principles of realist screen
acting manifest in the messiness of screen acting practice, where they are invoked when
deemed useful without any pretence of correctness or attributable fidelity. The industrial
pragmatism of a film set is a fundamentally different creative environment than the
186
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insular seclusion of an actor’s studio training, and so it should be of no surprise that
actors adjust their technique to accommodate the needs of the film production at hand.
My contention across the next three chapters is that the industrial culture that frames
screen acting’s empathetic work is an ongoing balancing act between collaboration and
the actor’s individual agency to control as much of her work as possible. Creative
training and industrial logistics will be treated as enculturing forces that the actor’s
malleable bodymind meshwork will navigate in order to solicit empathetic connections to
create a screen-specific verisimilar performance.
In order to ground this theoretical analysis in screen acting as it is practiced,
Chapters 3 through 5 will draw heavily on my interviews with 15 professional and
frequently-working Anglophone Canadian screen actors during the summer and fall of
2016. These actors are Toronto- or Vancouver-based women and men between the ages
of 25 and 65 whose primary source of income is their screen acting work187. The
interviews were semi-structured 1-hour conversations in which the actor was prompted to
reflect on her own creative training, practices, and experiences. Although the professional
experiences of 15 of the thousands of Canadian screen actors cannot count as an
exhaustive ethnography of their artistic craftsmanship, the diverse range of professional
experiences and accomplishments represented within this study offers an informed sketch
of how actors form meaningful empathetic connections as a necessary condition of their
work.

187

Many of the actors interviewed for this study also frequently work as actors in live
theatre, as well as occasionally working as screen directors, producers, and acting
instructors. See Appendix 1 for a summary of the interview questions. See Appendix 2
for short biographies of each actor interviewed for this study.
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The economic pressures of acting work’s scarcity adds an unforgiving sense of
desperation to how screen actors approach their creative and empathetic work. Miriam
Newhouse and Peter Messaline’s 2010 industrial report on the practicalities of being an
actor in Canada paints a grim portrait of an actor’s working life on- and off-set. The vast
majority of professional Canadian actors will not be paid for working as actors within a
given calendar year188, despite the historically steady flow of locally- and internationally
produced film, television and theatre in major cities across the country. Moreover, a
2007-2008 ACTRA189 Toronto poll showed that %40 of its unionized membership did
not work as actors during those years, and the average acting-based income for ACTRA
members during that timespan was less than half of the national average for all labour
nationwide190. Even a regularly working actor like Natalie Lisinska refuses to separate
the precarity of her steady employment from her sense of professional accomplishment:
As far as Malcolm Gladwell is concerned, I think I’ve logged my 10,000
hours of being a screen actor at this point, so I feel very comfortable. It
feels like home. That being said, I’m 34 years old and I’ve had a baby, and
this industry is not kind to women.191
Although the ACTRA-approved pay scale for film and television work mandates a betterthan-livable wage for working actors to compensate for the infrequent nature of the work,
the percentage of screen actors who make the majority of their annual income from their
188

Miriam Newhouse and Peter Messaline, “Some Career Problems: Gloomy Reality,” in
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acting work – let alone those who live off of their acting work exclusively – is small, so
say the least.
The inevitable professional anxieties and frustrations between acting jobs can be
potent and counterproductive distractions192. Many actors must hold non-creative jobs to
support themselves between acting jobs, often in the service and hospitality industries,
even though these industries are not always accommodating of the film industry’s manic
schedule as an actor might like. There is no guarantee that an aspiring actor’s restaurant
employers, for example, will take kindly to last-minute shift cancelations because of an
audition. The lingering financial threat of losing one’s day-job – even an uninspiring and
otherwise undesirable one – just to attend an audition with no guarantee of being hired
for the role simply adds to the actor’s sense of anxious urgency over booking consistent
acting work.
A creative ramification of constant professional instability is a complicated blend
of assertions of individual control with an openness to trust-based professional
collaborations. On one hand, the actor assumes control over her own contributions to the
creative process193: from supplementary physical conditioning to help the actor imagine
from within a body she more closely associates with the character; to relevant skill
acquisition, research, and technical refinement for roles that require specialized tasks like
horseback riding, tap-dancing, fencing, etc.194; and, above all else, as much individual
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script preparation as possible195. On the other hand, screen actors must be prepared to
delegate and entrust the formal construction of their performances to a film editor,
cinematographer, and director. Although the actor is an active collaborator with her
fellow actors and the production crew, the final assemblage of her performance is
ultimately beyond her control. Many actors would agree that their acting work on set
provides the raw material of their performances, which will eventually be shaped and
assembled by the actor’s co-collaborators. What the actor can control during this
deference of final responsibility is to join the collaboration as vehemently as possible, in
that the actor does everything in her willing ability to produce as compelling a
performance as possible. The necessity of this collaboration coincides with the timepressed urgency of film production schedules: the freelance nature of most acting work
also means that even steadily working actors can go months between shoots, which
places tremendous pressure on the actor to build and maintain strong social and
professional relationships with key production staff in the hopes of being hired again.
Noticeably absent from the actors’ collective responses to interview questions
about “connections”, “craftsmanship”, and industrial context of an actor’s work in the
collaborative project of storytelling, was any anxiety over the cultural significations of
their performances. For most actors, concerns over the representational politics of those
performance choices196 are secondary to connecting to her character and the story at
hand, articulating that connection lucidly to the camera through solid artistic
craftsmanship, collaborating with the cast and production crew to tell the story, and
195

Sheila McCarthy, “Interview with Author (12 September 2016)” (Toronto, Canada,
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building a portfolio of strong performances that will hopefully lead to future acting work
opportunities. As actor Sheila McCarthy summarizes, “If you can live with [what you
perform], or if you really need the work and you take the gig, you have to do [whatever is
in the script]. Otherwise, don’t take the gig. That’s all it is”197.
Instead, the closest that most interviewees came to expressing concern over the
socio-political ramifications of their performances was the importance of using
compelling performance choices to enrich narrative moments in the hopes of impressing
directors and producers who may wish to hire them again. For example, actor Matthew
MacFadzean summarizes this link between the fickle economics of the acting industry
and the importance of strong performance choices neatly in his description of playing a
lawyer on a police procedural television drama:
If you’re one of the smaller actors [but] you’re a very interesting defence
attorney, they’ll hire you back. So, I start with is what is required. And
then, ‘Where can I pull the threads a bit? Where can I make it a little more
me? If I’m a defence attorney and this guy’s a child molester, how do I let
my opinion into this scene to make it more interesting?’, because if I’m
talking to my client who is a child molester and he says something that is
offensive, and I hold on [that moment] for just a little while, [the subtext
makes my character more interesting]198
MacFadzean is a long-time advocate for progressive, transparent, and fair labour
practices in the Canadian culture industry, and he actively supports arts organizations that
challenge the systemic inequalities faced by women and racial minorities in the arts.
Personal convictions aside, MacFadzean’s priority in his general approach to this
hypothetical defense attorney role is not, as a hypothetical critical analysis of its
representational politics might argue, to interrogate the discourses of white,
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heteronormative, hegemonic, patriarchal authority and its intolerance of sexual nonnormativity. Instead, MacFadzean’s bodymind commitment to the appresentational
Magic If of the attorney-pedophile scene is, on some level, always aware of his
performance’s industrial circumstances and consequences. MacFadzean is certainly
aware that those political discourses can be present in the scene but, as fellow actor Jamie
Spilchuk explains in his own interview, “you can play an action, but you can’t play an
idea”. Although a thorough understanding of the character’s narrative arc and goals
within each scene is necessary to motivate the dramatic action, an abstract idea such as a
narrative goal cannot sustain the verisimilar illusion without an immersion in the actionbased continuity of the character. In the hypothetical defence attorney scene,
MacFadzean can feel whatever he wants about his client’s pedophilia, but those symbolic
socio-political resonances are only valuable to him as an actor insofar as they motivate a
compelling performance choice. If, as McCarthy suggests, MacFadzean can personally
justify his symbolic complicity in his performance as a pedophile’s attorney, he should
take the job and “leave the rest to the critics”199.
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at

One of the overarching industrial constraints on realist screen acting practices is
the constant shortage of exploratory time. Compared to many live theatrical productions,
the breakneck pace of screen production schedules allows considerably less time for
creative experimentation, from the audition process through to post-production. Whereas
theatre actors often have several weeks of rehearsal time to experiment with character
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choices and to eventually draw strength from their close familiarity with their characters
and colleagues, many screen actors receive their audition sides200 within 24 hours of the
audition, have little to no meaningful rehearsal time on set prior to shooting, and can
easily be greeted on set with a newly revised version of the daily sides. Simply put, the
actor’s common creativity manifests in screen acting with decisive urgency: as
MacFadzean summarizes, “You have to be amazing now. There’s no time for fucking
around because there’s a lot of money involved”.
As a further creative complication, many screen actors struggle to sustain their
empathetic connections amidst the frequent and often unpredictably long breaks between
technically complicated takes, across long days of shooting multiple scenes, and within
emotionally intense scenes that require particularly long shoots to fully capture.
Actor/producer Lauren MacKinley explains that screen actors must learn to emotionally
navigate the “hurry up and wait” of film shoots: maintaining a state of constant bodymind
readiness for emotionally intense material without exhausting oneself during the down
time201. The screen actor is just one part of a busy, expensive production process, wherein
the monetary and temporal constraints are often more easily alleviated by
inconveniencing the actor’s preparation than to rebuild the set, refocus all the lighting,

200

In acting terminology, the term “sides” generally refers to the excerpt of the
screenplay that will be the focus of the day’s acting work. In audition setting, “sides”
refers only to the material chosen by the directors and producers for the actors to perform
during the casting process. Once film production is underway, “sides” also refers to the
entire text – often a single scene – from the screenplay that is to be shot that day. For
clarity and brevity’s sake, I will continue to use “sides” as the term for “the script excerpt
at hand”, and the terms “script” and “screenplay” interchangeably to refer to the
document that contains the dialogue cues for the entire production.
201
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recompose the musical score, etc. Actor Natalie Lisinska observes that navigating the
Hurry Up And Wait of film production is a necessary but difficult task:
It’s tricky because when you’re in your trailer, you want to prepare
[emotionally] but you don’t want to accidentally give your entire
performance to the make-up mirror. It’s [a difficult balancing act] of
thinking about it and mulling it over, and then [distracting yourself], and
trying to leave [the pending scene] alone. And then the 3rd AD202 will
come knock on your door and say, ‘this is your 10 minute warning’.203
Not surprisingly, many screen actors report that they must rely on medium-specific
techniques to connect and re-connect often to their characters and their colleagues, and
must be able to do so quickly204. At the same time, many veteran screen actors see the
time constraint issue as a major enabler of their creative work since fast-paced production
schedules place a premium on disciplined acting technique and the ability to develop
compelling empathetic bonds with speed and efficiency. Established and up-and-coming
screen actors tend to agree that the manic pace of film production energizes their creative
work in at least two closely related ways.
First, although script analysis processes vary greatly from actor to actor, the
general goal of these analyses goes far beyond simply memorizing the words:
reconstructing the character’s cognitive scaffolding205 requires the actor to identify and
understand the character’s goals and desires within the sides, as well as pertinent
moments of emotional and physical transition. Many actors, like Julian DeZotti, refer to
this in-depth process of intentionally pulling the character from the page into his body as
“homework”: just as the student who only skims his textbook will likely fail the exam,
202
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the actor who merely skims over her sides is doomed to produce a sub-par audition or
performance on set:
Essentially you have to bring your imagination to make it real, but the only
way you can do that is if you know your lines [perfectly], and all the ins
and outs of what the scene is about. You have to do your homework
first.206
For some performances, the preparations for and intimate knowledge of DeZotti’s “ins
and outs” of the scripted scene extend beyond learning one’s lines by rote while forming
Intrasubjective connections between the actor and her character. The often-brief amount
of time that the actor can spend with her sides necessitates an efficient script analysis
process to ensnare the actor in the scripted character’s intentional pull. The efficiency of
the script analysis presents the scripted character to the actor as a relatively stable
situational self that can be adapted as required on set. The prepared flexibility to
creatively re-organize the actor-as-character’s bodymind schema makes the actor far
more likely to collaborate well with her fellow actors and the production team, which
vicariously increases her chances of being hired for more acting work in the future.
Second, the manic, unpredictable pace of film production prevents the actor from
“overthinking”207 her creative choices, and encourages her to sincerely trust her own
storytelling, performance-driven instincts. These creative instincts are in part an artistic
judgement call: the actor introduces a personally potent and narratively relevant reimagination into her bodymind meshwork and then incorporates this re-imagination into
her character’s actions. When pressed for time in his own practice, Spilchuk finds that
“committing” to spontaneous narrational choices that are personally evocative and
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meaningful will foster a compelling Performative solicitation that will ensnare the
audience within his character’s intentional pull: “go with your first instinct, because
normally the first one is the right one anyway. […] You just do it, whether it’s an
audition or the actual booking”208. In another sense, the habitual conditioning of the
actor’s bodymind that enables her to connect and immerse herself in the appresentational
Magic If of the scene must also enable her to clearly articulate the bodymind state that
comes with the re-imagining. In this way, part of an actor’s technique is a balancing act
between spontaneity and restraint in the command of her instrument.
Similarly, Lisinska emphasizes that the actor must trust her technical training,
narrative impulses, and her script-based homework to immerse herself as-the-character
“in the moment” and thereby react as her character:
The moment when you actually achieve an authentic emotional connection
is the moment where your lines leave you because you’re connected and
you’re there, and so they’ve got to be in you to the point where it’s
instinctual and reflexive, so that means that when it comes out of you,
you’re just a conduit.209
In order to get to the state of connected, instinctual “in the moment”-ness that Lisinska
describes, actors train habits of bodymind immersion to align their intentionality with that
of their characters. Actor Chris Baker connects bodymind alignment to technique by
insisting that these immersive habits must also give the actor command of her bodymind
instrument, so that she can adapt her performance plans quickly enough to accommodate
the industrial realities of film production:
If I’m getting my lines the day before, I have to bang that stuff out with a
few exercises. I need to get the lines, and to be able to go out and do that
scene [because] I’m not going to have time for [a long exercise process on
208
209
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set].210
Instinctual yet adaptable, with the technical mastery of her bodymind instrument to
improvise compellingly, and to do so amidst professional anxieties that she does not have
time to fully resolve, a screen actor’s work is only possible due to the creative
affordances of the malleable self-organizing bodymind meshwork. The recurring themes
here of speed, efficiency, alignment, and adaptability manifest across the entirety of
acting culture, including the unapologetically fickle nature of the casting process.

t ons an
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At their most optimistic, many screen actors regard auditions as an opportunity to
practice their craft in front of a camera. Not far beneath that optimism, however, is a keen
understanding that only one auditioning actor will get the job, and that a strong audition
is never a guarantee that one will be hired211. As Spilchuk quips,
First of all, as an actor, you need to get really good at auditioning. Second
of all, you have to learn that there are three kinds of actors: one is film and
tv, two is theatre, three is auditions. They’re completely different things.212
Tongue-in-cheek cynicism aside, Spilchuk’s suggestion that screen auditions require
distinct performance practices from the rest of screen acting implies that the underlying
empathetic work for auditions may vary as well. The industrial and creative
circumstances of auditions shape the empathetic connections that the actor presents to
casting directors, producers, and directors when she is under consideration for a role.
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An actor’s timeline and workflow for a screen audition are essentially the same
for film and television productions: the actor receives her sides from her agent usually
within 24 hours of the audition. She then prepares intensely with the sides, performs her
audition for the casting director, and anxiously waits for her agent to call with some good
news213. Although the actor’s screen audition practices must necessarily overlap with her
screen acting practices, the sparse formal conditions of the audition shoot, and the
urgency of the audition process, streamline her creative process by prioritizing her ability
to make primarily Intrasubjective and Performative connections.
The sparse shooting conditions of screen auditions eliminate formal distractions in
order to assess the actor’s expressive potential from the raw material of her performance.
Screen auditions are likely filmed as a two- to five-minute long take214 in a medium- to
medium-close shot under simple bright lighting against an unobtrusive background.
Actors are encouraged to dress in a similar manner to what her character might wear,
since the clothing that she wears to the audition is likely the only costume that the
audition will include. The actor will often perform two takes of the sides, and the casting
director may provide some direction between takes.

213

This progression is simply intended as a general outline of the audition process.
Variations in the details of this progression are common, and likely impact the actor’s
preparatory work. For example, some sets of sides are longer or more dramatically
complex than others; sometimes the producers and director will attend the audition; some
auditions occur in casting directors’ offices and some require actors to self-tape their
work and mail it to the casting director; and so on. My goal here is to indicate a general
workflow rather than a fixed process because of the ramifications of how the workflow of
auditions impacts the solicitation of empathetic connections for the audition performance.
214
The length of an audition reel is entirely dependent on the length of the sides and
speed at which the actor performs the scene. Auditions for very small or very large roles
can easily run shorter or longer than the two- to five-minute average provided here. That
said, the industrial nature of auditions encourages shorter, more concentrated scenes so
that more actors can be more-thoroughly assessed faster in a shorter amount of time.
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The audition’s formal “neutrality” showcases the actor’s work since there is
essentially nothing else in the footage to look at other than the actor’s performance.
Popular industrial wisdom suggests that this neutrality emphasizes the actor’s capacity
for imagination215. Most casting directors will provide a “reader” to fill in other
character’s lines for conversation-heavy audition sides, even though this reader is rarely
an actor auditioning for the other role. More often than not, the reader is the casting
director’s assistant, another actor hired to read the lines in a neutral voice off-camera, or
perhaps the casting director himself. A meaningful Intersubjective connection between
the actor and the reader is largely impossible, so the actor must perform the scene without
relying on her scene partner for any significant creative collaboration. Instead, the actor
must overcompensate for her non-creative scene partner by focussing her efforts on work
that she can control: her Intrasubjective character preparation, and her Performative
articulation of that work before the camera. In this sense, Spilchuk’s earlier quip about
actors who audition well being categorically different from actors who excel at screen
work affirms the importance of Intersubjective connections and on-set collaborations.
Auditions are therefore a deliberately limited style of screen performance that
makes great demands of the actor’s capacity for Intrasubjective and Performative
solicitations while marginalizing Acting’s necessary Intersubjective connection. The
industrial and empathetic challenge for actors is that audition performances require twothirds of Acting’s skill set that are sufficiently compelling in and of themselves, without
betraying the absence of the last third of the Acting’s solicitations. To convince the
directors, producers, and casting directors who will evaluate the audition that the actor’s
215

Spilchuk, “Interview with Author (16 August 2016).”
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audition performance is a faithful demonstration of her total skill set, the actor develops
habits for temporarily bolstering her Intrasubjective and Performative solicitations to
overcompensate for the unavailable Intersubjective connection.

at et Conne t ons fo

t on e fo
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The Intrasubjective and Performative connections for auditions go hand in hand.
The Intrasubjective work for an audition begins with script analysis, and the urgent focus
with which the actor begins searches the sides clues about her character’s cognitive
scaffolding, in the hopes of ensnaring herself in the character’s intentional pull. The
Performative connection is a combination of articulating the character to the camera
while buttressing the actor’s Intrasubjective focus against the anti-verisimilar distractions
of the audition shoot. Whereas the Intrasubjective solicitation will be based on limited
access to the character’s cognitive scaffolding through extensive bodymind extrapolation
of the sides, the Performative solicitation must appresent that the Intersubjective
solicitation is perfectly intact without needing attention, or is completely unnecessary216.
The “panicked focus”217 of audition preparation, exacerbated by the brief time
between receiving the sides and the audition itself, prompts many actors to quickly
identify the sides’ narrative trajectory, including her character’s goals and her tactics
towards those goals. Many actors frame their analysis as a series of questions of
interview-like questions, ranging from biographical basics such as “how old is my

216

This choice between appresenting an already-complete or an unnecessary
Intersubjective connection parallels two actorly habits for collaborating with the camera:
Dinicol’s Jazz and Lisinska’s Tears, respectively. These habits will be analyzed
extensively in Chapter 5.
217
Baker, “Interview with Author (11 August 2016).”
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character?” and “what does she do for a living?” to scene-specific details, such as “what
does my character want in this scene?”, “what does my character want fundamentally,
and what actions does this character pursue?” and “how does she react to changes in the
situation?”218. Although the specific wording and priorities of these questions varies
across acting traditions and from actor to actor, the overarching goal of connecting the
quotidian actor to the situational character of the sides remains the same.
The emphasis on speedy analysis, however, forces the auditioning actor to limit
her creative explorations at the audition stage to character details to which the actor has
relatively immediate bodymind access. Cayonne explains that excessively detailed
audition preparations can interfere with the basic connections that the audition aspires to
showcase:
In the audition room, my goal is to be present: to be grounded, to be
honest, to connect with somebody, and – chief among all those things – is
understanding what is happening in the scene so that you’re doing
something. […] I love having all of that detailed stuff, and it is relevant in
theatre when I have a two-month rehearsal process. For film and television
auditions, I have 24 hours to show up, be a [verisimilar] human being, say
my lines, effect change in that human being, and walk out of the room. So,
a lot of the [details] I get rid of are things that don’t allow me to really
connect with somebody or with the text.219
This expedited process of character creation therefore places a great emphasis on the
imaginative resources that translate the character’s identified goals and tactics into a
person to whom the actor can relate.
Cayonne’s insistence that he must be “doing something” to effect a change in
someone else while he is reorganized as the situational character stresses that whatever
details and personal nuances that Cayonne brings to the audition character must be
218
219

(Cayonne)
(Cayonne)
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immediately and clearly actionable within the sides themselves. These performable
actions, whether a physical gesture or a social transition within the drama, are an
excellent opportunity for the auditioning actor to present her situational body schema to
the evaluative viewer as a compelling centre of intentionality within the narrative.
Moreover, in the absence of verisimilar Acting’s necessary Intersubjective solicitation,
the audition performance effectively breaks realism’s fourth wall by presenting the actor
to the evaluative viewers as a creative centre of intentionality who demonstrates how she
would perform if she were hired. The audition performance therefore prompts the
evaluator to appresent the performing actor as a future collaborator.
Spilchuk expands upon Cayonne’s point by arguing that the auditioning actor
must be able parse her character’s life goals from her immediate goals within the sides.
Although the greater narrative context of an audition’s sides is valuable, that greater
context is only as valuable in so far as it impacts a relevant action in the sides:
You can only play one scene at a time. If my character’s goal in the whole
script is to avenge my father’s death, but in the audition sides I have to
order a pizza for my mom, I can’t always play ‘revenge’ at the pizzeria. I
just need to get the pizza.220
The verisimilar effect of the audition performance depends on the actor becoming
sufficiently caught in the character’s intentional pull that she enacts only the scene at
hand, while baring the screenplay’s greater narrative in mind without becoming
overburdened by it. The auditioning actor re-organizes her bodymind schema into a
situational self that, in turn, re-self-organizes in relation to its changing environment and
socio-narrative circumstances.

220
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In other words, part of the challenge for the auditioning actor is to immerse
herself within the appresentational Magic If of the sides while balancing being “in the
moment” as her situational self with being “in that moment” within the greater narrative.
To preserve this situational bodymind location, many actors attempt to find the continuity
“in your own body” as a progression of narrative beats across the arc of the scene221. This
corporeal continuity depends heavily on connecting textual prompts from the sides
towards the character’s cognitive scaffolding with habits of imagining and recalling
bodymind experiences as the character222. The clearest way to express these continuitypreserving connections is through performable actions, inviting the producers and casting
director into the auditioning actor’s Intrasubjective connection with the character. In
other words, auditions stress the Performative Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking by
linking it to the Intrasubjective Affective Match and Intrasubjective Other-Oriented
Perspective-Taking. The actor’s invitation to the producer to see the situational character
the same way that the quotidian actor sees the situational character, especially since the
producer cannot reconcile the performed centre of intentionality with his own ideas about
the character.
t ons
at an C eat e ess o
Many actors describe their audition preparations as an oscillation between
analyzing the sides and experimenting with the sides’ enactment. In fact, actors refer to
the moment where they can perform a scene “off-book”223 as an important benchmark in

221

Cayonne, “Interview with Author (10 August 2016)”; MacKinlay, “Interview with
Author (3 October 2016)”; Danelene O’Flynn, “Interview with Author (22 August 2016)”
(Toronto, Canada, 2016).
222
See Chapter 4 for more on script analysis.
223
The actor no longer needs to refer or hold on to the sides to complete a scene.
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their preparations224. Although the process of going off-book likely involves some cold
memorization, the memorized lines will only feel meaningful to the actor when she
attaches the words to an action-driven intentional throughline. Put another way, the
auditioning actor focuses on the character’s actionable goals within the sides as a means
of demonstrating her Intrasubjective connections to the character’s goals and tactics.
In many situations, and unlike the preparatory work when the actor already has
the role, the auditioning actor must undertake her script-based homework without access
to the entire screenplay. This complicates the audition process because the absent
screenplay likely contains valuable details and context that the actor could use to better
understand her character’s imaginary circumstances225. In these situations, actors often
need to extrapolate character and narrative information from the limited sides, and
complete any information missing from the sides with material from her bodymind
imagination. This narrative catachresis – in this case, completing the gaps in the sides’
narrative with verisimilitude-inducing character choices – is a precarious but necessary
step in the audition process. Some narrative guesswork is inevitable, and the fickle film

224

Baker, “Interview with Author (11 August 2016)”; O’Flynn, “Interview with Author
(22 August 2016).”
225
There are various reasons why an actor auditioning for a role might not have access to
an entire screenplay before and audition. The producers, for example, may wish to protect
the intellectual property of their unmade film. In other circumstances, the role in question
is generic enough to not require dramatic context beyond the scene in which she appears:
an actor auditioning for a one-scene role in an action film as the paramedic who
resuscitates the hero, and whose dialogue is confined to medical procedural jargon, does
not likely require an extensive backstory for her character. Beyond knowing the basic
medical condition of the hero during this scene, the actor auditioning for the paramedic
role is more likely to be hired for her ability to convincingly administer first aid than her
connection to the character’s larger hopes and dreams. A common circumstance during
auditions for television serials is that the screenplay may be under active revision or be
incomplete at the time of the audition.
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industry is quick to overlook the auditioning actor who guesses “wrong” when presented
with insufficient narrative information.
This guesswork, however, is also an opportunity for the actor to demonstrate her
ability to perform actionable and compelling character choices amidst the sparse sides.
These situations showcase the actor’s ability to solicit potent Performative connections
from producers and casting directors, who may recognize the actor’s skill and
“watchability”. At the same time, if the Intrasubjective connections are strong enough to
immerse the auditioning actor in the character’s intentional pull, her immersion as the
character can present producers and casting directors with unexpected dramatic
opportunities latent within the sides that also fit within their vision of the final film. The
narrative guesswork can therefore become a strength of the audition, even if the actor has
committed to creative immersions that are somehow beyond the scope of the screenplay.
One respondent remarked that, in some situations, casting directors and producers do not
yet know exactly what kind of actor they are looking for prior to holding the auditions,
preferring to become inspired by what they see an actor perform for some narrative
choices226. Some casting directors will also identify an actor’s skilful but inadvertent
misunderstanding of the scene and provide helpful commentary. In any case, the actor’s
ability to compellingly complete the narrative gaps in the sides is a question of
Intrasubjective empathetic connections and also of the actor’s interpretive habits. The
compelling, empathy-soliciting audition therefore depends not only on the personal
identifications and resonances between the actor and the character’s intentionalities, but

226

Actors interviewed for this study were invited to make any responses anonymous if
they were concerned about being professionally punished should their commentary ever
be made public.
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also a performance-driven judgment about what actions supported by those
identifications and resonances are playable given the short preparation time.
This kind of audition preparation satisfies each of Coplan’s criteria for
Intrasubjective and Performative empathetic connections. On the Intrasubjective level,
the interview-like questions that a quotidian actor poses to the character in the sides lays
the bodymind foundations for the Intrasubjective Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking, on
the premise that the actor ascribes motivated actions to the prompts in the sides. The actor
Affectively Matches her character by attending to the situational character’s goals,
tactics, and desires, and by enacting these within the emotional throughline of the scene.
Finally, as Cayonne suggests by connecting his immersion in the situational character and
narrative world with the leaving of the audition room, the actor remains aware that the
situational self for the audition is ultimately situational. The situational self of Cayonne’s
audition must be different from his quotidian self, otherwise his situational-to-quotidian
transformation upon leaving the room would not be meaningful.
The Performative solicitation to the casting director and producer invites them
into the auditioning actor’s perspective on the character and her situational world, thereby
prompting an Affective Match with the intended tone of the scene. The most strained
empathetic criteria to establish here is the Performative Self-Other Distinction solicited
by the audition, since at best the auditioning actor aspires to distinguish herself from the
other actors against whom she competes for the role. The audition’s Performative SelfOther Distinction banks heavily on the actor’s Intrasubjective Self-Other Distinction in
the hopes that the casting directors and producers will recognize the artist behind the
actor-as-character as a likeminded, desirable, and viable co-collaborator. Although this is
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a far cry from the full verisimilar illusion created by empathetic realist acting, it does
address and satisfy the audition’s raison d’etre: to identify the actor who seems most
likely to mesh within the overall vision for the film. The Performative solicitation of
auditions is as much an enabler of creative work as a solicitor of responses from the
producer and casting director. The Performative connection intervenes to transform the
missing or unobtrusive scene partner into another imaginary character to the actor. The
actor performs the scene as if there is another actor present and responding, but shortcircuits the empathetic connections by focussing on the Performative connection –
articulating the scene – rather than the spontaneity-inducing and in –this-case-impossible
Intersubjective bond. The auditioning actor thereby asserts control over her performance
by collaborating with herself to block out the anti-verisimilar performance of the reader
while directing her Performative attention towards the producer and casting directors.
One of the great empathetic complications faced by the auditioning actor is that
her performance cannot rely on any meaningful Intersubjective connections to make the
performance seem more realistic. The reader is mainly there to unobtrusively feed the
auditioning actor her lines, and will therefore provide little by way of creative fodder. Not
surprisingly, some actors who have studied Meisner have had at least one “horror story”
of a “disastrous” audition early in their careers in which they relied too heavily on the unreciprocated feedback from a reader, and consequently gave an unconvincing and
unmotivated audition. Since much of Meisner’s Intersubjectively-reliant technique
presumes that one’s scene partner is an equally engaged participant in the storytelling
effort, the reader’s unobtrusive recital of dialogue will only fluster and confuse the
auditioning actor who is soliciting an action-inspiring connection from her reader.
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To avoid this anti-verisimilar hurdle, the auditioning actor prioritizes her
Intrasubjective and Performative connections to overcompensate for the largely
impossible Intersubjective connection by tuning out her anti-verisimilar surroundings and
focussing on expressing her Intrasubjective bond through actions. Since audition
performances do not look for an in-depth interpersonal collaboration but instead a selfpropelled expression of character, the Performative connection taps into the
Intersubjective imagination of what all the other elements of filmmaking would be if they
were happening, and manufactures them as appresentations to buttress the actor against
the distracting formal sparcity of the audition shoot. In the absence of a compelling scene
partner, the actor is not only connecting Intrasubjectively to her own character but
Performatively projecting an Intrasubjective conception of what the scene partner and
mis-en-scène could be.
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The Performative empathetic shortcuts encouraged by the audition process
question the efficacy of the process as a whole: why would any producer hire an actor
who he cannot be sure will meaningfully collaborate with her fellow actors? For all of the
popular critical attention given to the “chemistry” between performing actors, it seems
odd that a producer would undervalue the actor to-be-hired’s ability to collaborate with
other screen actors.
In some situations, such as a television series where a few principal roles have
already been cast, an actor may go for a “call-back” audition, a second round of auditions
where she will perform a different set of sides with another actor to see what happens
between them on camera. MacFadzean, for example, describes his call-back for a
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recurring role on the Canadian television series Orphan Black (2013-present) as a test of
his potential collaboration with already-hired leading actor, Tatiana Maslany. This
callback gave him a welcome opportunity to experiment with bold acting choices with
another actor as part of showing what he would do with the role, if hired. No longer
preoccupied with “just selling a look”, as with many auditions, Maslany’s openness to
creative collaboration and the artistic strength of the audition material made MacFadzean
feel like he could “actually do some acting”:
When you’re working with an actor who is paid more than you, and they
want to act, then it’s going to be fun. They’re gonna pitch balls at you and
you’re gonna be [free to experiment. Maslany] is fun to act with. She’s
open to things to find what works. The directors were [interested in
acting], the producers were [interested in acting]: they said “let’s see the
dynamic here”. It really depends on the actor you’re working with, and the
director, if you’re allowed to do that kind of stuff, but those are the best
experiences for me on film sets.
Like the first day on a film set, this kind of call-back tests the speed and efficacy of the
auditioning actor’s ability to make a meaningful Intersubjective connection with his
scene partners, especially when the two actors have never met each other before but are
thrust together by the industrial framework of the production schedule. The callback is
therefore the actor’s first real demonstration of Acting work during the audition
performance process.
In many call-back and audition situations, however, the auditioning actor’s
Intersubjective potential is mostly gaged by guesswork and inference by the casting
directors and producer, based on the actor’s audition and any prior knowledge of the
actor’s work. Not surprisingly, this guesswork during casting inherently favours actors
who work frequently and therefore have a larger pool of demonstrated work, on the
industrial assumption that an actor who seems to perform well with her fellow actors in
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one film will do so again227. The circular logic encouraged by this sort of casting adds a
further level of professional stress for aspiring screen actors: the inability of the standard
audition procedure to account for Intersubjective proficiency prompts many producers
and casting directors to cast known talent over unknown talent, fostering a union-joining
structure that effectively conspires against new members from gaining enough credits to
join.
This begs the question of how any actor ever passes the audition process and
books an acting job. The short answer is that very few people ever do, and those that do
have no guarantee of ever doing so ever again. The politics of scarcity, precarity, and
industrial fickleness are enabling constraints that shape the urgency with which actors
pursue and acquire their work. Despite the industrial shortcomings of the screen
audition’s ability to showcase all of an actor’s empathetic talents, the empathetic work
that it encourages does showcase how the actor navigates a crucial aspect of screen
production’s industrial culture.

Con l s on
This chapter has focused on how actors prepare audition performances based on
incomplete sides buttressed with imaginative guesswork. The audition’s severely
streamlined industrial conditions all but completely eliminate the actor’s Intersubjective
connections. In this regard, auditions are a distinct type of performance based on some
227

This industrial reliance on casting actors who work frequently is indirectly mirrored in
the professional union structure. Aspiring Canadian screen actors can only join ACTRA
if they earn enough credits towards their membership by appearing in professional,
ACTRA-sanctioned films, television programs, and commercials. Moreover, ACTRA
regulations demand that all professional film shoots in Canada must consider current
ACTRA members first before hiring non-members and other aspiring talent.
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core tenets of Acting work, rather than a full-fledged Acting practice. Auditions therefore
seem to test the actor’s ability to perform with a bare minimum of creative cocollaborators, in the instance where the hired actors have no interpersonal chemistry
while performing228. Acting culture’s politics of scarcity therefore effectively mandate
that actors make sure that they can sustain their Intrasubjective and Performative
connections without any external assistance. This sense of professional self-preservation
is also reflected in the individualistic nature of performance preparation, which at the
focus of the next chapter.
The next chapter continues the actor’s journey towards the film set by analyzing
common habits of script analysis once the actor has been hired and has access to the
entire screenplay. Once the actor has the role, her script analysis workload increases
dramatically, and the pace of production increases to match it.

228

Actorly tactics for working around these situations will be covered in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4: Empathetic Work Prior to
Shooting
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Once an actor passes the audition process and is hired for a screen role, she has a
great deal of preparatory homework to do before she arrives on set to begin shooting.
This work differs from the audition preparations because she will now have access to the
entire screenplay, which means that the actor must prepare an entire screenplay’s worth
of homework rather than exclusively a single set of sides. The fast-paced script-based
homework changes from the frantic preparation and narrative guesswork of the audition
to a stockpiling of discovered bodymind associations along the situational character’s
intentional throughline and cognitive scaffolding. The actor thereby establishes a
continuity of affective beats across the screenplay’s greater narrative structure.
The added complication to performance preparation – and even to script analysis
– is that many productions are filmed out of narrative sequence, which can mean that an
actor may have to perform her most demanding scenes before shooting or even
rehearsing the crucial scenes that set up these narrative climaxes. Actor/producer Lauren
MacKinley justifies this type of shooting schedule as a matter of industrial practicality:
As a producer, you need to decide where your money is going. What are
the biggest visuals that can support the message and the theme, and what
we want the audience to walk away with? That’s how you structure your
shooting schedule. You want the actor to be able to offer things and you
obviously want the director to be able to realize their vision, but you also
need to say ‘[…] Is this where our money needs to go? Is this shot the
most important shot of the film? If not, we’re moving on’.229
229
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Given that it is often more efficient to a whole film production to complicate the actor’s
work rather than extend a shooting schedule to allow for creative exploration on set, the
actor must be primed to sacrifice in-depth preparations and defer artistic continuity to her
on-set and post-production collaborators.
The disjointed narrative progression throughout the shooting process can pose a
great challenge to actors who have not established a firm Intrasubjective connection with
their character, both on the scene-by-scene level and across the screenplay as a unified
narrative progression. Although most of the pre-shoot homework is focussed on the
Intrasubjective work that the actor can control on her own, she can also anticipate crucial
Intersubjective and Performative work that will be of great help once shooting begins.

Ta t s fo
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This section will analyze three basic of the strategies used by actors to catch
themselves in the scripted character’s intentional pull and to construct the situational
cognitive scaffolding230 prior to shooting: the bottom-up approach; the top-down
approach; and, most commonly, the balanced approach. The goal of these strategic trends
is to develop the necessarily Intrasubjective appresentations – the Magic Ifs of the
character and her narrative world – to enable verisimilar performance. As such, the
distinguishing factors between these trends is closely related to the actor’s preferred
balance of remembered and imagined creative fodder, and how the actor incorporates this
fodder into her script analysis to bring her further into the character’s intentional pull.

230

Feagin, “Empathizing as Simulating,” 158–61.
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Each of these script analysis habits presumes that the actor will learn her
character’s lines, and somehow connect these lines to actions informed by the tactics
through which the character pursues her narrative goals. Moreover, each set of habits
anticipates that the actor will, at some point, need to start collaborating with her scene
partners and production staff. As such, the trends aspire to establish the character as a
meaningful and referable bodymind self; stable enough to recall and invoke quickly, but
malleable enough to adapt to her collaborators and, by doing so, establish the necessary
Intersubjective and Performative empathetic bonds. In short, the habits here aspire to give
the actor a strong sense of the bodymind meshwork’s re-organization as the character,
and to be able to locate, access, and enact this re-organization at will.
The focus of this section is to account for the actions undertaken to connect the
scripted words to the actor’s bodymind. As such, and to play with the Feagin’s
constructive metaphor, the goal here is not to analyze a particular character’s cognitive
scaffolding but rather to understand the tools and practices by which the actor
reconstructs this scaffolding. Since these sets of tactics come out of the interviewed
actors’ practices, I will reference specific roles played by these actors as examples, where
possible.
At this point, I wish to diffuse any potential confusion about the origins of some
of the inevitable jargon that will appear in the next two chapters. During the interviews,
each actor described tactics, practices, and habits they use in their creative practices.
Overwhelmingly, these tactics, practices, and habits were not first developed by the actor
who describes it. Instead, the practices described here are an amorphous and everevolving amalgam of practices, often handed down across generations of actors, with
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each actor adapting the practices as she sees fit. In order to focus this study in how forces
in acting culture – like creative training and its industrial economics – shape an actor’s
practice, these chapters will associate some actorly practices with the interviewed actor
who most clearly described them during my interviews. The point of this new
terminology, like Cayonne’s Minotaur and McGarry’s Relatability in Chapter 4 from
later in this chapter, is to identify and quickly reference a specific acting habit as it is
practiced, rather than to credit an originating practitioner. Therefore, just as the
apocryphal story of Duse’s Blush231 credits a skilled actor with a practice for which she
was likely not the original practitioner, so too with the screen-specific practices described
to me be the actors during these interviews. Presented with the choice, this study of
actorly practices benefits more from the creation of productive and referable jargon than
from adding further layers of theoretical abstraction to describe a fairly specific practice.
Although the following analysis partitions script analysis tactics into loosely
bottom-up, top-down, and balanced practices, it is important to note that most actors view
these practices as inherently complimentary and will not necessarily rely exclusively on
one tactic for every role. This division of actorly habits has no pretence of being
exhaustive, nor should the top-down and bottom-up categories be considered mutually
exclusive. I stress the importance of these strategies as “habits” because they are patterns
– rather than prescriptions – of behaviours for how actors create empathetic connections.
What these habits collectively demonstrate is that differences in script analysis tactics

231

Italian stage actress Eleonora Duse once famously impressed Stanislavsky by visibly
blushing during a performance when her character flirted with the object of her affection.
Both Meisner and Strasberg invoked Duse’s Blush as evidence of a deep and compelling
bodymind immersion within the drama’s Magic If.
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tend to reflect the Intrasubjective priority that the actor ascribes to Coplan’s Affective
Match versus the Other-Oriented Perspective Taking.
otto
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Actors often draw on personally relevant emotional stimuli to ensnare themselves
in the character’s intentional pull and translate their scripted characters into their bodies.
Based on Feagin’s argument that the cognitive scaffolding of a realist character will be
similar to that of its quotidian reader, an actor may draw parallels between her character’s
actions, emotional experiences, or narrative situations and similar events in her quotidian
life. Although the character’s situational circumstances inevitably vary from the
quotidian actor’s detailed memories, realist screenplays catalyze the actor’s
Intrasubjective bond by prompting the actor to recall and re-imagine experiences in her
quotidian life that seem similar to those of her character.
In many of these same screenplays, however, the character will experience
something that is somehow beyond the actor’s experiences, making the empathetic
connection in that moment more difficult to establish and sustain. These irreconcilable
experiences can range from the subtle to the far-fetched. Many respondents, for example,
describe past roles in which the scale and nature of a scripted character’s particular trait
simply exceeds the actor’s experience of that trait: an actor who occasionally drinks
alcohol or takes illicit drugs, for example, may struggle to adapt their recreational
inebriations to the scale required to play an alcoholic or a drug addict. For other films, the
greater narrative circumstances may be so heightened or fantastical that the actor could
not be expected to have a detailed frame of reference: although an actor might enjoy
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watching science fiction films, she has no direct experience of alien invaders razing
Toronto to reference while performing232.
Many schools of acting have tolerated and encouraged actors to develop life
experiences to close the potential bodymind gaps between the actor and her character.
Despite the culture of celebrity than can incentivize radical Intrasubjective research and
its subsequent transformations 233, some character research is simply too legally and
logistically impossible – and even personally dangerous – for an actor to pursue in good
conscience. Actor Sheila McCarthy reports that Uta Hagen, with whom McCarthy
trained, actively discouraged her acting students from investing too heavily in the type of
“My character kills her mother so I must kill my mother to know what that’s like”234
research in favour of immersive imaginary work. Nevertheless, an actor in search of
parallels between her scripted character’s most inaccessible aspects and recalled events in
her own life must still establish some level of overlap between the situational and
quotidian selves, in order to establish the empathy-enabling Affective Match. Many
actors therefore attempt to establish an emotional common ground, however basic, with
their characters, through appresentational personal substitutions.
Actor Natalie Lisinska often invokes and reimagines emotionally charged
memories to connect her to her characters’ affective experiences. For example Lisinska
appears in an episode of Mary Kills People (2016-present) where she plays a woman
whose husband is terminally ill. To make sense of her character’s erratic emotional states,
Lisinska drew on her contemporaneous experiences of dealing with a seriously ill family
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member. This appresentational substitution of her quotidian relative for her situational
husband enabled her to locate her situational character’s tumultuous emotions in her own
quotidian experience, which led to a profound empathetic connection with her character.
After such an intensely charged script preparation, Lisinska reports that she was able to
reliably re-create the necessary emotional states on set:
On my last day on Mary Kills People, I walked onto set and I was already
crying. I said, ‘Hi everybody, the crying girl is here’, and they laughed
because every other day, I had also shown up already in tears.235
Lisinska also uses emotional memories in a more abstract manner than the literal
transference on Mary Kills People to establish her Intrasubjective Affective Match with
her character. In a climactic scene from her Screen Guild of Canada Award-winning
performance on Orphan Black (2013-present), Lisinska’s character, Ainsley, aggressively
accuses her best friend of sabotaging Ainsley’s rapidly failing marriage. To connect her
to the character’s feelings of anger, betrayal, and sadness, Lisinska referenced her
emotional experiences of similar confrontations that have ended romantic relationships
and personal friendships in her quotidian life. “Channelling” her own feelings during
those altercations, and her impression of those expressed by her former friends and
lovers, Lisinska reports that her preparation for that scene felt raw, powerful, and deeply
sincere:
Ainsley was a treat to play because she’s an Alpha ‘Mean Girl’. I’ve
played that a few times in my career, and I’ve definitely been that in my
life. You will always just be you, so it’s just an aspect of yourself. That’s
why acting is fun! You get to explore the darker deeper recesses of
yourself that you know exist. You know that they’re there, so [be brave]
and go there.236
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The convenient intersection between the character’s situation and the actor’s lived
experience allows for a potent Affective Match, even if the actor must give breath to parts
of herself she would sooner avoid.
The task of emotional substitution for Intrasubjective Affective Matching
becomes complex when the actor has a less personal connection than those made by
Lisinska for Orphan Black or Mary Kills People. Kevin McGarry, for example, focuses
some of his script analysis practices around making his character “relatable” by
identifying the core value, emotion, or desire that motivates the action in moments or
roles that require creative fodder beyond the “mental rolodex” of his lived experience.
This process of uncovering “relatability” is based on the presumption that emotions are
sharable between people, and that some essential affective material is at least partially
transferable across experiences and across selves, even if the details of those experiences
may vary. In short, by identifying and atomizing specific bodymind states, the actor can
draw on the “emotional common denominators” of those bodymind states as a starting
point for understanding how, what, and why a character may feel as she does:
Things are only overwhelming when they are [lost in] the bigger picture. I
find it so much easier to not dumb it down but to break it down into
smaller things. […] I think the actor’s job is to make it all relevant, but
you’re not gonna be moved unless you can relate to what is happening.237
McGarry recently used this practice of breaking down his character’s actions to relatable
impulses, and then adding increasing layers of emotional and situational specificity, for a
scene on Heartland (2007-present), where he plays a discharged Canadian army veteran
who suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) from his military experiences in
Afghanistan. In a dramatic scene, his character must fire a gun for the first time since his
237
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combat missions to protect himself from an attacking wolf. In preparation for this
moment, McGarry constructed the situational conflict – the need to defend himself
clashing with the fear of killing again – by identifying relatable emotions and gradually
specifying them to the scene. Although he felt that the machismo “need to act like a man”
was sufficiently relatable enough to justify the self-defence impulse, McGarry wanted a
strong and actionable connection to the fear of pulling the trigger and killing the wolf
since he has no direct experience of PTSD himself. He drew parallels between killing the
wolf and his experiences with a Heartland co-star who, in her spare time, raises turkeys
to slaughter for food:
If you’re ordered to kill, it’s the extraction of innocence. […] Those little
turkeys follow her around. She’s their mother, and then she’s going to pick
up a gun and shoot them. There’s an action right there: where you raise
living things, feeling their innocence, and that they trusted you. Then
you’ve gone from ‘extraction of innocence’ to ‘betrayal’, and now you
have a word that everyone can relate to.238
McGarry then layers on increasingly levels of emotional specificity to the atomized
emotion, value, or desire as a means of constructing his character’s cognitive scaffolding
prior to filming.
This tactic relies on at least three fundamental assumptions about how it will
manifest in performance. First, the performed conflict between his character’s soldierly
masculinity and his bodymind invocation of compassionate guilt will be sufficiently
balanced to generate the intended, verisimilar, narrative tension over whether his
character will save himself or not. Secondly, McGarry presumes that this emotional
conflict will re-organize his bodymind schema in such a way that it will manifest as
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PTSD-based emotional turmoil on screen, especially since McGarry knew about the
director’s plans to shoot this moment as a gradual zoom-in shot on his tension-ridden
eyes. Third, McGarry anticipates his audience with his tactic of seeking relatability, on
the presumption that his Intrasubjectively connected performance will not only be legible
to the spectator but will also share the intended emotional experience with the spectator
through the performance. Therefore, in this circumstance, McGarry’s abstraction of his
personal bodymind experience of betrayal and his appresentational substitution of this
experience into his character allows McGarry to empathetically connect to the narrative
world while soliciting an empathetic connection from his audience. This substitution also
anticipates McGarry’s collaboration with the production crew, especially the DOP who
eventually chose to film the scene as a tracking close-up on McGarry’s eyes to accentuate
the character’s affective state.
As a final thought, McGarry’s Relatability anticipates some of the balanced
approaches between bottom-up and top-down script analysis habits analyzed later in this
chapter, in that McGarry turns to an additional level imaginary experience beyond
Lisinska’s immediately personal substitutions to reach an Affective Match with his
character. McGarry admits that he has no direct personal experience of anything akin to
shooting his co-star’s adoring turkeys, let alone his character’s convoluted feelings about
defending himself against the attacking wolf. To manifest his character’s PTSD anxiety
about firing a gun, McGarry rearranges his bodymind schema around the idea of killing a
beloved animal to access the feelings of betrayal and loss that he feels he can
communicate to an audience. I continue to qualify McGarry’s Relatability as a primarily
bottom-up practice because the Affective Match occurs when McGarry substitutes his
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own experiences of betrayal and loss into that moment of the character’s affective
progression.
These bottom-up habits for making a scripted character relatable to the actor,
exemplified by Lisinska and McGarry, support the development of an Intrasubjective
empathetic connection by emphasizing a meaningful Affective Match. Since the
situational character choices stem directly from viscerally resonant moments from the
actor’s quotidian life, the character’s emotional life is contingent on that of the actor. The
Affective Match guides the actor in taking on her character’s perspective, in that the actor
adjusts her own experiences to suit the circumstances of the character’s narrative world
as a means of accessing what the character might feel. The catachresis of referencing
quotidian experiences as part of connecting to one’s character seems, at first glance, to
betray the Self-Other Distinction upon which an empathetic connection depends. I
suggest, however, that establishing the Intrasubjective Self-other Distinction while
relating to a character has more to do with being intentionally pulled closer to that
situational character than ever arriving at full synchronization: immersion, but not
submersion. Implicit in the creative habit of translating the actor’s own experience into
her character is that the character and actor are fundamentally different selves. Even in
moments like those Lisinska describes, in which her characters share significant
autobiographical details with the actor herself, Lisinska’s goal is not to use her acting
work to therapeutically work through her feelings for ill relatives, lost friends, and former
lovers. Her goal is to share an affective state known to her quotidian self with her
character’s situational self to inform subsequent acting choices.
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In summary, bottom-up script analysis habits connect the actor to poignant
moments and character circumstances in the screenplay on the assumption that these
immersive states will prompt verisimilar subsequent actions and reactions as her
character. This kind of script work also grounds the actor in a very relatable and quicklyreferenceable bodymind schema that helps the actor to preserve her Performative
continuity across the many takes and out-of-narrative-sequence shooting inherent to
screen media production.
To
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Lisinska and McGarry’s habits of relatable Common Denominators and personal

substitutions form a sort of primarily bottom-up approach to catching oneself in a
scripted character’s emotional pull. Alternately, the primarily top-down correlative to this
practice is to reorganize the actor’s body schema through wholly invented material that
mirrors thematic, emotional, and conceptual cues from the screenplay.
In these top-down practices, the actor opens her bodymind meshwork to
reorganizations prompted by evocative, imaginary, and abstract points of reference that
correspond to shifting power dynamics and goals across the story and in each scene. The
logic here parallels that of McGarry’s Relatability, in that the actor can connect to the
moment by “naming” it something to which she has an emotionally vivid relationship.
The main difference between these top-down practices and McGarry’s Relatability is that
the named moments do not originate in the actor’s quotidian experiences, but instead
mobilize these experiences as an abstract reference point. The priority here is that the
abstractions clarify the scripted character’s cognitive scaffolding to make it actionable
through performance. Put another way, the actor wears a personally evocative metaphor
for her character like a mantle that re-organizes her body schema without excessive
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reliance on autobiographical substitutions. This evocative image is inherently one that the
actor dons as more of a template for potential reactions than a series of substituted
emotional benchmarks to pass through.
One of Anglophone Canada’s foremost screen actor training institutions uses a
homemade top-down vocabulary to help its actors explore character choices and tactics.
The Professional Actors Lab (Pro Actors Lab) in Toronto, run by founder David
Rotenberg and long-time instructor Bruce Clayton, grounds its script analysis practices in
identifying and naming the character’s transitions across the Jungian family archetypes
within the sides [see Appendix 3]. The goal of invoking the Jungian archetypes is to
connect the gendered power dynamics of the sides to the actor’s pre-existing relationship
to an imaginary, familial reference239.
Rotenberg and Clayton’s apply the Jungian archetypes to acting practice by using
them as a shorthand schema for a character’s tactics in pursuit of her goal rather than the
scene’s narrative specificities. Ideally, the practice attunes the actor to a spectrum of
options for how to navigate a scene’s ever-shifting manifestations of normative gendered
power dynamics, with the ultimate goal of helping the actor to settle into a cohesive and
compelling enworldment within the drama. The Pro Actors Lab actor may well draw on
her quotidian family relationships in this kind of work. She is more likely, however, to
imagine herself into an Intrasubjective empathetic connection by using Jungian
vocabulary to clarify the interpersonal power dynamics in the sides, and use this as an
access point to her character’s cognitive scaffolding, transforming these abstractions into
actionable cognitive references.
239
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Whereas the substitution-based practices of McGarry’s Relatablility and
Lisinska’s substitutions ground the actor in a direct personal relationship with the
narrative moment at hand, the Pro Actors Lab approach connects the actor with the
character’s tactics and the scene’s power dynamics. Therefore, as a script analysis
strategy, Pro Actors Lab encourages its students to use the sides’ text – and especially its
subtext – as a set of clues towards the character’s cognitive scaffold. The Jungian
archetypes provide a vocabulary for the subtext in that they allow the actor to clarify her
relationship to power, her character’s proximity to her goals, and her navigation of the
dramatic obstacles that prevent her from obtaining her goals.
This emphasis on fostering Intrasubjective empathy through analyzing the
character’s tactics and power dynamics also anticipates acting on screen, rather than on
stage. Clayton encourages his screen acting students to act “off the words”, privileging
emotional and tactical clarity over the affective potential of the sides’ words themselves.
Rather than delve into the evocative imagery of the specific words in the sides, as an
actor might for a Shakespearean scene study wherein the poetic vocabulary itself is a
dramatic force, Pro Actors Lab treats the dialogue’s words like a necessary accessory, in
that they provide valuable details on the dramatic stakes of each moment but are not in
and of themselves representative of that moment.
This anti-theatricalism not only reflects the importance of training screen actors
for close-up shots240, but is also a symptom of the importance of theatrical training for
Canadian actors. The actors interviewed for this study unanimously described screen
acting as occurring on a smaller physical scale than theatre acting. The reason that this
240
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Performative concern manifests so early in the establishment of Intrasubjective
connections is because Canadian actors are overwhelmingly trained more for live
performance than for the screen, with screen acting often treated pedagogically as an
afterthought or specialization of one’s theatrical talents. Drawing only on the actors
interviewed for this study, Lisinska works exclusively for the screen but spent the vast
majority of her BFA Acting studies being “groomed” specifically for a career in
reparatory classical theatre at the Stratford Shakespearean Festival; McCarthy worked as
a dancer and singer in musical theatre for much of her early career before starting any
extensive screen work; Dinicol was a professional child actor at Stratford years before
setting foot on his first professional film set; MacFadzean switched to screen acting as a
personal rejection of the nomadic lifestyle required by working exclusively in Canadian
theatre; and Baker, Cayonne, Spilchuk, and many others report that they discovered
screen acting late in their formal training as actors.
Utterly central to classical theatre training is the affective power of the script’s
words: the actor’s job is to use her words to guide her actions, express her character,
reveal the text’s poetry, and advance the story. This training places great importance on
elocution, sustained breath support for long spoken phrases, and developing sufficient
command of the dialogue’s affective potential to immerse herself and the audience in the
compelling complexities of the poetic language. Clayton, himself a former musical
theatre actor, often explains to his screen acting students that Canadian acting culture’s
equation of performance skills with classical theatre repertoire does not inherently
translate well to the screen. The physical scale at which stage actors move, and the
thoroughly-enunciated lyrical gymnastics that they can perform with poetic texts, often
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appear as garish and excessive on screen. To adapt one’s acting technique from the stage
to the screen – a creative retraining for which the Pro Actors Lab is renowned in
Toronto’s arts culture – the actor must relearn to use the same creative muscles
differently for each medium. Pro Actors Lab therefore encourages Canadian actors who
are new to screen acting to put the narrative agency on the actor’s bodymind reactions
and tactical transitions, instead of acting “on the words” as one would in theatre
(Clayton): dialogue should be memorized but not slavishly adhered to; lines should be
“thrown away” rather than be over-pronounced. By focussing on the communicative
potential of the filmed reaction, Pro Actors Lab teaches actors to clarify what they
“think” and “feel” on camera, without sacrificing narrative details or emotional
complexity.
This is not to say that Rotenberg and Clayton’s system ignores narrative and
emotional specificities: the whole point of the Pro Actors Lab system is to help the actor
to establish realistic bodymind transitions across the beats of the scene. Instead, as an
acting system intended for the screen, the Pro Actors System embraces the detailed
minutia of what the camera can capture to make acting about choices and reactions rather
than actions and events. The hope of this kind of top-down work is that the narrative will
be come clear through the subtext of how the actor performs, rather than relying strictly
on the bodymind authenticity of a performed emotional state.
Other archetype-driven styles of acting are far less prescriptive than the Pro
Actors Lab in terms of the evocative, imaginary personas are available to the actor. Actor
Danellene O’Flynn’s extensive international screen training and on-set experience has
prompted her to think of her creative process as an experiment in archetypal alchemy,
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wherein she freely blends metaphorical personas throughout her bodymind to connect her
to her character. The personas that O’Flynn invokes as archetypes can range from “roles”
she has played in her quotidian life, such as “the Orphan” and “the Wanderer”, to pseudomythical abstractions, such as “the Wise Woman” and “the Queen”. Each of these
archetypes lacks a definable, objective definition: what is important to O’Flynn is how
her subjective relationship with these appresentational personas helps her to re-organize
her body schema to immerse her within the character’s lived experience. Significantly,
the archetypes that are more closely related to her quotidian lived experiences remain
abstractions of those memories: assemblages of associated bodymind perceptions, rather
than direct invocations of the recalled material.
O’Flynn describes her archetypes as being reliable sources of creative inspiration,
and distinguishes how her top-down script analysis habits anticipate their eventual
application on set. Rather than use archetypal references to identify transitions of social
power as in the Pro Actors Lab system, O’Flynn envisions her archetypes as the factions
of her character’s psychological civil war: the names given to the internal forces that
create “the wound”, the sheering place between the character’s overt objective and the
personal shortcomings that must be resolved before the character can rest, either with the
successful attainment of – or final failure to realize – her objective. The “wound”, itself a
corporeal metaphor made into an appresentation to clarify the character’s cognitive
scaffolding, motivates the character’s actions and can also encompass how one archetype
transitions into another throughout the narrative. For a role in a recent short film, O’Flynn
connected to her character by tracing how The Wanderer became The Queen as the story
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played out241. The accompanying “wound” could then manifest throughout the narrative
as a transition between mobility and stability, a tension between freedom and authority,
and a balance of unpredictability with self-assertion, however O’Flynn deemed
productive for any given scene
Although far more abstract as a script analysis practice than the Pro Actors Lab
system, O’Flynn’s archetypes are explicitly hers to work with. If the goal is to connect
with a scripted character through top-down imagery, O’Flynn’s constellations of jostling
archetypes are already meaningful and relatable to her. This highly malleable and
personalized system supports a deep Intrasubjective connection between actor and
character, and does so while avoiding the explicitly autobiographical insertions of
Lisinska’s bottom-up substitutions. This top-down practice also relies heavily on the
actor’s collaboration with the production crew to transmit the performance to the
audience: although O’Flynn relates, like McGarry, to her own Intrasubjective imagery,
her archetypal work does not seek the affective common denominators with the audience
with McGarry’s vehemence. For O’Flynn, the proof of the archetypes’ value rests with
how they re-organize her bodymind to articulate the performed narrative that the
archetypes support. This script analysis habit therefore willingly trades some control over
the final assembled performance in favour of investing significant trust in the how the
production team will work with the raw material that O’Flynn will provide.
As a practice of script analysis and performance preparation, O’Flynn’s
archetypes present themselves as resonances prompted by empathetic cues within the
narrative, whether through specific story events, character tactics, or specific dialogue
241
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cues. O’Flynn is quick to admit that the search for archetypal resonances in complex
scripted character becomes very time consuming, in that she prefers to give each
archetypal layer time to settle within her situational self to understand how it works
before layering in others. The emphasis on layering various archetypes together to help
the actor imagine her way into the character’s lived experience suggests that the actor
organizes the synergies between the named archetypes to connect to the character’s
strengths and weaknesses.
These top-down approaches have an established history in iconic cinema
performances. For example, in press interviews and various other commentaries, Sir
Anthony Hopkins has described multiple imaginary personas he invoked while preparing
for his role in Silence of the Lambs (Jonathan Demme, 1991). Hopkins, as Hannibal
Lecter, allegedly layered together multiple evocative imaginary personas, ranging from a
tarantula242, to the Angel of Death and an ominous black clock243, to a house cat and the
character of HAL 9000 (Douglas Rain) from Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey
(1968)244. Hopkins top-down approach to script analysis anticipates performance in that
some of his imaginary invocations apply primarily to enactable possibilities, such as a
prowling housecat’s wide-eyed mannerisms and Rains-as-HAL-9000’s unnaturally calm
voice. Other references, such as the tarantula and the Angel of Death, seem more
connected to overarching archetypes of menace and mortality to reorganize Hopkin’s
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greater bodymind schema, therefore accounting for the actor-as-character cognition
behind the unflinching cat-like gaze and the tranquil, eloquent diction.
Hopkins-as-Lecter, and the top-down script analysis habits in general, seems at
first glance to reify Stanley Cavell’s metaphor of the screen actor as one who rummages
through a proverbial attic in search of interesting bits and pieces245. Cavell’s analogy,
however, overlooks the professional training and common creativity across stage and
screen acting practices. This comparison of theatrical baseball players to cinematic attic
rummagers246 fails because, as Blair Brown and the professional actors interviewed for
this study agree, the Intrasubjective relationship between realist actors and their
characters is not contingent on the performance medium. Script analysis for both stage
and screen anticipates performance in one way or another. The top-down script
preparation habits, described by O’Flynn, Pro Actors Lab alumni like McGarry and
Cayonne, and even demonstrated by Anthony Hopkins are just as applicable for theatre or
screen since the importance of the actor-character bond remains the same across media.
Top-down script preparation habits simply encourage the actor to play from her
imagination and to imagine whatever is required for the role247, thereby letting their
creatively chosen abstractions manifest through their performing bodyminds.
The invocation of imagined archetypes during top-down script analysis fulfills
Coplan’s criteria for the Intrasubjective empathetic connection between the actor and her
as-yet-unperformed character. The Other-Oriented Perspective Taking occurs on multiple
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levels. First, the actor’s imaginary archetypes themselves are a vocabulary for situational
selves to which the actor can relate and which – in the actor’s judgement – manifest in
some capacity within the character. The archetypal material is only useful if it is
prompted by textual cues to the character’s cognitive scaffolding. Moreover, the attention
to the character’s narrative tactics in pursuit of her goal prompts the actor to work
through every line of dialogue as a choice to be made, shaped in part by the imaginary
imagery invoked to clarify these choices.
The Affective Match between the actor and her character occurs as a byproduct of
the Other-Oriented Perspective Taking: with the strong understanding of why the
character behaves as she does gained from the tactical analysis, and the evocative
imagery of the archetypal work spurring further action, the affective content of the
performed moment is already shared by the quotidian actor and the situational character.
The reconstruction of the character’s cognitive scaffolding therefore depends on a logical
and premeditated understanding of what a chosen tactic in a given moment, animated by
evocative mental imagery, says about a character’s affective state and bodymind schema.
The actor is able to maintain the Self-Other Distinction because this kind of script work
presumes that the character is something created through tactical analysis and the
layering of evocative images, as opposed to something that the actor becomes. As with
the bottom-up script analysis practices, the actor remains keenly aware that she is not the
character.
The crucial difference between how these top-down techniques and the bottomup techniques establish empathetic bonds lays in the top-down approaches’ emphasis on
character tactics and emotional transitions, as opposed to the bottom-up techniques’
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emphasis on experiential authenticity. The major empathetic distinction between the topdown and bottom-up approaches is therefore effectively the balance of priority between
the Intrasubjective Affective Match and the Other-Oriented Perspective Taking,
especially in respect to the Self-Other Distinction. The bottom-up approaches presume
that a potent Affective Match, established through a personal substitution or McGarry’s
Relatability or another practice, will ground the actor in enough of the character’s
moment-to-moment affective experience that the transitions across dramatic moments
will inevitably follow. In the earlier examples, actors like Lisinska and McGarry generate
enough affective commonality with their characters, all the while knowing that the
character is a distinct and situational self, that the situational self’s perspective becomes
their own. Inversely, the top-down practices manifest in how an invoked mental persona,
from Pro Actors Lab’s Jungian family to O’Flynn’s “the Wise Woman”, prompts a
continuous immersion in the character’s perspective by re-organizing the actor’s
bodymind schema that navigates a scene’s affective transitions, in the hopes that the
Affective Match will happen organically from within that immersive continuity.
In summary, bottom-up and top-down script analyses help actors to develop a
creative vocabulary for bodymind imagery with the intention of translating it outwards
through expressive performances. The archetypes invoked by the Pro Actors Lab system
and O’Flynn’s individual practice are, in one sense, clarifying terminology given to a
hypothetical bodymind schema for quick reference in performance. In another sense, they
are evidence of the actor’s appresentational attunement to the scripted narrative in that
they expedite the empathetic process with body schemas already present within the
actor’s Performative repertoire: in these practices, the actor imagines and invents what
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she needs to connect with the scripted character. In both practices, the actor makes
bodymind’s linguistic metaphors with creative appresentations to clarify her relationship
to the scripted character: taking control of her Intrasubjective connection by naming the
recalled and imagined material that bridges the gap between the actor’s quotidian and
situational selves. However, since memory remains a function of the imagination 248, and
that many recalled memories have to be altered in some way by the actor to create a
stronger appresentation of the character’s situational world, there is no reason why
bottom-up and top-down script analysis processes cannot work simultaneously.
Ca onne s nota
alan n
e o an
a nat on to f n t e a a te s bo
s e a
It is perhaps then more accurate to refer to the bottom-up and top-down
approaches to script analysis as being “predominately” top-down or bottom-up, rather
than to suggest that one approach always functions at the exclusion of another. O’Flynn
readily acknowledges that many of her archetypes are informed to some degree by her
quotidian experiences, and McGarry enthusiastically embraces the affective potential of
evocative mental imagery. More of a spectrum than a binary, these top-down and bottomup approaches beneficially inform each other when practiced as complementary
techniques. The ways in which actors balance top-down and bottom-up imaginary work
during script analysis not only reflects the pragmatic individualism of acting practices,
but also exemplifies the virtuosity of the actor’s skill in reorganizing her bodymind
schema as the situational self of the character. The “balanced” actor’s implicit freedom to
alter, re-imagine, and even invent memories on behalf of her character means that
evocative top-down imagery and bottom-up affective authenticity create whatever
248
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appresentational material she deems useful in creating an empathetic relationship with
her character. This flexible, hybrid approach to memory and imagination is by far the
most common one in the screen acting community because of the creative agency it
bestows on the actor to prepare what works best for her for a given role.
In the balanced script analysis approach, reworked memories manifest as relatable
material tempered by evocative imaginary imagery. This forms a creative catachresis
wherein the actor completes the character’s cognitive scaffolding with not only pieces of
her quotidian experience but also that which she can create. Actor Antonio Cayonne’s
balanced approach to script analysis, for example, freely blends purely imaginary
material with re-imagined memories to connect with his scripted character. The oftenincomplete screenplays available to auditioning actors, and the industrial likelihood that
the script will change significantly prior to shooting, require the actor to be both prepared
and flexible with her creative choices. As a screen-acting-specific tactic of working with
this industrial unpredictability, Cayonne analyzes his scripts with an extensive series of
questions about his characters as a means of preparing informed options about who his
character could be. The questions range from the biographical (ie. “Where did my
character grow up?”) to the scene-specific (ie. “If my character is partially defined by his
profession, does he like his job?”) to the purely speculative (ie. “If my character does
illegal drugs, what does he take?”). The answers to these questions, prompted by textual
and subtextual clues from the sides to the character’s cognitive scaffolding, present
Cayonne with informed appresentational fodder for who the character could be in
performance. Since the point of these questions is simply to foster a detailed
understanding of – and connection to – the character, the answers are as likely to reveal
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bottom-up relatable identifications with the character as to prompt evocative top-down
imagery of “what the character might be like”249.
Since Cayonne’s priority is to connect with his scripted character by accessing
what the character feels and also the tactics behind his actions equally, he feels no
aesthetic or cognitive dissonance in freely blending imaginary and recalled materials in
the creation of a dramatically compelling situational self, provided that the invoked
imaginary and recalled material is productively grounded in the script. Cayonne
colourfully describes the creative process of blending imaginary and recalled material as
making “minotaurs” of his characters: “the head of one beast, and the body of
another”250.
For example, Cayonne was pleased with his work at a recent film call-back
audition251 in which his character searches for his lost young son amidst ongoing
environmental conflicts within the film’s post-apocalyptic dystopian setting. He drew
upon his own experiences of loss, familial love, and betrayal, and substituted
relationships from his quotidian life into the sides, and was thereby able to develop a
dramatically compelling relationship with his character’s urgent search for the child.
Although Cayonne has never lived in a post-apocalyptic dystopia before, he made
compelling inferences about the ways in which that setting would impact his character’s
emotional and interpersonal lives. Prompted by cues in the sides as to how his character
interacted with the situational world, Cayonne’s evocative, imaginary, top-down images

249
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At the actor’s request, I can not specify the title of this production. By “recent”, I
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of post-apocalyptic society layered upon his re-imagined familial relationships and direct
personal experiences. Guided by prompts from the sides to the character’s cognitive
scaffolding, Cayonne developed appresentational materials from top-down and bottomup sources alike: in this instance, the Affective Match from his quotidian memories of
loss in the family aligned with his Intrasubjective Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking,
which drew heavily from Cayonne’s purely invented representation of life’s hardships
under desperately impoverished conditions. Although he felt genuinely emotionally
moved by the scene and his immersion in the performance, the Self-Other Distinction
kept him grounded in the narrative as it was written, lest he become too absorbed in the
dramatic action and start improvising his own narrative as his character. Ultimately,
Cayonne’s empathetic connection to his scripted character depended upon his ability to
make the situational self into a “minotaur”, a strategic bodymind re-arrangement of his
quotidian memories and purely invented imaginations that prompted him to act in the
situational world as his character. The balanced approach therefore treats memory and
imagination as equally valuable sources of creative fodder to be re-arranged and reorganized, as opposed to relying primarily on specified affective common denominators,
or the overlapped place between relevant abstractions.
Lisinska uses a similar strategy to Cayonne’s minotaur-making when preparing
for a film shoot by loading objects in her physical environment, from props to wardrobe
ot furniture, with appresentational meanings. Embellishing upon a technique first
presented to her by an Adler-based acting instructor, Lisinska externalizes the cues
towards her characters cognitive scaffolding by figuring out how her character relates to
her surroundings. References from Lisinska’s quotidian experiences and imaginative
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capacity are freely and openly blended as she attaches her appresentations to significant
objects in her character’s presence. This practice is predicated on the presumption that the
affective connotations of an everyday object, from a family heirloom to a mundane piece
of furniture in one’s home, are evidence of how a self relates to her environment.
Lisinska insists that the appresentation-imbued objects help her to feel grounded on set
by transferring her character’s relationship to her environment to on-set objects:
You have so much around you that you need to explore and interact with,
and then you start to graft — almost choreograph — your interaction with
them so that, to the viewer, it looks like I’ve been eating toast this whole
time and that I’ve been eating it the first time, but I actually know exactly
what word I eat the toast on, and I know exactly what breath I’m going to
pick up my mug of coffee, but there’s an organic emotional connection to
the mug, the coffee, the toast, everything. That is film acting!252
Lisinska’s object-oriented balanced approach supports her Intrasubjective bonds by
testing them with preparatory enactments: if the appresentations linked to an object are
powerful enough to propel narrative actions, they likely also suggest connotations about
the character’s cognitive scaffolding. In the scene Lisinska described where her character
has toast and coffee for breakfast, the appresentational relationship that Lisinska ascribes
to the coffee mug and the toast are loaded with character information: if the mug, for
example, is a family heirloom made of precious porcelain, the prop will prompt Lisinska
to ponder her character’s relationship with her family, her social choice to use precious
tableware for a mundane breakfast, the care or recklessness with which she handles the
mug, the socio-economic implications about the quality of coffee served within the mug,
etc. Lisinska’s script analysis practice therefore anticipates her collaboration with key
production personnel, such as the art director, costume designer, and scenic decorators.
252
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Lisinska’s interrogation of the objects in the character’s world mirrors the
interview-like questions that Cayonne uses to flesh out his character’s lived world in that
they both prompt the actor to search through their creative impressions of a scripted
character until they find sufficient resonant and evocative material to translate the
scripted character into their bodies. Whether this search prompts a compelling Affective
Match before, after, or along with the Taking of the Other’s Perspective is less important
than the ultimate goal of establishing an the Intrasubjective connection with the scripted
character by whatever means best present themselves.
The similarities in their analysis habits are not especially surprising when one
considers that Lisinska and Cayonne studied acting together for four years at Ryerson
University, which hosts one of the most prolific and longstanding BFA Acting programs
in the Canadian university system. Their related but distinct practices reflect, however,
several previously mentioned forces in acting culture. The variations demonstrate the
highly individual nature of analysis and, vicariously, performance habits. That Lisinska
and Cayonne have comparable levels of professional experience, nearly identical training,
and a strong personal friendship to boot, and still use different preparation habits when
presented with new scripts underlines the fact that actors assert control over their work by
doing what works for themselves individually, rather than slavishly adhering to a single
“correct” system. The balanced approach to script analysis clearly supports actors in
using whatever recalled and imagined material that the actor deems useful in establishing
an Intrasubjective connection with the scripted character.
Like the bottom-up and top-down script analysis practices, the balanced approach
supports the development of an Intrasubjective connection between the actor and the
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scripted character by giving the actor access to all of her imaginary and recalled fodder to
establish the necessary appresentations. All of these script analysis habits position the
actor’s assertion of control over her Intrasubjective bond as the essential pre-filming
homework: there is simply not enough time for all of the exploratory work alleviated by
these script analysis habits once filming begins. At the same time, this assertion of
control over one’s preparation practice always anticipates collaboration on set and the
dispersal of trust across key production staff. The wealth of creative material generated in
Lisinska and Cayonne’s balanced approaches to script analysis is well-suited to creating
options that will accommodate the inevitable creative adjustments that the actor will have
to make on set. After all, once on set, the actor must also attend to the Intersubjective and
Performative bonds that she has – hopefully – anticipated in her script analysis
homework.

Con l s on
This chapter has presented common habits for how actors prepare their
Intrasubjective connections prior to shooting. The common assumption is that the actor
must arrive on set with a compelling – if preliminary – Intrasubjective connection. The
Intrasubjective appresentations that enable this connection likely stem from the quotidian
actor’s combination of recalled memories that are in some way informative to the
situational character’s experience and wholly imagined bodymind references. Since very
very actors rely exclusively on purely remembered or purely invented character
references, the Cayonne’s Minotaur of the strategic re-assemblage of bodymind resources
becomes the situational character’s cognitive architecture as embodied by the actor.
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At the same time, she knows full well that her Intrasubjective connection will
continue to develop once she starts to form Intersubjective connections with her fellow
actors, and Performative connections through collaborations with the director and the
camera. The next chapter analyzes common on-set tactics for making that Intrasubjective
connection legible alongside and within the Intersubjective and Performative
solicitations.
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Chapter 5 Empathy On Set
With the preparatory homework completed and the shooting schedule underway,
the actor expands her empathy-soliciting efforts beyond the script-based Intrasubjective
work to accommodate the industrial circumstances of film production. This new assertion
of creative control – the wholehearted commitment to the collaborative process of film
production – relies heavily on the actor’s habits for soliciting empathetic connections
while navigating the film set’s industrial culture. These immersive habits help the actor to
become “in the moment”, not only despite the flurry of industrial constraints but also
because of their habits’ creative affordances. This chapter will explore how the on-set
empathy-soliciting habits of professional screen actors navigate film production’s
industrial culture while simultaneously producing the necessary Intrasubjective,
Intersubjective, and Performative empathetic bonds. Although this chapter is hardly an
exhaustive account of all the possible habits that an actor may use on set to transform
industrial constraints into empathetic affordances, the habits described here had sufficient
consensus among the interviewees as viable practices to warrant their inclusion and
analysis. Generally speaking, this chapter will examine the ways in which actors navigate
a film set’s industrial culture, collaborate with the camera, and then mobilize that
collaboration to establish and configure their empathetic bonds.
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Whereas industrial circumstances like shooting schedules and budgets are
important details for a given production’s on-set culture, the interpersonal collaborative
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politics of production culture shape actors’ on-set work industry-wide. John Caldwell
suggests that the industrial culture of film production manifests in distinct patterns of
activities through which the entire filmmaking crew “theorize[s] through practice”253 as
to how film ought to be made. Specifically, what Caldwell identifies as the inductive,
ecumenical, and self-effacing patterns of practice resonate well with my interviewees’
experiences of how actors collaborate with production staff on set, which inevitably
shapes the culture in which the actors perform.
The inductive practices of invoking ideas from well-known pieces of literary
theory and aesthetic philosophy, such as Aristotle’s Poetics and Joseph Campbell’s
heroic mythology, emerge within the creative collaboration between the actor,
screenwriter, and director. For example, MacFadzean’s anecdote from Chapter 3 about
playing an “interesting” defense attorney instead of a stock caricature demonstrates this
inductive production logic through his skilful play with the genre conventions of police
procedural television. In this instance, MacFadzean relies on the latent potential for
“interesting” performance choices within the sides, as well as the willingness of a director
to incorporate a relatively unanticipated and nuanced dramatic moment, which is perhaps
in excess of any original planning, into the greater narrative structure.
For many actors, the very act of introducing a compelling Intrasubjective
association within the Cayonne’s Minotaur of the character – either an imaginative
literary metaphor wrapped around the character, or invoking a potent personal trigger – is
an inductive aesthetic praxis about how theoretical ideas about art can inform the creation
of art. As just one example, actor Lindsey Middleton explicitly used some of her very
253
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recent learned Strasbergian techniques for an episode of popular webseries Out With Dad
(Jason Leaver, 2009-2016). Middleton felt that the intense emotional content of that
episode, in which her character is disowned by her family for her sexuality, would be
better served by different acting techniques than she normally uses for her recurring
character on that show:
I just recently started studying Strasberg, so I did all of that kind of prep
for this episode. I read the scene, I used [emotional] triggers like we talked
about in class. On set, I was ready. In the first take, we’ve all got tears
streaming down our faces. I just let the emotions hit me. When we cut,
[the director] said ‘okay, we don’t need to do that again’. He said, ‘that’s
not what I thought it would be at all. It’s so different from what I expected,
but I love it this way. We’re moving on!’.254
Middleton’s aesthetic judgement and creative approach to this scene contained no overt
literary reference, such as a visual or textual analogy to Capulet’s attack on Juliet for
refusing Paris’ proposal. However, Middleton’s willingness to make Strasbergian
performance theory practical for this particular scene led to a compelling performance.
Moreover, the allure of the rare perfect first take aptly reifies more than one of Caldwell’s
elements of production culture.
The ecumenical nature of film production, which Caldwell describes as the
willingness to “use any solution (any aesthetic tradition or theoretical perspective) as long
as it provides a tool to overcome some obstacle or key that fits the film”255, is a mixed
blessing for the actor. On one hand, it can easily supersede the actor’s inclinations
towards an inductive performance choice. During production, it is frequently more timeand cost-efficient for the producer to sacrifice a bold acting choice in the service of a
254
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complex auteurist shot composition so that production can better remain on schedule. The
ecumenical impulse thus echoes actor/producer Lauren McKinley’s description256 of how
the creative and industrial priorities of a film shoot are reflected in the shooting schedule:
on a film shoot with tight budget, time, and technical constraints, if key production staff
deem it more advantageous to marginalize an actor’s work in favour of obtaining useable,
affordable, timely, and feasible footage, then so be it. On the other hand, the ecumenical
impulse can also place additional responsibility on the actor by relying on acting work to
carry significant narrational weight, as was the case with Middleton’s use of Strasberg for
Out With Dad.257 For now, suffice to say that actors on set work with what they already
have and what can be generated quickly.
Lastly, although the notion of an actor’s work as self-effacing is complicated by
actor Matthew MacFadzean’s assertion that screen actors must “want to be seen”258,
many on-set actors have a palpable sense of being production craftspeople like the rest of
the crew. MacFadzean tempers the urgency of the actor’s “want to be seen” by explaining
that some acting roles are more about narrative function than character expression: to
draw again on his example of the defense attorney character from Chapter 3, an actor
may have narrational opportunities to make a stock character more compelling, but
sometimes the director “just wants the defense attorney, just a guy in a nice suit” to feed
the film’s antagonist his lines. Like editors, lighting technicians, and other typically self-
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effacing production roles259, actors in these kinds of functional roles are particularly
valued for their adaptable pragmatism: doing whatever needs to be done to tell the story
with no visible pretence to overtly show off or self-promote one’s individual
contribution. The screen actor’s performance is always constrained – productively or
otherwise – by the shot scale and camera angle, which has inevitable consequences for
how the actor must perform as opposed to how she might otherwise like to perform. By
positioning the filmmaking process as “a process of physical problem solving based on
the obligatory need to overcome production obstacles”260, Caldwell and the actors’
testimonies position actors as welcome and expert co-collaborators in the production
process, while also underscoring the lack of any particularly privileged status in that
process.
This effectively likens the actor’s work to the creative and industrial “problemsolving” work that John Caldwell associates with both “above the line” production staff,
like directors and producers, and “below the line” production labourers, like gaffers and
on-set carpenters. If film production is “essentially a process of physical problem-solving
based on an obligatory need to overcome production obstacles” 261, then the actor’s
agency in meaningfully contributing towards her final performance stems largely from
her ability to collaborate within the constraints and affordances of production culture and
its industrial logistics. As actors Joe Dinicol and Natalie Lisinska both bluntly explain,
“you just have to make it work”.
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The director, unsurprisingly, is a key collaborator for the actor, although the
nature of that creative collaboration is far from guaranteed. Nearly every actor
interviewed for this study described collaborations with directors who were deeply
invested in the actor’s performance as well as – and more frequently – film shoots where
the director was fundamentally more interested in cinematographic and mis-en-scène
concerns than the actor’s work. On such shoots, the actors are little more than the
director’s unpredictable afterthoughts: as MacFadzean summarizes, “sometimes they just
want you to do your thing, say your words, and then get the hell out of the way”. In these
situations, actors must often accept that the filmmaker will rarely grant time on set for
additional takes to primarily satisfy an actor’s creative ideas, and that there may be little
patience for a flubbed line during a technically intricate shot. Similarly, a director who is
sincerely invested in the actors’ work may be under sufficient time restraints to push
through production with a shooting schedule that is disadvantageous to the actor’s sense
of dramatic continuity and that has little room for indulgent supplementary takes.
The actor’s creative collaboration with her fellow actors, her industrial collaboration with
the production team, and her ongoing rapport with the director must, always navigate the
industrial dynamics of scarcity, urgency, and precarity, which shape the actor’s ability to
solicit and sustain compelling empathetic connections on set. Just as actorly training
encultures the actor’s self-organizing bodymind with techniques and habits for
verisimilar performance, screen media’s industrial culture contextualizes the actor’s
working conditions to produce screen-specific performances. This industrial reenculturation carries ramifications for how actors solicit and sustain their empathetic
connections.
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The collaboration between the actor and the camera is arguably the most
important facet of screen acting in that the camera is the essential prerequisite for screen
performances:
If you took out the actors, you could still film the nice set. You could still
add subtitles over the nice set. Without the camera, none of this comes
together, so I think it’s actually the most integral part of the actor’s work.
[…] It’s one of the main collaborators, along with the writer, the director,
the crew. The camera is there to work with everyone.262
Technological determinism aside, most screen actors view the camera as an enabling
affordance and constraint on their acting work: the camera’s angle, scale, lens, focus,
movement, etc. all shape the performance options available to the actor.
These formal concerns are hardly specific to screen acting. Theatre actors must also
factor medium-specific affordances into their performance adjustments, such as venue
size, open-air versus enclosed performance venue, stage shape, site specificity,
multimedia inclusions, and so on. Lutterbie describes the stage actor’s relationship with
performance spaces as a series of technical adjustments to make the performance legible
within the space, emphasizing that the actors performances should “fill the container” of
the theatre263. Because of the camera’s capacity to move between takes and during
performance, however, screen actors must fill their performance space while accepting
camera usage as co-creative participatory force in the creation of the performance, above
and beyond the theatre actor’s vocal adjustments for a large auditorium, and similar
passive concerns. The camera literally mediates the screen actor’s ability to fill her
performance space, and therefore fundamentally alters the actor’s address to the
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spectator. Whereas stage actors aspire to fill a static stage, screen actors personalize their
performance to accommodate the mobile and malleable camera. As such, MacFadzean
explains that the technical adjustments – and their subsequent bodymind re-organizations
– that the screen actor makes to tailor the performance towards the camera require a firm
understanding of the co-collaborative camera will capture the actor’s work:
The technical stuff is, ‘here’s the box you’re going to live in. Here’s the
fence that goes around you. That’s as much as you can use.’ It’s like
having a dog: ‘Here are the rules of your life. If you follow those rules,
you can do whatever you want. Within those rules, you have freedom’.264
The metaphor of animal training is fitting for actors like MacFadzean who have had to
adjust their stage training for regular screen work. Many Toronto-based actors – like
MacFadzean, Spilchuk, Lisinska, and many of the other actors included in this study –
are trained for the stage before starting screen work. The discipline and skill required to
make their performances “smaller”265 without sacrificing the empathetic immersion,
emotional commitment, and narrational intensity requires actors to develop a meaningful
relationship with the camera. This meaningful relationship transforms the camera into cocollaborator, an active participant that provides an ever-shifting performance space in
need of filling.
Even for veteran film actors or those who have trained primarily for the screen,
the challenges posed by some technical adjustments require extensive personal focus and
trust in the on-set collaboration, using the camera’s closeness to get to the performative
intimacy that screen acting rewards266. The physical smallness of the screen performance,
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in comparison to its counterpart on a stage, is not a necessarily a constrictive burden but
is instead a creativity-inspiring affordance267.
Actors have many habits for collaborating with the camera by relating to it as a
welcome co-collaborator and as an Audience of One. Not surprisingly, the technical
underpinnings of the Performative empathetic connection are tremendously important at
this point in the actor’s work: without the explicit self-organization to make one’s
character and one’s relationships as the character compelling to the spectator, screen
acting never gets further than an unrecorded experimental rehearsal or a complex and
convoluted game of make-believe. This section will examine how actors involve the
camera as a co-collaborator in the final stage of the screen acting process – the filmed
raw material on set – and how actors manipulate the affordances and constraints of on-set
working conditions to solicit the Performative connection with the spectator through the
camera that makes their Intrasubjective and Intersubjective connections lucid and
compelling to the spectator.

eta

o s of T st fo t e Ca e a
The most overt habit for connecting to the camera is to establish an

appresentational metaphor that rewrites the camera’s identity as a benign, welcome, and
trusted co-collaborator. It is somewhat of an overstatement to suggest that the camera is
the target of an Intersubjective empathetic bond: the actor’s often-anthropomorphic
metaphor for the camera seems to transform the camera into both a character and cocollaborator – effectively, another self – with whom to connect. Instead, actors
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collaborate with the formal affordances and constraints of the camera to intentionally
push themselves towards the spectator. The point is not to move the camera as a self but
to solicit the spectator through the actor-as-character’s intentional pull, and to alleviate
the kinds of creativity-inhibiting awkwardness that will be addressed later in this chapter.
Instead, screen actors unanimously agree that some level of comfort with the camera is
required before one can produce a compelling on-screen performance, although the ways
in which the actor draws upon and mobilizes that comfort often refines itself over the
course of her career.
The types of metaphors for the camera discovered in this study reflect the affinity
that the actor feels for the camera as well as the agency ascribed to the camera within its
collaboration with the actor. A common motif is that the actor re-imagines the camera as
a close friend, a lover, a trusted family member, or another person in the actor’s life with
whom the actor feels very comfortable in being honest and even vulnerable. One actor
describes how imagining the camera as his best friend motivates him to make sincere
empathetic connections on set because the hypothetically-observing best friend would
know when he is lying:
I’m a very private person, and I generally don’t open up to a lot of people,
so it makes me a troublesome actor sometimes because it can make me shy
about sharing. To help me with that, I imagine that the camera is my best
friend in the world. I can share anything, and [the audience] won’t know,
[the film crew] won’t know, but my friend will know. That’s been a
relationship that I still work on every time I have the chance on set: open
up to your best friend, share with your best friend.268
The moment in the actor’s career in which she first appresents the camera as a
trustworthy performance enabler is a life-altering professional revelation. Spilchuk
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describes the moment when the camera went from being a “terrifying black box” to “my
best friend” as an unexpected, gradual, and very welcome transition:
At first, you think, ‘it’s staring right at me!’, but one day you think, ‘Ooh,
I want to tell you something!’. It really just happened one day, all of a
sudden. […] Now, I’m both aware of [of the camera] and I don’t even
notice it.269
Although it stands to reason that extensive experiences on-set will eventually acclimatize
the actor to the camera’s presence, the fact that many actors create a benign
anthropomorphic metaphor for the camera suggests that the actor seeks a connection with
a self implied by the camera beyond the DOP or camera’s operator. One actor reflects on
how the revelatory moment when he first became comfortable in front of the camera
changed his perception of all of his prior screenwork:
I don’t think that there’s anything that trains you really for the task of
completing something intimate while 40 crew members are [milling
around] and the camera is this weird alien that’s there for the first many
years that you do it. I look at work that I did when I was younger and it’s
mostly unwatchable: the camera goes on and I forget how my arms work.
On screen, we’re supposed to pretend like no one is watching. That’s a
very difficult hurdle to get over, with the camera being there. You should
want to be on camera.270
The solicitation of this connection aims beyond the camera as its target because the
camera is a surrogate for the audience, in which the actor can easily include herself. At
the same time, this anthropomorphized camera becomes a welcome and unthreatening
presence who is interested in the actor so that the actor can ignore it. The “best friend”
metaphor uses the Performative solicitation to support the Intrasubjective and
Intersubjective bonds in that screen acting rewards the intimate smallness of the actor’s
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performance. This intimacy is more readily achieved when the “best friend” camera, as
one actor explained, “will know when I am lying and will [support me] when I tell the
truth”.
For other actors, the metaphorical transition is explicitly bound to an on-set
experience that shapes the rest of their career. In a particularly poignant example, Sheila
McCarthy describes the moment while shooting Stepping Out (Lewis Gilbert, 1991) that
she discovered the trustworthy metaphor for the camera that she continues to embrace in
her work. In this film, McCarthy’s character’s abusive husband discovers that she has
secretly been taking tap dance lessons, and he threateningly demands that she dance for
him. Although McCarthy was already a proficient tap dancer from her contemporaneous
musical theatre career, the challenge of connecting her Intrasubjective love of dance and
fear of her husband, with the Intersubjective need to suffer an emotional breakdown, with
the Performative need to make her character’s anxiety fit within the frame while tap
dancing to solicit the intended pathos from the spectator, would be a challenging scene in
any circumstances.
The added industrial pressures of being on a tense Hollywood film set with a
demanding director and “50 people on the crew eating donuts” made McCarthy feel
creatively blocked and distracted, which iteratively fed her anxieties about shooting the
scene in question. Although, like many actors, McCarthy prepared herself in her trailer
with music that helped to evoke her appresentational choices, the necessary trust in the
camera was established during an encounter on-set with co-star Liza Minelli:
Liza came in on her day off, and she stood next to the camera, and every
time the cameras rolled, she peaked out from beside the camera and
mouthed, ‘It’s okay’. […] The discipline of film acting is being able to
unlock [your emotions] every single time [in rapid succession], and so
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[Minelli] doing that unlocked my emotional life for me. It was so generous
of her. Then after, when I’ve had to do big scenes like that, I always
imagine Liza beside the camera, and it has continued to work for 20 years:
imagining her little face beside the camera, giving me permission to
plummet to the depths. I’ll never forget that.271
McCarthy connects her technical and Intrasubjective turmoil with the metaphor for the
camera that, as she describes, “unlocks” her ability to perform compellingly in front of
the camera. By appresenting the camera as her co-star – quite literally as a respected
fellow collaborator – McCarthy demonstrates that the Performative solicitation enabled
by Minelli-as-camera can support the other two empathetic bonds by freeing McCarthy to
trust the camera and, vicariously, herself as a performer.
Many actors’ metaphors for the camera reflect the camera’s co-collaborative and
even ecumenical agency, transforming the camera from “a terrifying 800-pound gorilla
into a dog that you can play with” 272. Dinicol insists that actors should treat the camera
like a dancing partner, the metaphor of which further likens the camera to a trusted and
skilled co-collaborator:
You have to start making the dance with the camera into something that
you can enjoy. You should want to be on camera. You don’t want it to get
in the way. The only way to ignore [the camera] is for you to make [the
dance] a part of [the scene]. As much as I say that there’s an intimacy on
film — because the camera isn’t a person but a thing — you have to invite
the camera into the dance.273
As actors become increasingly comfortable with working in front of the camera, the
metaphors for the camera shift from establishing trust to mobilizing co-collaboration.
This dance with technology still presumes trust, but now prioritizes how the camera
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becomes a versatile, co-collaborative conduit through which the actor can solicit the
spectator’s empathetic connection.
elatab l t e s te
In an alternate metaphor for collaborating with the camera, actor Kevin McGarry
thinks of the camera as a filter for his performances: every detail of the camera set-up,
from the lighting and lens shape to the location of the microphones and the staging
indicates how the rest of the production crew intends to collaborate with the recorded
performance:
Your performance is getting filtered through [the whole formal set-up] to
fit into the camera. It’s the audio recording, it’s what the shape of the lens
does to your face in different set-ups, everything. There are ways to use
the camera to your advantage, and I’m on a big curve of learning as much
as I can. Basically, try to get the best understanding of what’s going on
because it will only enhance your performance.274
McGarry’s task on-set is therefore to provide the raw material for that filter. By
understanding what the rest of the production team intends to filter into and out of his
performance, McGarry asserts additional control over his performance by self-organizing
his performing bodymind to make his solicitation to the spectator as compelling as
possible. In fact, the capacity to appresent the intended final shot allows McGarry to
solicit a more compelling connection from his anticipated audience by imagining himself
as part of that audience.
One of the ramifications of this self-inclusion within the audience for McGarry’s
own Relatability is that the spectator implied by the camera becomes an appresentational
force that shapes how McGarry performs. By including himself within that anticipated
audience, McGarry can self-organize his bodymind around producing performances that
274
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he himself would find compelling, drawing on his extensive experience with studying his
own work on screen and also his deep-seated belief in acting’s capacity to inspire:
“I really love the idea that an actor can inspire somebody. I don’t know if I
always wanted to be an actor, but I definitely always wanted to be all these
things that I saw actors doing on tv. Then I thought, ‘If I’m an actor, I can
be a doctor, and an astronaut, and a cowboy, all these things!’. It’s this
ability to eliciting something — an emotion or inspiration — in people that
makes me love my job”275
McGarry’s Relatability therefore extends beyond the emotional atomization of narrative
moments to include the performed articulation of that moment, with the actor using
herself – or more specifically, her insights from critiquing her own performances – as a
litmus test of reacting to her performance and appresenting potential future selforganizations of her bodymind instrument. Although many actors reassess their need to
study each of their screen performances throughout their careers276, a solid working
understanding of how to coordinate one’s performing bodymind with the filtering camera
is essential for an actor’s contribution to the final edited performance.
This collaboration with the filtering camera expands upon how the actor works
during auditions because of the vastly expanded range of formal affordances on set, as
compared to the limited resources of the casting director’s office. Whereas actors
eventually become quite comfortable with the basic formal set-up of a screen audition
space277, the potential formal flamboyance of a professional film shoot demands that the
actor has a deep and versatile capacity to collaborate – if not “dance” – with the camera.
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In McGarry’s Relatability, the actor solicits the spectator’s empathetic connection in part
by envisoning herself as a potential spectator. This solicitation mirrors the
appresentation-building process of how actors reconstruct the scripted character’s
cognitive scaffolding during script analysis. Both processes re-organize the actor’s
bodymind as a Dynamic System to solicit connections with a personal self that is distinct
from the self that makes the solicitation. The quotidian actor draws on textual cues to
reorganize herself as the character’s situational self with immediate personal feedback on
the connection’s compellingness. The situational self then solicits a connection with the
anticipated spectators, one of which may be the quotidian actor herself. This Performative
connection must wait, however, until post-production is done before receiving that same
personal feedback. This mirroring of connections, from the quotidian self to the
situational self, and then back from the situational self to the quotidian self, is therefore
deeply dependent on the actor’s collaboration with the camera, which is largely
dependent on the actor’s trust in the camera as a welcome, benign, and skilful dancing
partner.
All of that said, the actor’s metaphors for the camera are only of value to the actor
if she can mobilize them to support her empathetic solicitations. Although the intimacy of
screen acting technique certainly influences the Intrasubjective connection, the
metaphorical relationship with the camera is often productively mobilized to establish
and sustain the Intersubjective and Performative bonds, on the assumption that the preshooting Intrasubjective work will be made vicariously lucid once the Intersubjective and
Performative bonds are in place.
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Actors whose training prioritizes Intersubjective connections must mobilize their camera
metaphor in a way that supports intimacy and sincerity among actors, in the hopes that an
established Intersubjective connection will support the realization of the other
connections. The Intersubjective connection among screen actors on set is, however,
fraught with industrial complications. First and foremost, the frequent lack of rehearsal
time on set means that the actor must arrive with sufficient Intrasubjective preparation
already finished so that she can focus on connecting with her colleagues as much as
possible. Many of the interviewed actors describe past film shoots where the closest thing
to an off-camera rehearsal was a brief dialogue run at the craft services table or while
being styled in the make-up trailer immediately before shooting a scene. These
impromptu rehearsals are often rushed, and are often better suited to reassuring the actor
that she has memorized her lines than to making creative discoveries. As MacFadzean
explains, “sometimes you end up on set with another actor who you’ve barely met who is
playing your wife of 25 years. ‘And, action!’”. Nevertheless, McCarthy insists that the
most important habit for an actor to embrace when creating a verisimilar illusion on
screen is to “play with the other actor, like in a tennis game”278. The iterative progression
of dramatic material between actors provides, for McCarthy and many other actors, a key
starting point around which to anchor the rest of their empathetic relationships.
This tactic of beginning on-set work with connecting to one’s scene partner is predicated
on several assumptions about on-set working conditions. First, the actor assumes that her
pre-shooting Intrasubjective connections will be refined and strengthened through the
278
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iterative relationship with her scene partner. McCarthy, for example, revels in acting gigs
where her Intrasubjective work is bolstered – and even reshaped – by her Intersubjective
bonds with her scene-partners-as-characters:
The actual moment where acting feels best is when everyone is so in-themoment that I have no idea what is going to come out of my mouth when I
speak. I did the movie George’s Island with Maury Chaykin, and when
acting with him, I don’t remember learning any of my lines. When you’re
working with someone [who really tries to work with you], it’s like
playing jazz with them because every take is entirely different from the
one before, and yet we’re saying the same words each time. It’s really
something great.279
Actors like McCarthy who excel at this deeply Intersubjective work must also vicariously
trust that their scene partner wants to work just as intensely in front of the camera with
them, spurred by the professional urgency of having little to no rehearsal time prior to
shooting. Finally, these actors must trust that the co-collaborative camera – and its
accompanying production staff – will adequately record the iterative exchange between
the actors.
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The on-set habits for quickly establishing compelling Intersubjective relationships
often presume that the actors must be able to collaborate with each other as professionals
before they can productively enworld each other’s characters. The pragmatic and
ecumenical nature280 of this Intersubjective solicitation is well-realized by actors who are
extensively trained in Meisner’s Method.
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Joe Dinicol, an actor whose practice is heavily influenced by Meisner’s Method,
views his pre-shooting homework as a necessary foundation for his habits for fostering
spontaneous and seemingly genuine reactions to his scene partner while filming.
Although Dinicol rigorously studies the sides for his scenes for empathetic cues, insight
into his character’s cognitive scaffolding, and to memorize his dialogue, he makes no
firm decisions about how he will perform any given moment. Instead, Dinicol defers as
many creative choices as possible until he is on set with his scene partner, on the
presumption that his actions are only relevantly verisimilar when they are reactions to the
scene partner. In fact, Dinicol makes a point of studying the other characters lines as
much as his own to give him as much of an understanding as possible to the social
context of the narrative moment without predetermining how that narrative moment will
play out:
A big part [of my script prep] will be about the other person’s lines: “they
say this and that, and then I feel this” and then you attach your line to that
thing, as opposed to going though your stuff, most of it is needing to hear
what’s coming at me. That’s what’s going to build the logic of all the
things that I say. [Everything] changes when you’re sitting up against
another human who’s done their own work and maybe doesn’t say [his
lines] who way you thought he would.281
Dinicol therefore positions the sides as a binding but non-prescriptive template for a
performance, wherein the vital details of its execution cannot be determined until they are
enacted by himself and his fellow performers. Dinicol’s preparation therefore depends on
developing volatile appresentations, wherein the incomplete cognitive scaffolding of the
character intentionally pulls the actor towards a self that is internally cohesive as a
situational self while leaving opportunities for significant variations in the details about
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that self. Moreover, in differing the decision about those details to the affordances of the
on-set collaboration, Dinicol’s description of his work prompts a comparison between
Meisner’s acting technique to how jazz musicians improvise together within the
framework of a song’s melody and chord chart.
Just as jazz musicians use the rhythmic, emotive, melodic, harmonic, and
spontaneous affordances of the jazz chart to coordinate and communicate their largely
improvised performance choices to each other282, screen actors that embrace Meisner’s
Method aspire to enworld each other within the drama by establishing an iterative loop of
action and reaction. Implicit within this style of iterative connection is that the performers
are in sufficient control of their bodymind instrument to be able to trust that their
spontaneous reactions will sustain the flow of the aesthetic text. This is important because
the intense and desired Intersubjective connection often requires the performer to devalue
self-control in favour of attentive collaboration. Frederick Seddon argues that
collaborating jazz musicians must “decentre” themselves in order to creatively attune to
themselves to the rest of the ensemble, resulting in “an atmosphere of trust [and] creative
risk-taking”283. Similarly, Dinicol insists that Meisnerian screen acting forces the actor to
“leave yourself alone” to better connect with one’s scene partner:
‘Putting your attention on someone else’ is a great tool when you get to a
new set and you don’t know anyone. You decide, ‘Okay, well, I can just
pay attention to the person in front of me, and they’ll give me all this
282
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information and all this stuff that I can use’. The idea is that you leave
yourself alone: the better I know the lines, the more I can stand across
from someone – like in the Meisner exercise – and just see what
happens.284
This decentred approach to collaborative performance, predicated on exceptional
preparation, command of one’s instrument, and capacity to improvise within the volatile
opportunities afforded by the scripted text, constructs the actor’s empathetic solicitations
in complex but dramatically compelling ways.
For example, Dinicol’s Jazz differs the Intrasubjective Affective Match to the
intentional pull of the Intersubjective Other-Oriented Perspective Taking. In other words,
this style of acting insists that the actor’s experience of her character’s feelings is so
contingent on the interaction with another actor-as-character that the exchange between
the actors-as-characters can be anticipated from prompts in the sides but not fully
scripted, per se. This deferral echoes Toronto-based screen acting instructor Bruce
Clayton’s advice that performing screen actors use their partner’s faces as mirrors for the
emotional efficacy of their own performance. In this mirror metaphor, the performing
actor can vicariously watch her own performance in how it produces reactions in her
scene partner. The verisimilar illusion constructed here is predicated on the perception
that the emotional exchange between the actors is indeed playing out in real time.
The connection between jazz performance and Meisnerian screen acting is both the
creative attunement to one’s fellow performers and also the trust among the performers in
the reciprocated, iterative “permissions” to react as they will: as long as the reactions are
iterative, spontaneous, and aesthetically consistent, the presumption is that the
performance will be compelling. These permissions, as Dinicol describes them, can be an
284
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implicit working condition as well as an explicit declaration of the intention to
experiment creatively with the Intersubjective empathetic connection.
For example, Dinicol explains the process of shooting a scene for Passchendaele
(Paul Gross, 2008) as a particularly rewarding instance of decentred trust among actors.
In an emotionally charged scene filmed quite early in the production process, Dinicol’s
character instigates a drunken fistfight. The subtext of this scene is that his character’s
mental state is destabilizing rapidly. Dinicol’s scene partner, actor Gil Bellows, made a
point of helping Dinicol to overcome the immediate challenges instigated by the shooting
schedule: namely, that Dinicol would have to perform an emotionally intense scene with
personal safety consequences without first establishing a personal and professional
rapport with his new colleagues. Bellows not only personally introduced himself prior to
shooting but also gave Dinicol explicit professional permission to approach the fistfight
sequence with whatever ferocity Dinicol felt was appropriate.
With the explicit permission to “really come after him” in place, both actors were able to
“jam” with each other throughout the entire shoot because of the ongoing tacit and
explicit agreements to support each other:
I just let go of control, and a big part of that was being given permission,
which is a big struggle – especially in film acting – especially because of
the circumstances under which we do it. [There are] strangers every time
you start a job; it’s not a theatre company of people that we know. You’re
learning new people, how they work, what their boundaries are, and so
permission to go for it becomes enormous. Any time you can either read
that in someone’s eyes, or you get to work with someone who you’ve
worked with before, or someone like [Bellows] takes you aside and says
‘no holds barred. Just go. Just fucking go’, it’s so creatively liberating.285
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Dinicol and Bellows were able to overcome common industrial challenges to screen
acting practices – from the lack of rehearsal time, to the economic pressure to produce
compelling acting work on a major film shoot, to the quotidian social dynamics of
performing a physically and emotionally intense scene with a relative stranger – by
agreeing to decentre their attention and establish an iterative collaboration.
Significantly, Dinicol clarifies that the decentring of his attention is neither a casual
disregard for his own performance nor an unflinching focus on his scene partner. The inthe-moment-ness of Dinicol’s Jazz requires the actor to be an active reactor to his scene
partner, confident that their mastery of their instruments and the spontaneity enabled by
their firmly established Intrasubjective understandings, will create compelling
performances. In a way, the paradox of “being so well prepared that you can forget
everything” fosters a vibrant Intersubjective solicitation from both performers, who must
quickly adapt to each other’s spontaneity. And yet, Dinicol is reluctant to describe this
collaboration as more than being open to the scene partner’s iterative reactions:
The word ‘focus’ implies that I’m trying to do something other than
accomplish an objective: ‘I want to hit this moment where I get sad for a
second and they see it and then they feel a thing for my sadness’. You start
planning out the whole scene, and that’s what you want to stay away from.
[…] [For example,] Trying to pick where you win in the fight is a clear
thing to steer clear from. The fun of film is finding where you win it in
that particular take. If you’re with a good actor who is really fight back,
they know that they need to lose the fight at some point, but they won’t
give up without a fight. You don’t have to plan anything. You can go in
and say ‘Let’s [jam with each other] and see what happens because we
might find something beautiful and then it will be captured on film’.286
As an on-set collaboration, Dinicol’s Jazz is as much the active solicitation of an
Intersubjective connection as the immersion of oneself in the scene partner’s intentional
286
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pull. Moreover, Dinicol’s knowledge that only the best take of the fistfight scene would
appear in the final film gave him further creative freedom to “just go for it”, confident
that director and co-star Paul Gross would likely give his actors another take, if
necessary. As such, the Dinicol’s Jazz approach to collaborative screen acting
accommodates the industrial culture and logistics of film production by assuming that
additional takes are inevitable, especially when key production staff, such as directors
and DOPs, add performance refining collaborations of their own. Dinicol’s Jazz asserts
agency within these inevitable extra takes by making the actors take responsibility for the
verisimilar worlds they co-create in front of the camera. The hope is that this co-created
world is sufficiently compelling as to inspire performance-refining additional takes while
not making the actors seem “liable” for any perceived slowing-down of production.
Empathetically, the Intersubjective connections between Dinicol and Bellows, and those
between Dinicol and Bellows-as-character, stem from the actors’ professional habits for
fostering spontaneity. First, Dinicol and Bellows ensure that a socio-industrial space
exists within which to develop the necessary appresentations by agreeing that they will
each follow creatively wherever the other takes the scene. By committing to enworlding
each other through iterative performance choices based on spontaneously reciprocated
reactions, the Intersubjective appresentations rely heavily on the decentred attention’s
ability to support each other’s Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking, upon which the
Intrasubjective Affective Match is contingent. The Intersubjective Affective Match in
Dinicol’s Jazz is about “leaving yourself alone” and attending to the scene partners, so
the Affective Match here is primarily a synchronization of the affective conditions of the
co-created situational world. This Affective Match is therefore located in both the
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Primary Intersubjective Connection between the quotidian actors and the Secondary
Intersubjective Connection between the actor and the scene-partner as character:
Bellows’ explicit permission for Dinicol to “go for it”, and the reliance of each actors on
decentred attention to the other, supports a potent overall Intersubjective empathetic
bond.
A theoretical complication arises, however, with the accounting for the Self-Other
Distinctions in Dinicol’s Jazz: how does the actor decentre herself and continue to
perceive herself as a distinct self from the person with whom she empathizes? In this
case, the Intersubjective Self-Other Distinction is largely an extension of the
Intrasubjective Self-Other Distinction, which is established during the intensive
preparatory work that Dinicol describes. The actor’s script analysis is geared towards
supporting the actor in making her own creative contributions that feed the iterative onset collaboration; even jazz musicians who will improvise much of their performance still
need to know what song that they are playing. The imperative of “leave yourself alone”
reminds the Dinicol’s Jazz actor to let the iterative performed relationship play out
spontaneously, rather than willing a particular performed moment to play out in a predetermined way. It is the quotidian actor’s self that must “leave alone” the actor-ascharacter’s situational self, at least while the camera is rolling. Between takes, however,
the quotidian self may return to seek collaborative refinements from her on-set
colleagues. This underscores the situational-ness of the situational actor-as-character: the
only selves that the actor must oscillate between during film production are her quotidian
and situational selves. Therefore, the actor must self-organize into a sufficiently
developed Intrasubjective situational self that the situational character alone pilots the
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actor’s bodymind once the director calls “action!”. The predication of situational
difference in the Intrasubjective bond translates directly into the Intersubjective SelfOther Distinction. Besides, the industrial practicality of the actor only needing to play the
role for which she has been hired should be sufficient to prevent her from
Intersubjectively losing herself to her scene partner. ‘Decentring’, in Dinicol’s Jazz, is
therefore not synonymous with ‘self-erasure’, ‘carelessness’, or ‘passivity’; rather, it is an
amplified attention to the scene partner explicitly to motivate appropriately matching
actions and reactions in oneself.
Ultimately, the comparative weakness of a distinctly Intersubjective Self-Other
Distinction is more of a theoretical than a practical problem. In practice, the risk of the
Intersubjective Self-Other Distinction failing while shooting is that the actor is so
excessively enworlded that she loses the ability to recall her lines since her decentred
focus has counter-intuitively pulled her out of the iterative rapport. If this were to happen,
the director would likely shoot another take287, and thereby move production along.
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Although many actors would describe the freedom to experiment creatively with
their scene partners as a beneficial and would embrace the jazz analogy, not all bestow
the same trust for the semi-improvisatory nature of Dinicol’s Jazz. Sheila McCarthy also
describes her on-set habits as an intense collaboration with her scene partners, even
likening her performances alongside skilled star actors to a jazz improvisation: “every
take is entirely different than the one before, and yet we’re saying the same words. It’s
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really something great”288. However, where McCarthy differs from Dinicol is her
embrace of premeditated tactical decisions and her close attention to the rhythms and
paces of the sides’ dialogue. This is particularly true for McCarthy when working on
comedic film and television, wherein the Intersubjective enworlding is largely reliant on
technical requirements that anticipate the Performative solicitation to the audience. For
comedy shoots, McCarthy insists actors align their Intersubjective connections within the
often fast-paced dialogue by focussing on the necessary plot points and marks to be hit:
Comedy demands a dexterity and speed and kind of a quicker muscle, and
so the preparation to do a very high comedy is in rehearsal. Get that tennis
game going. It’s very difficult to practice alone. You need your partner.
You need however many people are in the scene. […] There’s a rhythm to
comedy which must be honoured, and you can’t do that alone, so it really
is getting your scene partner in your dressing room — or wherever the hell
you are, by the craft table — and force them to work with you.289
Although McCarthy is quick to insist that actors can and should inspire creative
discoveries and spontaneous reactions in each other’s work, the enactment of the side’s
comedic rhythm often requires the precise performance of predetermined moments. The
Performative athleticism of McCarthy’s tennis analogy, with its implicit likening of
comedic screen acting to a fast-paced energetic sport based on technical bravado and
calculated tactical responses, is an apt metaphor for inter-actor working conditions on set.
Given comedy’s tremendous reliance on pace, rhythm, and timing, and the often close
relationship between comedic dialogue and the screenwriter’s script, a more appropriate
musical metaphor for comedic screen acting than loosely scripted Jazz is the Symphony.
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Both musical metaphors stress the collaborations and Intersubjective bonds among
performers, but present different tactical goals for the performers’ preparations.
Actor Jamie Spilchuk embraces the symphonic metaphor while explaining that comedic
scriptwriting is so tightly structured that comedic acting becomes as much about realizing
the jokes as bringing creative personal insights to a character:
Sitcoms and a film comedies have a different cadence [from melodramatic
scripts]. Sitcom scripts are almost as tightly written as a symphony. If you
miss a joke or you miss part of the rhythm, it’s like hearing a violin string
break. You can tell! You have to search the script properly [for the
jokes].290
For comedies, Spilchuk willingly defers a great deal of creative agency to screenwriters
on the understanding that his performance will be stronger – and funnier – if he trusts in
their text, especially if he appears regularly on a sitcom:
Writers on the big sitcoms are at the top of their game. Don’t change a
word because they know more than you do. So, when the sides say, ‘take a
beat’, you take a beat. You don’t say, ‘I don’t feel like it’. It’s there for a
reason. […] If you’re a series regular, the writers know you inside and out.
They start writing for you, and they know what will hit the best.291
Just as a symphonic violinist must master the difficult passages of his portion of the
orchestral score in the anticipation of blending his performance with his colleagues, a
comedic screen actor must prepare for the technical challenges of setting up and telling
her jokes by understanding the narrative flow in which her comedic timings occur, which
in turn allows her to refine her timings in collaboration with her fellow performers.
For example, McCarthy describes her collaborative experiences on-set in a
starring role in the CBC comedic series Little Mosque On The Prairie (2007-2012) like
an orchestra rehearsal, balancing the cast’s mastery of precise comedic rhythms with the
290
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director’s conductor-like sense of tempo: “we would rehearse and rehearse and rehearse,
so that once we were rolling, the director would say, ‘let’s go faster, take the air out of it’,
and we had to be ready” 292. Like Dinicol’s Jazz, the performers of Spilchuk’s Symphony
must have expert control of their instrument. However, unlike Dinicol’s Jazz, the
performer’s proficiency with precise moments shifts the priorities of the empathetic
solicitations closer to explicit Performative concerns so that comedic moments will fit the
industrially-determined length of the episode and, frankly, be more funny. This does not
imply that Spilchuk’s Symphony requires less Intrasubjective or Intersubjective work
than Dinicol’s Jazz: McCarthy vehemently insists that comedic screen acting relies
primarily on the Intersubjective connection. The key difference lays in how the Jazz or
Symphony actor constructs the character’s cognitive scaffolding during script analysis.
The Dinicol’s Jazz actor establishes an Intrasubjective bond that lets her “leave her
[quotidian] self alone” by letting performance choices happen in the moment on set. The
Spilchuk’s Symphony actor Intrasubjectively bonds with her character while identifying
comedic moments and timings in anticipation of performing. The Spilchuk’s Symphony
actor will then use these moments as clues towards the character’s cognitive scaffolding
to inform future appresentations about the character’s experiences of the situational
world. Since many comedic moments involve a character’s reaction to a situational
conflict, comedic actors have the opportunity to construct their character’s cognitive
scaffolding from the jokes upwards as clues towards how their character engages with
their narrative world. This practice positions the comedic screen actor to engage her
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performative athleticism with her scene partner in order to collaborate in making the
comedic moments work in performance.
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In an ideal day on set, screen actors arrive to the shoot where they are greeted by
fellow performers with whom they can easily establish a productive and compelling
Intersubjective collaboration. As any actor will report, however, all of the industrial,
creative, and financial incentives in the world will not ever ensure that two actors will
immediately – or ever – connect with each other. Simply put, some Intersubjective
connections require concerted external habits to either ease or force connections into
existence.
These habits forcibly manipulate both the quotidian and situational relationships
between the actors, while also provoking an enworlding response from one’s scene
partner. In some situations, this provocation is shaped as a benign offering of one actor’s
intentional pull to another. Actor Chris Baker explains how day-players293 on
longstanding television shows often rely on enworlding cues from the series’ lead actors
to enworld them within the show’s narrative circumstances and performance style as
quickly as possible. When Baker appeared as a featured day-player on the CBC television
series Murdock Mysteries (2008-present), he felt supported creatively by the series’ star,
Yannick Bisson: Bisson’s extensive experience in his role meant that his on-set
performance provided Baker with ample cues as to how the scene should look and feel.
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“Day-player” is an industrial term for an actor who is hired for a small but featured
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Moreover, Baker’s pre-existing familiarity with Murdock Mysteries and its characters
guided his preparatory work because Baker could accurately inform his character’s
cognitive scaffolding with his sense of the show’s style, thereby anticipating
Intersubjective and Performative solicitations within his Intrasubjective preparations:
As soon as the camera started rolling, it’s not [Bisson]: it’s Murdock. You
get in to it pretty quickly because it’s not like there’s another just actor up
there acting; it’s the character in front of me, and he’s just doing his thing.
Then you think ‘okay, now I know who I am, because that’s who they
are’, even if, as an actor, you’re also thinking ‘what can I do that will be
interesting?’.294
For Baker, Bisson was so adeptly and instantaneously in character that the guesswork for
how to engage with Bisson-as-Murdock was eliminated. Baker could focus on playing
the scene with a solid Intrasubjective and Intersubjective understanding of who Bissonas-Murdock was and what his own character’s relationship to Murdock should be for the
scene to be compelling. Empathetically, Bisson’s Performative stylistic consistency
supported Baker’s enworlding of his situational character, which greatly benefitted all
three of Baker’s empathetic connections.
On many film and television shoots, however, even the best of intentions and the
industrial culture’s insistence on a productive, efficient, and compelling actorly
collaboration simply does not happen. In these instances, the ecumenical nature of film
production – the openness to getting the job done any way possible – prompts the actors
to find new ways to solve their interpersonal connections. Not surprisingly, even though
many actors reported that they have been in film and television shoots where they did not
feel they worked well with their scene partners, very few were willing to discuss the
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specifics of what went wrong, who they were unable to work with, the name of the
casting director who mistakenly put them on set together, etc. The competitive and
inherently gossipy nature of screen acting culture allows very little space to be seen as
incompetent, and can easily hinder the ongoing careers of actors who “know better” than
casting directors, producers, directors, co-stars, production companies, and so on295. The
majority of actors responded that their most common habit for solving Intersubjective
blockages was to drop any aspirations towards Dinicol’s Jazz and to instead focus on
their Intrasubjective connection with their character, the Performative solicitation to the
camera, and to hope that the editors can make the footage into something more
compelling than what the actor recalls of her work that day296. The screen actor’s habits
for collaborating with the camera will be taken up in much greater detail later in this
chapter. Before moving on, however, an anecdote from Lisinska demonstrates a
particularly forceful habit for soliciting a disconnected scene partner’s empathetic
connection.
During a relatively recent film shoot, Lisinska was frustrated that she could not
easily create and sustain what she felt to a be a compelling creative collaboration with her
scene partner, the actor who was playing her character’s husband. The narrative
positioned Lisinska’s character and her scene partner’s character as being happily
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married, and yet Lisinska felt that the other actor was either creatively or personally
uncomfortable around her. As such, the interpersonal connection during the initial
blocking rehearsals of the scene felt awkward and cold when it ought to have been genial
and warm: Lisinska explains that they “were both dancing to different music, so to
speak”. Rather than abandon hope that she would be able to meaningfully connect with
her scene partner, Lisinska decided to try to jolt the other actor in the hopes of breaking
the inexplicably blocked connection:
I thought, ‘okay, I have to do something because we’re supposed to be so
in love”. We’re blocking the first scene, and it’s just that I’m about to get
in the car and I realize that I’ve forgotten my cellphone and he runs out to
give it to me. And so, in the first take, I kissed him. He didn’t know it was
coming. He had this shocked look on his face. Sometimes you have to pull
out little tricks like that on the other actor, just to create something.297
With the unexpected kiss diffusing the scene partner’s awkward boundary, Lisinska and
the other actor were able to proceed with a productive and compelling filming process.
This need to remove a creative blockage among the actors locates the problem in both the
Primary Intersubjective connection between the actors, and the Secondary Intersubjective
connection between the actor and her fellow actor-as-character. Lisinska’s description of
the initial collaboration as “dancing to different music” presumes that both actors were
confident in their Intrasubjective preparations but were having trouble making sense of
the scene-partner-as-character’s cognitive scaffolding.
Lisinska and her scene partner’s inabilities to read each other’s Intersubjective
and Performative solicitations quickly escalated into a creative blockage between the
quotidian actors themselves, exacerbated by the industrial pressures of needing to make
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their scenes work as quickly and compellingly as possible. The initial inability to connect
to each other is not the intrusion of a hypothetical anti-appresentation: a bodymind
phenomenon that would prevent or inhibit the development of empathy-inducing
appresentations. The very notion of an anti-appresentation is dubious at best: if an
appresentation is the imagined but likely perception from another hypothetical
subjectivity298, an anti-appresentation implies either an objective perception or an
intrusive, distracting, and antagonistic perception that takes up the same bodymind
attention as a creative appresentation otherwise would. Instead, the problem rested in reorganizing their individual preparations to align with the surprises presented by each
other’s cognitive scaffolding, and to thereby Intersubjectively enworld each other within
the same situational space. The surprise and, frankly, the intimacy of Lisinska’s kiss
capitalized on the lack of empathetic connection between them by disrupting the other
actor’s immersion in the performance choices that prevented him from connecting with
Lisinska. The genuineness of his surprised reaction gave the actors something to work
with, which became the framework for their creative collaboration throughout the filming
process.
As an attentively opposite but equally effective habit as Dinicol’s Jazz for
soliciting an Intersubjective empathetic connection among actors on set, forcible habits of
immersion, like Lisinska’s kiss, certainly reify the ecumenical impulses of film
production. The forcible habits, however, are often considered a tactic of last resort. After
all, not all actors will respond well to being spontaneously kissed – or otherwise intruded
upon – by a co-star, and screen actors always have the option of playing primarily to the
298
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camera in the hopes that the post-production team will be able to compensate for the lack
of interpersonal chemistry on set. As one actor explained, “on some sets, it’s just a job. I
clock my hours, I know what to do, I do it, and I go home”. The technical skills needed to
refine this audition-like style of acting into a verisimilar performance, as well as those
that compensate for the many adjustments for auteurist shot compositions and
complicated eye-line matches, require the actor to expand her empathetic efforts to fit
within the greater – and literal – frame of the camera.
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As an alternate tactic to the on-set practices that privilege the Intersubjective
connection, actors with strong understandings of the collaborative camera’s affordances
may prioritize their Performative solicitations to the camera as a way of grounding
themselves on set. This typically involves acting in such a way that invites the spectator
into her Intrasubjective connection. More specifically, the actor self-organizes the
Performative articulation of her Intrasubjective work to make herself-as-character lucid
and compelling to the spectator by consciously incorporating the formal affordances of
the film shoot into her acting work.
This tactic for producing the actorly raw materials of a screen-specific
performance raises the inevitable critical issue of the actor’s very agency in creating
screen performances. Some screen acting habits are easily considered technical tricks,
easily reproduced stock reactions that may generate a compelling performance of that
reaction without any meaningful empathetic underpinnings from the actor. The wealth of
apocryphal examples of non-empathetic-yet-compelling performance moments make
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allusions to the Kuleshov effect unavoidable. Alfred Hitchcock, for example, surprised
Janet Leigh with ice-cold water to produce the scream at the beginning of Psycho’s
(1960) shower sequence. Similarly, Michael Curtiz directed Humphrey Bogart to look
over his shoulder and nod in an unmotivated and isolated take in Casablanca (1942),
only to use that disjointed take as the profound character development when Bogart-asRick cues the band to play La Marseillaise. These kinds of technical performance tricks
are sometimes passed off as industrial wisdom. For example, British screen acting
instructor Bill Britten suggests that stage actors who hope to transition into screen work
should experiment with the amount of performed thinking that can happen when an actor
filmed in a close-up moves her eyes before speaking299. Britten prudently cautions actors
to not rely on eye movements alone to express a character’s emotional state, and he
insists that the actor must be feeling something behind the eyes for the narrative moment
to be compelling300. Still, the implication is that the camera will do most of the narrative
work for the actor, so better to use a simple trick than risk overworking the moment.
On one hand, these performance tricks are an ecumenical use of film editing’s
affordances for working the raw material from the actor, such as Leigh’s scream or
Bogarts’ nod, into a compelling performance. These moments represent a style of on-set
collaboration that opts to solve a narrative moment with the versatility of the postproduction process rather than give the moment in question unnecessary – and expensive
– time on set. It would be naïve, after all, to presume that every moment performed by
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every screen actor is the result of carefully considered and painstakingly empathetic
creative processes.
It is equally fruitless, however, to presume that the possibility for simple
Kuleshovian tricks exists means that no actor would likely ever engage with her
character, her fellow actors-as-characters, or her on-set production conditions in a more
empathetically involved way. Again, this critical problem of throwing out the actor with
the theoretical bathwater comes down to presuming that all screen acting is synonymous
with the performance assembled in the final cut of the film. The actors interviewed for
this study described several habits for not only using the on-set affordances to create
deeply compelling raw material for the post-production performance, but how their habits
for empathetic solicitation and sustenance actively overcome on-set anti-verisimilar
working conditions. If anything, the practices described here present actors as active
collaborators with their fellow on-set personnel, from DOPs to make-up artists to other
actors and more, in their contribution to creating compelling screen performances.301

301

As a final thought before proceeding with an analysis of common on-set habits that
prioritize soliciting Performative empathetic connections with the camera, it is important
to note that an exhaustive list of every way that a screen actor connects to her audience is
impossible within the scope of this study. The implications of genre, narrative
specificities, personal style, popular tastes at the historical moment of production, and the
intensity of technological collaboration (animation, CGI- and motion-capture
filmmaking, etc) for actorly empathetic solicitations will make for excellent future
studies. What I strive to qualify in this study are general trends in how contemporary
western – in this case, Canadian – realist screen actors self-organize their performances to
solicit compelling connections from their anticipated audiences. I do so by placing their
habits for empathetic solicitation in the formal industrial culture in which they take place.
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As a fierce counterpoint to the Kuleshovian technological determinism of
unmotivated performances constructed primarily in editing rooms, many actors assert
control over their performances by incorporating the industrial circumstances of the
production process into their creative work on-set. This habit places the affordances of
formal “trickery”, which are often the result of a greater environmental or narrative
constraint, at the service of the actor’s creative intuitions and sincere attempts to solicit
empathetic relationships on-set.
For example, Lisinska found herself working within a set of harsh narrative,
formal, and environmental circumstances while shooting the post-affair confrontation
sequence for an episode of Orphan Black. Aynsley, Lisinska’s character, has been
standing in the middle of her suburban street during a heavy rainstorm in late autumn,
furious and heartbroken that her neighbor and best friend Alison (Tatiana Maslany) has
seduced Aynsley’s husband. The scene was shot outdoors on a cold Toronto evening and
Lisinska had to enter the scene already soaking wet from the rain and with tears
streaming down her face. Lisinska reports that she actively incorporated her personal onset discomfort from the rain and the cold into her Intrasubjective preparation for
Aynsley’s violent emotional explosion. Moreover, and although her emotional priming
before walking on set had prepared her to cry during the take, Lisinska rapidly embraced
the make-up team’s suggestion that she wear tear-inducing cosmetics:
I was so cold, and they were spraying me down with the rain. Just before
we started shooting, the make-up artist, who is very experienced and very
sweet, right before we started, just came up to me and said, ‘do you want
some tears, darling?’. I was unsure. I’ve always had a strong ‘that’s
cheating’ disdain for that. But in that moment, I said, ‘Yeah! I’m so
fucking cold. I don’t know if I can do this, so… yeah, I want some tears!’.
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[…] He put glycerine drops into my eyes, which triggers your own tears. It
was fascinating because it was almost like doing it backwards: the
physiological response of tears triggered the emotions, and then I started
crying for real.302
Lisinska’s Tears were therefore an actorly habit of incorporating production
circumstances and on-set affordances into one’s performance, in the hopes that the
incorporated material will catalyze the Performative expression of Intrasubjective
understanding, and further reinforce the verisimilar illusion because the actor-ascharacter fits naturally within her environment. In a way, this habit is an on-set extension
of Lisinska’s object-oriented pre-shooting preparations, wherein she imbues likely set
pieces, props, and costumes with enworlding appresentations: Lisinska mobilized Orphan
Black’s on-set working conditions, such as the cold weather, with the affective impetus
provided by the initially-artificial tears, to immerse herself within the dramatic action
through the mise-en-scène’s affordances. Lisinska’s Tears therefore links her emotional
preparations and appresentational investments to the specific circumstances of the film
shoot, thereby grounding her Performative solicitation to the camera within the
immediate circumstances in front of the camera.
Empathetically, Lisinska’s Tears makes the actor’s Intrasubjective “Magic If”
appresentations lucid for the camera by focusing on the clarity, compelling-ness, and
complexity with which the actor enacts her understanding of the character’s lived world.
In the Orphan Black street fight example, Lisinska-as-Aynsley’s ferocious attack on
Maslany-as-Alison clearly demonstrates how Lisinska has answered Magic If questions
like: “How would I react if my husband had an affair with a beloved neighbour?”; “How
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would my feelings of betrayal change if I stood in the cold winter rain to confront my
neighbour?”; “How do I feel about my social status in my suburban community if my
marriage falls apart?”; and so on.
The Intersubjective strategy for Lisinska’s Tears is predicated on the acceptance
that the actor may have little to no rehearsal time to establish the bonding rapport upon
which Dinicol’s Jazz and Spilchuk’s Symphony rely. Instead of committing to the
unpredictability of what the scene partner will bring on set, the actor needs only enough
of an Intersubjective bond with her scene partners to ensure that their narrative
relationship is sufficiently enworlded within the mise-en-scène so that the solicitation to
the camera can occupy the majority of the actor’s attention. Before shooting the Orphan
Black street fight, for example, Lisinska and Maslany had already worked together on set
for weeks in scenes that rewarded the intimacy they established between their characters.
For this scene, Lisinska’s primary Intersubjective concern was ensuring her and
Maslany’s personal safety during the fight sequence, since the actors’ creative and
personal rapport was already firmly in place. Lisinska was therefore free to focus her
efforts on soliciting the spectator’s connection to Aynsley’s heartbroken anger, with
complete trust that Maslany’s performance would support the emotional narrative
moment.
This same impulse manifested very differently in Lisinska’s other example: the
film wherein she found it difficult to connect with the previously-unknown actor playing
her husband. In this film, Lisinska felt compelled to manufacture enough of an
Intersubjective bond with her scene partner by spontaneously kissing him, thereby
breaking their creative barriers and, as Lisinska describes, making sure they were in the
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same scene together. Once sufficiently co-enworlded together, Lisinska was free to focus
her attention on collaborating with the camera and soliciting her connection with the
anticipated audience.
Lisinska’s Tears is therefore quite tactically opposite to Dinicol’s Jazz: whereas
Dinicol’s Jazz makes the actor “leave herself alone” to attend to the scene partner,
Lisinska’s Tears makes sure that that actor can potentially “leave her scene partner alone”
to focus on medium-specific storytelling. That said, it would be an unfair oversimplification to suggest that Lisinska’s Tears requires a diva-like disinterest in all other
actors’ work. If anything, Lisinska revels in the collaborative and communal nature of
film production, and the incorporation of creative fodder from any of her on- and offcamera colleagues is always a welcome boon to any performance. Her insistence on
communicating her character to the implied audience through the camera is an assertion
of control and responsibility for her own performance, and that she will ecumenically use
whatever resources are available on-set to fulfill her professional obligations to the best
of her ability. In this regard, Lisinska’s Tears is the industrial bodymind framework
within which the logic of audition performances becomes verisimilar acting: If a strong –
or even viable – Intersubjective rapport with a scene partner makes her Performative
solicitation more compelling, so much the better for everyone.
Taken to its logical extreme, the alternative – for which Lisinska’s Tears is wellprepared but is less enthusiastic to accommodate – is to fully leave the scene partner
alone and perform to inanimate objects on set. This common working condition is rarely
the direct result of an irreparable Intersubjective failure between the actors; it is far more
likely that the actor will need to speak to a dot on the wall, a tennis ball on a stick, or
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some other off-screen object to ensure a verisimilar eye-line match in a complicated shot
composition. The imaginary and empathetic infrastructure behind this kind of technical
acting is inevitable in film production303, and requires some particularly focussed acting
to make the Performative solicitation compelling.
e fo
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During any given film shoot, the actor may have to perform emotive sequences to

off-screen actor-surrogate props, such as the previously mentioned “tennis ball on a
stick”. These off-screen actor-surrogates give the onscreen actor a specific visual focal
point for their Performative address, which is a necessary technical adjustment in which
the actor supports the editor’s anticipated eye-line matches, shot-reverse-shot patterns
shot from complicated angles, and so on. The actor must spontaneously appresent that the
neon green tennis ball as a diegetic object, such as a scene partner’s face, an important
object, or a meaningful off-screen event. Obviously, playing a dramatic moment with an
impaled tennis ball as a focal point requires a stronger imaginary investment from the
actor to create the verisimilar illusion. The bodymind self-organizations required to create
compelling raw Performative material for these kinds of shots are therefore a true test of
the actor’s trust in her own technical skills to collaborate with the camera, in the skilled
professionalism of the rest of the production staff, and in her own ability to suspend the
disbelief in the anti-realistic performance conditions to maintain the realist empathic
bonds despite the technical hurdles. The Performative solicitation to the spectator is not
fundamentally changed when the actor must play a scene with an off-camera tennis ball
on a stick, but the actor must simply work harder to sustain the act of solicitation.
303
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For example, McGarry describes the process of shooting the horse-riding scenes
for Heartland as an exercise in collaborative trust and imaginative focus. In order to
accommodate multiple sight lines and the complex audio recording setup during scenes
where two characters appear to ride beside each other while engrossed in conversation,
actors are often required to ride staggered, facing in opposite directions, and never look at
each other. The imaginary investment required by each actor to sustain a verisimilar
illusion, wherein each actor speaks to an off-camera tennis ball while their diegetic scene
partner rides ten paces in front or behind them, is significant:
There are 20 crew guys following you both around, you’re already bracing
for the ADR session, and you never see the person you’re supposed to be
acting with while you pretend that it’s just you [and your scene partner]
out there. If you watch it like theatre, it’s the most awkward-looking thing
you’ve ever seen. I don’t think it messes with the storytelling, but you
definitely have to use your imagination.304
As much as the formal setup for these scenes requires extra work from the actors,
McGarry reports that shooting these scenes has taught him a great deal about how to
collaborate with the camera and that shooting these sequences becomes easier with each
episode. The technical adjustment that makes the necessary additional concentration
possible is that McGarry uses the inherent contradictions in realist acting’s suspension of
disbelief to reinforce a deep empathetic immersion in the dramatic moment; the only
bodymind resources being used outside of the performative solicitation are the ones that
buttress him against anti-verisimilar disruption:
You just have to have that constant concentration. You have to train
yourself to say “wait there: I’m going to black everything out like a little
[iris lens] and you just focus. It’s weird because even on stage, you can’t
say you totally lose yourself. You’re always aware of what’s going on, and
304
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where you have to be facing so that everyone [in the audience] sitting
around can see you. When you really focus on the story you have to tell
through that little blacked out [iris lens], it just becomes second nature and
nothing is going to throw you off.305
By allotting as many bodymind resources as possible to the empathetic immersion in the
situational moment – while maintaining the essential Self-Other Distinctions that prevent
realist acting from slipping into hallucination – veteran actors can trust that their deeply
encultured technical training will support a verisimilar performance in a complicated
shot.
Spilchuk asserts that one of the worst things that a screen actor can do is to
overthink the technical constraints instead of focusing on the storytelling task at hand:
Acting with tennis balls is weird, I’m not going to lie. At the same time,
it’s mind over matter. All you have to do is tap into your things and play
the scene with a tennis ball, and if I can’t hear [my scene partner’s] voice,
then I’ll make-believe. We make-believe. Stop worrying about it and go do
it.306
The screen actor is far from alone on set in her efforts to create a verisimilar performance
in a complex shot composition. Rather than an actor worrying herself into performative
paralysis, the formal complexity of some film shots also forces the screen actor to trust in
the production crew’s collaboration in a similar way that a stage actor must trust in the
affordances of their performance space to be adequately seen and heard. The
Performative Self-Other Distinction, by which actors learn to perform for the camera by
watching their own work and making future adjustments based on their limited technical
ability to self-monitor themselves, is extremely difficult for the screen actor to establish
on her own for these shots, since the complex performance demands impede any easy
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self-monitoring and that the actor can not allot so many bodymind resources to that selfmonitoring without empathetically under-investing in the dramatic action. Instead,
formally intricate sequences like Heartland’s horseback riding conversations demand –
more so than in more straightforward shoots – that the actor think along with the rest of
the production crew to collectively create the verisimilar illusion.
For many screen actors, the inevitable deferral of some personal control over
one’s performance to the collaborative resources of the production crew is simply an
industrial fact of life 307. This is not to say that actors lack any creative agency in
accommodating production conditions like complex shot compositions beyond, as
McGarry and Spilchuk insist, focusing intently while pretending that the complication
does not exist. Cayonne argues that, in some circumstances, the actor can incorporate the
technical complexities of a given shot into the diegetic action:
I don’t have a lot of difficulty [making technical adjustments] and still
being able to play in truth. I once had to deliver an entire monologue to a
speck on the wall while the actor was behind me. It was fine because,
before the set-up, he and I ran the lines, connected with each other, and
had a real conversation. I know he’s behind me and, if I had to create some
sort of premise, I’m getting ready with the mirror while having a
conversation with my brother, so what’s the difference? I don’t look at
people all the time when they speak to them everyday. The set-up didn’t
feel unnatural at all.308
In this situation, Cayonne reorganized his situational bodymind to transform the formal
constraints of the staging into a Performative appresentation, playing the scene as if he
could see his scene partner in a mirror. This appresentation allowed Cayonne to minimize
the distraction-preventing imaginary buffers, and thereby allocate more of his bodymind
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resources to empathetic solicitations. The empathetic solicitations remained unchanged in
nature, and required less of an investment in the distraction-preventing imaginary buffer.
This opportunity to layer additional appresentations into the actor’s bodymind
schema based on on-set affordances and constraints is a natural extension of the
Cayonne’s Minotaur metaphor309 – the free blending of imagined and recalled creative
fodder to support immersive Intrasubjective appresentations – from Cayonne’s own
script-based Intrasubjective preparations. Cayonne’s Minotaur is already predicated on
committing the bodymind to a situational re-organization, so it is not too far of a leap to
extend the merged memory and imagination metaphor with the suspension of disbelief
buttress against anti-verisimilar performance conditions. This connection between
Cayonne’s Minotaur and Lisinska’s Tears – in that the actor incorporates on-set
conditions into her constantly self-organizing situational body schema – further
underscores the importance of trust in the co-collaborative filtering camera, the deferral
of trust in the production team, and the ecumenical assertion of creative control through
spontaneous and compelling adaptations to onset conditions. Cayonne can only
accommodate last-minute Performative appresentations, like the implied mirror shot of
the previous example, if he understands how the camera will filter his performance so
that he can make the strongest Performative solicitation possible. This trust in the cocollaborative camera is only possible if Cayonne can think along with the production
team to solve onset production issues with a competent and collaborative production
crew. Finally, Cayonne must be in sufficient command of his bodymind resources to
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identify the potential Performative appresentations that will prompt the most compelling
self-organizations based on the onset creative constraints and affordances.

Con l s on
This chapter has strived to show two fundamental sets of strategies for how actors
establish and enact their three empathetic relationships on set: the Dinicol’s Jazz and
Spilchuk’s Symphony tactics for focussing all on-set work around the Intersubjective
bond, in the hopes that a potent connection with one’s fellow actors will support the
Performative solicitation and enact the Intrasubjective connection through interpersonal
interaction; inversely, the Lisinska’s Tears tactic prioritizes the Performative solicitation
to the audience through the camera, in the hopes that the scene partners will provide
enough Intersubjective bonding to present the actor-as-character as more-fully enworlded
within the narrative moment. In both sets of general tactics, the one constant is the actor’s
understanding that she must somehow communicate her Intrasubjective bond with her
fellow actors and the spectator alike. The only question is which of the Intersubjective or
Performative bond to establish first to contextualize the other.
The portrait presented here of how actors work on set does not neatly align with
any particular school of Method Acting or other training regimen, even if components of
each tactic may be particularly well-served by techniques advocated by a specific
practitioner. Rather than make a proclamation about the general viability of one acting
style over another, what I hope to show here is the fluid and ecumenical nature of a
practice as amorphous as screen acting. If the principles of a famous practitioner must be
bent, revised, or broken to produce a compelling performance within the industrial
circumstances of a particular film shoot, so be it.
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That which persists across all of these acting styles, however, is a tacit
understanding that each actor must navigate her relationships with her character, her
fellow actors-as-characters, and the anticipated audience behind the surrogate camera.
Without a connection to her character, the actor is an inanimate and glorified prop.
Without a connection to another actor-as-character, the actor can pass an audition but will
likely fail to produce compelling raw material for the final performance. Without an
understanding of how the camera will record the performance and how to perform with
the audience in mind, the actor’s work is an illegible mess. The connections that the actor
seeks with each of these three targets combine and reinforce each other’s place in the
creation of the verisimilar illusion to which realist acting aspires.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Next Steps
This dissertation claims that the screen actor’s solicitation of three simultaneous
empathetic relationships creates the verisimilar illusion before the camera upon which
realist film and television acting depends. These solicitations take place within a diverse
community of collaborative targets: from the situational centre of intentionality in the
sides who is attributed to all of the eventual actor-as-character’s dialogue and actions; to
the community of actors who often meet for the first time hours before shooting scenes
wherein the actors-as-characters have known each other their entire lives; to the Audience
of One that transcribes the performed actor-as-character into a diegetic centre of
intentionality to be reconstructed by an anticipated spectator; and not to mention all of the
casting directors, producers, acting coaches, DOPs, audition readers, screenwriters, and
directorial teams encountered along the way. That the actor is able to make these
solicitations at all is predicated on the bodymind’s capacity to link action to imagination
in an iterative loop of self-organizing action and reaction. Even if empathy is more of an
ideal than a guaranteed relationship for some actors in some roles, empathy as a
framework provides a constructive place for discussing and comparing actorly creative
processes.
My initial draw to theorizing the practice of screen acting as soliciting empathy
was the ubiquity of the motif of “connections” in how actors talk about their work. I
extend this motif to the various connections solicited by the actor while she works, and
also the prospect of connecting actors and scholars through a potential common critical
vocabulary for the actor’s creative process. This concluding chapter proposes three
potential further connections that this research could make between various researchers,
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critical fields, actors, and other screen media production personnel. First, I sketch the
possibilities for connecting my model of screen acting as empathetic solicitations to Star
Studies as a companion to performance analysis, using Diane Keaton’s Oscar-winning
performance in Annie Hall (Woody Allen, 1977) as a case study. Second, I suggest that
actorly empathy could be a starting point for productively incorporating collective
cognition, imagination, and improvisation into Production Studies and notions of
collective authorship on set. Third, I propose that screen acting’s ever-changing physical
presence in its performance space prompts an examination of how modern filmmaking
technologies re-contextualize the actor’s empathetic solicitations in terms of collaborative
cognition and computable geometry. In conclusion, I argue that giving actors and
scholars a common vocabulary will enrich conversations on the crafting of performances
and the practice of screen acting.
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Building on Sternagel, Levitt, and Mersch’s distinctions of acting as force and
performance as eloquence310, I suggest that a meaningful vocabulary for acting can
historicize and embellish upon how that force helps to generate that which is represented
within a performance. The empathetic model of acting can historicize acting within
performance in part by presenting Coplan’s criteria as common denominators for what
actors are doing and how they are doing it across historical circumstances.
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During the interview process for this dissertation, Angelica Jade Bastién’s recent
article in the Atlantic on Jared Leto’s on-set antics during the production of Suicide
Squad (David Ayer, 2016), and the “demise” of American Method Acting, was very
much on the mind of many of my respondents. Bastién argues that Leto’s harassment of
his co-stars, such as mailing them packages of dead animals and used condoms, replaces
the traditionally “feminine” aspects of Method preparations associated with emotional
access with cruel and destructive hyper-masculine behaviours311. The outrageousness of
these hyper-masculine preparations taps into the marketable martyrdom that propelled the
celebrity status of radically Intrasubjective Method actors of the 1970s, such as Robert
De Niro and Jack Nicholson312. For Bastién, not only do on-set antics like Leto’s
marginalize the creative experiments of contemporary female actors as de-beautifying
“liabilities”313, but they also perpetuate the narrative that self-harm and depraved
indifference to the well-being of others are viable paths to producing compelling art.
Many of my interviewees314 echoed Bastién’s disapproval of Leto’s creative
process by embellishing on related critiques of professionalism, consent, health and
safety concerns, and even insurance liability. Of all the interviewees, Kevin McGarry’s
relatively even-handed take on both Bastién’s article and Leto’s process drew attention to
the disconnect between the way that critics write about “good” acting and the work that
actors do to produce their performances. While still dubious of whether Leto’s co-stars
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were willing participants in Leto’s off-camera creative experiments, McGarry suggested
that the equation of acceptable acting with Brando’s process, and the moralistic value
judgements of non-actors about creative experimentation, leads to professional standards
for actors set by people who have never worked as actors themselves315. The critical or
journalistic impulses to label acting’s creative processes without firsthand experience of
those processes risks making some acting practices sound like a set of sanctified,
approved “assembly instructions”. McGarry’s response to Bastién stresses the need for a
critical vocabulary on acting that is grounded in the firsthand experience of the actor that
can also be mobilized to make practice-based historical comparisons of acting processes.
I therefore suggest that investigating the empathetic underpinnings of screen
acting practices and traditions can clarify and historicize the key differences within their
creative processes. The framework of tactics for empathetic solicitations could provide a
useful comparative template for evaluating how onscreen Method Acting practices, in
this instance, have changed since the prime days of Brando. Furthermore, I argue that the
general disapproval among my interviewees of Leto’s on-set antics is symptomatic of
preferential practices in contemporary screen acting culture, and that these preferential
practices can be partially identified through an empathetic analysis of Leto’s process.
Presuming that Bastién’s article faithfully represents Leto’s creative experiment
with mailing repulsive objects to his co-stars, Leto sought a firsthand experience of how
Leto-as-Joker could make people feel vulnerable and threatened. He therefore attempted
to develop compelling Intrasubjective appresentations primarily finding an
Intrasubjective Affective Match for the Joker’s cruelty and depraved unpredictability.
315
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Specifically, Leto linked his Intrasubjective Affective Match with the Primary
Intersubjective Other-Oriented Perspective-Taking, while simultaneously diminishing the
Intrasubjective Self-Other Distinction to presumably feel more vividly as Joker. The
result of this experiment was that Leto-as-Joker performed an action in the quotidian
world intended to help Leto generate an experience to be extrapolated as an
Intrasubjective appresentation for Leto-as-Joker’s sadism. This Intrasubjective
appresentation would ideally help ensnare Leto within Leto-as-Joker’s intentional pull
and thereby ease the process of developing future appresentations. Using part of one
empathetic relationship to bolster another – following one target’s intentional pull
temporarily towards another target – is common practice for many actors. Leto’s pattern
of solicitations, however, obscured the situational and quotidian boundaries of
performance locations by forcing quotidian actors to engage with Leto-as-Joker’s
intentional pulls outside of the situational narrative realm. This means that the empathetic
solicitations become inherently skewed because of the severly compromised Self-Other
Distinctions.
The key difference between Leto’s prank packages and the 1970s radical
Intrasubjective practices is that Leto diminishes the Self-Other Distinctions across all
three empathetic solicitations, rather than only the obvious Intrasubjective version. The
packages prank severely complicates the Intersubjective Self-Other Distinction because
the targeted quotidian co-stars could not accurately respond to perpetuate the iterative
exchange: if the package was from quotidian Leto, then the abuse of his colleagues
unnecessarily complicates and endangers the set’s social climate; if the package was from
Leto-as-Joker, then Leto-as-Joker is targeting the other actor’s quotidian selves who
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cannot adequately reply without risking their own Intrasubjective Self-Other Distinctions
and thereby compromising their own acting work. This difficulty in responding is
compounded by an obscured Performative Self-Other Distinction: by positioning himself
as the spectator of his co-stars’ reaction to the package prank, Leto abdicates
responsibility for his co-stars’ suffering because they owe him a response for Leto’s
experiment to produce Leto’s appresentation-fostering experiences.
This forced involvement of one’s co-stars is a significant step beyond Robert De
Niro’s radical Intrasubjective experiments with the Self-Other Distinction on films like
Raging Bull and Taxi Driver, wherein De Niro not only immersed himself in his
characters’ lives but also changed his physical quotidian body to better remember as his
characters. De Niro’s weight fluctuations, skill acquisitions, and self-mutilations were
largely confined to his own body for the exclusive purpose of supporting the actor’s reorganization of his bodymind schema as a situational self.
In contrast, Leto crosses a boundary within acting culture by pushing his creative
experiments with his scene partners off-camera, where the normal framework of the
Intersubjective connection must work at a disadvantage without the goal of producing
verisimilar fiction. This level of confusion, repulsion, and uneasiness may indeed have
provided Leto with the experience and appresentations that he desired to better connect
with Leto-as-Joker. The cost, however, seems to have outweighed its benefits in the eyes
of many fellow screen actors: the general disapproval of Leto’s package prank among my
interviewees reflects a contemporary attitude about Intersubjective solicitations in at least
Canadian screen acting culture that each actor is responsible for her own work, and must
consent to be part of someone else’s off-camera experiments. The often highly individual
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nature of pre-filming preparations anticipates a great deal of hope and trust in the talents
of one’s scene partners that, on the day of shooting, the actors will creatively support
each other in front of the camera. By relying on on-set off-camera antics that risk
antagonising one’s scene partners, Leto not only broke the trusting professionalism at the
core of on-set tactics like Dinicol’s Jazz, but potentially obscured the Intersubjective
connections to a point where the cast’s only remaining was to revert to audition-style
performances in lieu of acting work.
In the absence of some insight into the actor’s creative process, such as Bastién’s
report on Leto, an analysis of a given performance’s empathetic underpinnings is a
limited and convoluted approach to performance studies. Many actors freely blend
techniques from across acting styles, and may not necessarily attribute the components of
this blend to any particular major practitioners. Conflicts among practitioners and
masochistic radical Intrasubjectivity, however, need not be the only contexts for reading
acting practices into histories of performance style.
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In instances where a contemporary acting technique is immediately ascribable to a
performance, an analysis of how the actor’s empathetic solicitations intersect with the
performances of cultural paradigms like race, gender, and class can provide valuable
nuance to the intentional foundations of the performed cultural paradigm. In fact, the
vigorous inclusion of acting practices and their empathetic solicitations within Star
Studies can lead to a more holistic analysis of an actor’s performance because it positions
the actor as creative agent who produces meanings, rather than just an over-determined
semiotic specimen; what the actor does alongside what her performance represents.
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For example, Diane Keaton’s Oscar-winning performance in Annie Hall (Woody
Allen, 1977) is often analyzed in terms of its gender politics. Structural and auteurist
analyses often position Keaton-as-Annie within a series of tensions between second-wave
feminist politics and the narrational agency of Allen as the director and Allen-as-Alvie316.
Keaton-as-Annie is also frequently invoked in commentary on contemporary women’s
fashion. Journalist Ruth La Ferla, for example, cites Newsweek’s contemporary review of
Annie Hall that connects Keaton’s performance, Keaton-as-Annie’s wardrobe, and
contemporary discourse on femininity:
[Keaton’s] throwaway verbal style and her thrown-together dress style
became symbols of the free, friendly, gracefully puzzled young women
who were busy creating identities out of the epic miscellany of materials
swirling in the American cultural centrifuge.317
What is not often read into analyses of Keaton-as-Annie is that, as a young actor and
prior to shooting Annie Hall, Keaton studied intensively with Meisner for two years at
New York’s Neighborhood Playhouse318. When viewing the film with this in mind, the
Intersubjective solicitations upon which Meisner’s Method depends are as clearly
informing Keaton’s performance choices and the ensuing significations.
As discussed in Chapter 2, Meisner’s Method prioritizes the connection among
actors “living under imaginary circumstances” by encouraging truthful and spontaneous
reactions to one’s scene partner, thereby creating the situational verisimilar world of
316
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those imaginary circumstances. Meisner-based acting is therefore far more invested in
paying attention to the subtext of the scene partner’s communications than it is in
recalling one’s lines perfectly or hitting a pre-determined emotional mark at a set point in
the drama. Whereas Keaton and Allen appear to be telling jokes in their slapstick-laden
previous collaborations on Sleeper (1973) and Love and Death (1975), their nonfantastical performances in Annie Hall generate the impression that Keaton-as-Annie and
Allen-as-Alvie are actually listening to each other. Their many long-take conversations
showcase how Keaton’s “throwaway verbal style” goes hand-in-hand with her close
attention to Allen-as-Alvie’s reactions.
I therefore suggest that Keaton plays a high-level version of Meisner’s Repetition
Game to connect Keaton-as-Annie with Allen-as-Alvie. The naturalistic ease of Keaton’s
performance in the tennis and post-tennis sequences, for example, stems from the
iterative loop of responses that she establishes by playing off of Allen’s intention-laden
dialogue and body language. In their conversations at the tennis club and on Annie’s
balcony, Keaton-as-Annie constantly probes Allen-as-Alvie’s Intersubjective intentional
pull for cues towards his cognitive scaffolding – especially for narrative cues that he may
also fancy her. Keaton-as-Annie immediately latches on to any indication that he wishes
to continue talking to her while actively trying to continue the conversation despite her
verbal clumsiness. At the same time, Keaton seems to differ her Performative address to
her co-collaborators, especially Allen as her director and co-star, trusting that her
prioritized connection with Allen-as-Alvie will be transcribed by the camera in a way that
faithfully pushes her intentionality towards the spectator.
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Keaton-as-Annie’s giddy post-tennis flirtations screen like a Meisnerian
monologue exercise. Meisner instructed his actors to treat monologues as a conversation
where only one person has the impetus to speak, on the presumption that the actor
communicates her cognitive scaffolding and extends her intentional pull – or, what
Meisner would simply call her “character” – through how she uses that impetus to
speak319. Whether the post-tennis dialogue was scripted by Allen from the beginning or
grew out of an onset improvisation between the two actors, the Meisnerian effect of the
indirectly repeated text and the directly sustained subtext becomes a spontaneous
reciprocation of their amorous connection. Keaton’s most-likely appresentational Magic
If for this sequence of “If I was Annie, how would I speak with this man if I wanted to
impress him?” not only gives her narrational license to include all of Annie’s anxieties
about her intelligence in her flirting but to use the answer to that Magic If to present
Annie’s cognitive scaffolding as an intentional snare to pull Allen-as-Alvie and the
anticipated spectator towards her compelling character.
Keaton’s acting is not necessarily the only manifestation of Meisner’s Method in
Annie Hall. After the tennis match, Keaton-as-Annie and Allen-as-Alvie discuss Annie’s
photography while superimposed subtitles comically reveal the romantic and sexual
subtexts of their conversation. This impulse to explicate each character’s intentions, and
to recode their desires as the subtext of a pseudo-intellectual conversation about art,
playfully deconstructs the Repetition Game’s emphasis on sincerity and spontaneity.
Moreover, the importance of the highbrow language that Keaton-as-Annie and Allen-asAlvie use in their efforts to impress each other – often accompanied by their insecurities
319
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about whether they sound as smart as they hope – reflexively appropriates Meisner’s
disdain for precious and premeditated dialogue. By recoding their flirtation as detached
and distracted intellectualism, Allen’s narrational device pits the sincerity of the
Repetition Game against itself: Keaton-as-Annie and Allen-as-Alvie must pay great
attention to each other to project that they are not expressing too much interest in each
other. Keaton and Allen are also complicit in the Performative aspects of the gag, since
they both know from the screenplay that the subtitles will be added later. They are both
therefore free to play the scene as dry as possible, knowing that the scene’s comedy
emerges in the contrast between the dry performances and the emotionally loaded
subtitles. Keaton and Allen therefore adjust their performances to collaborate with the
subtext-laden subtitles in a meta-textual joke about Meisnerian acting, interpersonal
communication, and the banality of flirtation.
Keaton’s Meisner-based Intersubjective connections were likely bolstered by
readily accessible Intrasubjective appresentations from her contemporary romantic
relationship with Allen. This case, Keaton’s performance presents an interesting overlap
of Keaton’s Primary and Secondary Intersubjective relationships: Keaton’s personal and
professional synchronicity with Allen mirrors the dynamics of their characters’ rapport
onscreen. This is not to suggest that the Self-Other Distinctions across Keaton’s
solicitations are diminished or flawed; rather, the compelling appresentations that
encouraged Keaton’s Affective Matches and Other-Oriented Perspective Takings were
evidently enough to ensnare Keaton in Annie’s intentional pulls and pushes. By
establishing a compelling continuity between her Intrasubjective and Intersubjective
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solicitations, Keaton is able to let Keaton-as-Annie herself, firm in her trust that her
lover, co-star, and director’s camera would capture the raw materials of her performance.
The possibilities for connecting the context of Keaton’s acting work to the
ongoing conversation on Annie Hall’s gender politics force a more clear distinction
between performance and acting. Christopher J. Knight convincingly argues that Annie
Hall’s narration constructs Keaton-as-Annie exclusively in terms of how Allen-as-Alvie
remembers their romantic relationship, and that Annie’s presence primarily catalyzes
Alvie’s development as a character320. It would be too reductive, however, to claim that
the Intersubjective focus of Meisner’s technique predisposed Keaton to make her
performance subservient to that of Allen.
First of all, Meisner-based screen acting is by no means a gender-exclusive
practice. To claim that Meisnerian Intersubjectivity in Annie Hall positions Keaton as a
mirror for Allen’s auteurist genius conflates Keaton-as-Annie’s narrative affordances
with Keaton’s capacity to perform that narrative. Annie Hall’s narration provides
relatively few biographical details on Annie’s life prior to meeting Alvie. The personal
cognitive scaffolding that Keaton-as-Annie intentionally pushes towards the spectator –
that Annie is an insecure, unpretentious Midwestern woman who struggles to acclimatize
to life in New York City – only manifests on screen because Keaton uses her Meisnerian
training to make those imaginary circumstances real and compelling through her
spontaneous and sincere performance choices. In Annie Hall’s specific narrative and
industrial circumstances, an actor with Keaton’s repository of bodymind resources and
Method-specific actor training as an actor could not help but to signify the sociocultural
320
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gender politics that she does. Given that Keaton-as-Annie’s breezy spontaneity is as
much a character choice by Keaton as it is a reflection of Keaton’s professional training,
the complicity of Keaton’s Intersubjective connections in Annie Hall with her
Performative solicitation warrants further research. By including Keaton’s creative
technique and capacity for re-organizing her bodymind as the situational self of Annie,
we come a step closer to resolving the tension mentioned in this dissertation’s
Introduction surrounding Whoopi Goldberg’s cultural significations in The Colour
Purple. In Annie Hall’s case, Keaton’s creative agency signifies, among other things,
“white”, “Midwestern woman”, “modestly educated”, “breezy and insecure”, by reacting
to her key collaborators – especially Allen – to realize the goals of her situational self in
the drama’s imaginary circumstances. Keaton-as-Annie’s ensuing cultural significations
for the spectator are certainly a valid topic of study, but there is no reason to marginalize
Keaton’s creative agency in the process. If anything, by enriching studies on specific
performances with the context of the actor’s creative process, this type of research can
challenge and reinvigorate problematic presumptions in, among other things, auteurist
film criticism.
Despite Allen’s significant potential auteurist control over Annie Hall as its
writer, director, and leading man, Keaton had considerable creative freedom throughout
the filming process. Annie’s iconic necktie and vest costume, for example was Keaton’s
idea: Allen reportedly dismissed the wardrobe department’s complaints by telling them
that Keaton was a “genius” and should be given room to work as such321. Allen’s general
reliance on long-take cinematography for scenes with Allen-as-Alvie and Keaton-as321
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Annie shows a great degree of trust in Keaton as a highly skilled co-collaborator.
Although Knight accurately positions Annie Hall’s narrative structure as privileging
Annie’s narrational subservience to Alvie’s recollection of their relationship322, Keaton’s
actorly contributions to Annie Hall carried significant creative agency within the
filmmaking process.
At the same time, I also acknowledge that any claim about Allen’s treatment of
women on- and off-camera is inherently problematic: his marriage to Soon-Yi Previn has
been heavily criticized, and numerous women within the recent #MeToo movement have
accused Allen of abuse and exploitation323. The inclusion of Keaton’s approach to acting
to a performance analysis of Annie Hall does not exonerate Allen of the criticism that he
has received. My goal in this section is to use Keaton’s considerable skill with
Meisnerian acting technique to nuance the criticism of Keaton-as-Annie as Allen’s
misogynist accomplice by stressing Keaton’s creative agency in generating a compelling,
if culturally problematic, performance.
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A critical vocabulary for the bodymind processes that give screen actors creative
agency presents at least two major challenges to auteurist criticism.
First, acknowledging that actors make artistic contributions during filmmaking is
a direct challenge to the creative autonomy often ascribed to directors by classical auteur
322
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theory. For example, Andrew Sarris praises Elia Kazan as an “actor’s director” and
insists that Marlon Brando, one of Kazan’s most prolific collaborators, is an auteur in his
own right324. Sarris, however, refuses to elevate Kazan into his pantheon of cinematic
auteurs despite Kazan’s considerable skill in assembling highly skilled casts and drawing
compelling screen performances from them325. The problem of the monolithic directorauteur is more of a historicized concept than an industrial reality. In her book, Directing
Actors, filmmaking instructor Judith Weston insists that directors learn to treat actors as
talented creative agents whose approach to their filmmaking responsibilities is
significantly different than the director but is no less valuable: screen actors and directors
must collaborate and synthesize, rather than compromise, to create compelling screen
performances326. This discrepancy between concepts of authorship and the industrial
nature of on-set collaborations leads to the second major challenge that actorly creative
agency presents to classical auteurism.
Second, if creative agency is to be extended to one set of production workers – in
this case, the actors – why not also account for other “below the line”327 workers, such as
the editor, cinematographer, gaffers, and so on? One of the foundational premises of John
Caldwell’s book Production Culture is that screen media production is inherently
collaborative, and that each member of a film or television show’s production staff
practice skilful crafts towards the project’s completion. Caldwell thereby positions the
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practices of the entire production team as working towards the same greater goal of
producing an aesthetically compelling and commercially viable media text. This
mobilization of a professional community of media-producing specialists implies not
only a chain of command, but also a mostly common vision of the final project towards
which each member of the production team directs their efforts.
Caldwell’s study of film and television production teams as practice-driven
professionals intersects productively with Colin MacCabe’s theory of collective film
authorship. In response to Michel Foucault’s dismissal of the author as a side effect of
how a text is read328, MacCabe argues that film is not only collectively authored by the
entire production team but that this production team further comprises the film’s first
audience329. The collective vision for the completed production therefore draws on the
imagination and expertise of the entire production staff, since it stands to reason, after all,
that films are made with attention to how the final version should eventually look, sound,
and feel. In this light, filmmaking is a practice of collaborators sharing appresentations
for how each shot ought to look. These shared appresentations are then realized through a
strategic combination of specialized professional contributions from all of the on-set
collaborators.
As members of the community of authors and of the film’s first audience,
MacCabe’s model of collective authorship is consistent with my suggestions for the
actor’s Performative solicitation. Screen actors study their craft in part by watching their
recorded performances to gain a stronger of how their performing body schema
328
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communicates to the audience. Moreover, by appresenting herself as part of the film’s
anticipated audience, the actor adjusts her performances in ways that she presumes will
best solicit the desired connections from that anticipated audience. To use MacCabe to
expand upon my theory of empathetic solicitations, I suggest that the actor’s greater
creative collaboration with the rest of the production personnel comprises a form of
industrialized thinking-together: the collective production of a media text guided by a
shared set of professional goals and imaginary constructions of what the final filmed
production should be. Nearly every actor interviewed for this dissertation remarked that
the sense of community and common purpose on set among film production staff impacts
the ways in which actors can collaborate during production. This does not suggest that
these on-set collaborations are free from conflict, disagreement, power struggles, or
miscommunication. It does suggest, however, that the Performative solicitation is one
actor-specific aspect of an industrial thinking-together within film and television
production.
The prospect of creative individuals thinking together is hardly new: even if the
term “empathy” is misapplied in Ribeiro and Fonseca’s model of kinaesthetic empathy in
modern dance330, the dance practices that they analyze could certainly qualify as a form
of kinaesthetic thinking-together through dance. One of the challenges presented by
applying collective cognition to film production, however, is the diversity of professions
and the industrial hierarchy that in part coordinates their efforts. It is one thing for
Ribeiro and Fonseca analyze the relationships among dancers and choreographers, who
are presumably also competent dancers; it is another to draw this equivalency between
330
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screen actors and cinematographers, neither of whom may have ever worked in the
other’s specialization.
To this end, I suggest that Hung’s model of collective cognition and team-based
problem solving (TBPS) could serve as a useful conceptual intermediary between
cognitive science and production studies because of the ways in which it accounts for
individual specializations, group dynamics, and multiple hypothetical solutions to the
same problem. In film production, for example, there is rarely only one way to shoot,
stage, and dramatize a scene. Following Hung, the way in which a scene is eventually
shot and staged is not an aggregate of all the thought put towards producing the scene;
rather, the way the scene is realized is the resulting meeting place of many individuals
who coordinate their professional skills, knowledge, insight, and focused efforts towards
realizing a “shared mental model” of what the scene could be331. Empathy is likely too
strong and specific of a term to describe the entire professional thinking-together among
all production staff on set. That said, the actor’s Performative solicitation and
collaboration with the camera might be a specialized form of TBPS, influenced by the
collective cognition within film production’s industrial culture.
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In looking across the phases of screen acting from the initial audition to the final
take filmed on set, the most significant variation in overall empathetic solicitations takes
place in the actor’s relationships with her core co-collaborators: the camera and her
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fellow actors. In particular, the consistency of empathetic prioritization between audition
acting and Lisinska’s Tears asserts the actor’s creative agency in, and contributing
potential towards, the finished performance. Screen actors use what they have on set,
both in terms of bodymind resources and the set’s physical conditions, to communicate a
narrative moment to the camera without the necessary accommodation of another actor.
This is not to suggest that Lisinska’s Tears forces the actor to work against or despite her
scene partner: whereas audition readers tend to be non-actors, Lisinska and Tatiana
Maslany already had a productive, genial professional relationship by the time they
filmed the Lisinska’s Tears scene. Lisinska was able to include the onset affordances of
the weather and her physical discomfort with her Intrasubjective preparations, and was
thereby able to trust that Maslany would Intersubjectively support her performance
without the constant “checking in” of Dinicol’s Jazz, for example. Lisinska was able to
immerse herself in the narrative moment and intentionally push that immersion towards
the camera, regardless of Maslany’s presense in the shooting of a given take. As a screenspecific Acting practice, Lisinska’s Tears represents the point where the performance
leaves the audition performances’ empathetic constraints behind: when the
Intersubjective connection is so firmly in place that she can leave it alone and focus on
Performatively communicating her Intrasubjective understanding to the spectator.
Although the Intrasubjective connection remains consistently important across the
various phases of acting work, the differences in empathetic priority between Dinicol’s
Jazz, Lisinska’s Tears, and Spilchuk’s Symphony, and even audition acting demonstrate
the changeable potential of the Intersubjective and Performative connections in screenspecific acting. Although Lutterbie argues persuasively that theatre actors are connected
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to the situation-specific conditions availed by the performance venue, realist theatrical
acting simply does not let the actor marginalize the rest of the cast to project her character
at the audience, nor does it permit the actor to ignore those venue-determined conditions.
The shifting position the camera in the eventual Intersubjective and Performative
solicitations reflects praxis attitudes of how the actor ought to fill the space before the
camera and, more specifically, her space within that camera’s lens.
Ideas about how screen-specific acting practices should fill performance spaces
not only go far back in film history but also resonate in contemporary scholarship on
screen performance. Kuleshov’s little-known Metric Web experiments, for example, are a
fascinating historical counterpoint to Stanislavsky’s system because of its medium
specificity and its contemporaneity with Stanislavsky’s theatrical work. Kuleshov was
exclusively interested in developing a performance method for screen actors, deeming the
emotional excesses of the stage actors from Stanislavsky’s Moscow Art Theatre to be
excessive and unintelligible onscreen332. What was necessary, then, were meticulously
calculated performances that were crafted around communicative clarity rather than
emotional verisimilitude. Embracing Delsartian ideas about acting through refined
gestures, poses, and facial expressions333, Kuleshov insisted that a character’s emotions
were to be demonstrated through codified external motions, rather than implied by
psychological realism. The actor’s motions were to be scripted and fixed in duration like
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musical notes in an orchestral score334 to make them as understandable and recordable as
possible.
Kuleshov related the actor’s external performance to the actor’s location in an
imaginary geometric prism extending from the camera’s lens called the Metric Web. An
actor’s gestures and motions across the screen could presumably be measured and charted
within the Metric Web for optimal communicability based on their angle of presentation
to the camera and orientation within the frame335. Although Kuleshov noted that
movements along straight lines on 90- and 45-degree angles from the camera are the
easiest for the audience to follow336, a particularly articulate actor can make all motions
clear provided he understands and internalizes his place within these planes of motion337.
Actors and director must therefore construct the film’s performances with the rest of the
film's form already in mind. Despite Kuleshov’s close association with Soviet montage
theory, the Metric Web process positions acting as an active force and primary formal
concern in the greater vision of the film, rather than an auteurist relegation of acting as an
unpredictable sub-aspect of the mise-en-scene.
To reframe Kuleshov’s questions about screen actors, performance spaces, and
technological over-determinations in terms of acting as a practice of soliciting empathetic
connections, I suggest a comparative historical approach to how actors worked with the
filmmaking technologies of their day. Subsequent generations of screen actors have
stylistically moved beyond the technological accommodations required for acting in front
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of early Soviet film technology. Whereas Kuleshov was prepared to sacrifice
psychological realism in realist acting for communicative clarity, mainstream
contemporary screen acting now draws so readily on the common realist practices for
Intrasubjective and Intersubjective work for screen and stage alike to ensure
psychological realism. At the same time, contemporary screen actors often find
themselves navigating a new series of technological developments that make different
demands of the verisimilar forces latent with a performance’s - increasingly
computational – geometry.
As if talking to tennis balls and acting in front of green-screens did not place
enough medium-specific demands on actors, the increasing use of motion-capture suits
for CGI-animated “synthespians”338 in large-budget film production forces actors to come
up with ways for including post-production animators within the greater industrial
collaboration that completes the actor’s performance. Although it would be easy to see
these technological interventions as a further nail in screen acting’s formal coffin, it could
be more productive to explore how the physicality of screen acting is changing to
accommodate the actor’s empathetic solicitations within the creative industrial
collaboration. Comparing the technological innovations to screen acting’s physicality by
actors like Andy Serkis with the creative practices of voice actors in traditional animation
films could lead to new insights about creative collaboration and appresentational
sharing, since both sets of actors must defer a significant percentage of their physical
appearance on screen to other artists and craftspeople, such as animators and computer
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programmers. These colleagues must also think along with the creative raw material of
the recorded actor’s performance, which raises interesting questions of technological
intervention in collaborative creative cognition. As potentially the most screen-specific
acting and performance styles possible339, CGI acting and animation voice acting present
a compelling reminder that acting’s empathetic solicitations have never been formally or
technologically neutral340.

Con l s on Conne t n
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On some level, this dissertation project began from a desire for a book that connects the
professional acting practices from my decades of work as an actor with the critical
insights possible through academic research. Actors and scholars can look at each other’s
skills and expertise with a respectful common interest in cinema and artistry, but also
with more than a little conversation-muffling mystique. I remain convinced that actors
and scholars stand to learn a great deal from each other on many topics: art and
aesthetics, media industries, creativity and embodiment, imagination and memory,
exploitative and alienated labour, and more. It seems counter-intuitive, after all, to
obscure the common boundary of cinema as art to two communities whose interest in that
boundary stems from inspiration, insight, professional ambition, and cinephilia.
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The point has never been to transform realist screen acting into a critical practice,
or to advocate for intellectual art. Instead, this dissertation’s common critical vocabulary
provides scholars with a point of access to the notoriously amorphous creative bodymind
practices of screen actors. At the same time, this same common critical vocabulary gives
actors a way to faithfully represent their craft to scholars without fear of losing sight of it
within scholarly language.
Although not a research proposal per se, I suggest that a conference-like event
wherein actors and scholars can speak on equal footing will lead to compelling new
conversations about screen performance, media production, and creative practices.
Although CGI acting and academic lecturing are fundamentally different styles of
performance, the common need to publicly present oneself, and to share words and ideas
with an audience, could provide a useful format for debating how bodyminds express
themselves. Such conversations could also go a long way towards expanding this
research to non-realist and non-Western acting practices, as well as connecting scholars
with specific interests in film technology (such as CGI and animation) with film
practitioners with firsthand knowledge of that technology’s practices and applications.
Ultimately, I hope that this research can put intelligent and creative people with similar
interests into direct conversation, and encouraging them to imagine themselves in
someone else’s shoes, connect with another who aspires to a reciprocated connection, and
then sharing their collaboration, and then continue the discussion until the raw materials
of a new discourse are recorded.
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Appendix 1: Interview Questions
The ethnographic component of this dissertation in part took the form of a series of semistructured interviews with professional Canadian screen actors during the summer and
fall of 2016. Each interview loosely followed this script of questions while frequently
indulging in follow-up questions inspired by the interviewee’s responses. Each actor
signed a release form which stipulated that the content of these interviews would be used
in this dissertation, but that each actor retained the right to make any answer anonymous
during or after the interview.

INTRODUCTIONS / TRAINING
1. Do you think of yourself as primarily a screen actor? If so, for what kinds of
screens?
a. Does your creative work for film, tv, theatre, or other kinds of acting work
differ?
2. Do you actively identify with any particular actor training regimes, systems,
methods, schools, practitioners?
a. Are there any styles, systems, etc, that you think are particularly useful –
or not useful – for film acting, and why?
PREPARATION
1. Can you tell me about a film role (or a scene, or whatever) where you were very
proud of your acting work?
a. What about your work on that role/scene were you especially proud of?
b. Did you feel like this before or after you saw the footage?
c. How did you prepare for that role/scene?
i. Is this typical for how you prepare?
2. What was different between this role and one where you weren’t especially happy
with your work?
CONNECTIONS
1. Who is your character to you? How do you get to know that person?
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a. Is your character something that you become? Something you invent?
Someone who you embody?
b. How do you know that you’ve made a strong character choice?
2. Does your relationship with your character change from when you work in
film/television than in how you work in other media, like theatre, voice acting,
dance, opera, etc?
a. What does being “in the moment” feel like?
i. Is it a connection? Immersion? Identification?
3. Does your relationship with your fellow actors – on-, but also off-screen – change
from when you work in film/television than in how you work in other media, like
theatre, voice acting, dance, opera, etc?
4. Does your relationship with your audience – and knowing that you will be
watched – change from when you work in film/television than in how you work in
other media, like theatre, voice acting, dance, opera, etc?
a. Is it fair to say that screen acting techniques are about giving an actor
better control of her instrument so that she can express more with greater
clarity?
i. Could this degree of control ever effect creative decisions?
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Appendix 2: Interviewed Actor bios
The following actors were interviewed as part of this dissertation’s research, and are
quoted as authoritative sources throughout the manuscript:

Chris Baker is a Toronto-based actor, filmmaker, and theatre producer. He also works as
an audition coach for television and commercials. Chris recently guest starred on an
episode of Murdoch Mysteries (2016) and has worked consistently in film and television
since 2005.

Antonio Cayonne is a Vancouver-based actor who works extensively in television and
theatre. Antonio is a graduate of Ryerson University’s BFA Acting Program (Toronto),
and is known for his recurring role on UnREAL (2015-present).

Julian DeZotti is an LA-based Canadian screen actor, and is one of the founding writers
of the hit web-series Whatever, Linda (2015).

Joe Dinicol is an LA-based Canadian screen actor, known for his work on Passchendaele
(2008), Scott Pilgram vs. The World (2010), and the television series Grey’s Anatomy
(2015-2016).

Natalie Lisinska is a Toronto-based actor who won a Canadian Screen Award for her
role in the first season of the hit series Orphan Black (2013-2017). She recently appeared
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in an episode of Mary Kills People (2017-present) and was the series lead on the CBC
television show, InSecurity (2011-2012).

Lauren MacKinlay is a Toronto-based actor and film/television producer. Lauren
studied screen acting the MFA program at London’s Royal School for Speech and
Drama, and is currently working as the associate producer on television series 19-2
(2016-2017) and the producer of the affiliated cross-platform project, 19-2 Ride Along
(2017-present)

Matt MacFadzean is a Toronto-based actor and writer. He met his wife, Natalie
Lisinska, while working as her co-star on InSecurity (2011-2012). Matt also frequently
works in theatre and as a voice actor for animated television.

Sheila McCarthy is a highly established screen and musical theatre actor. She is known
for her Genie-winning performance in I’ve Heard the Mermaids Singing (1987), and her
recurring role the television series, Little Mosque On The Prairie (2007-2012). Sheila
also teaches comedic acting at the National Theatre School of Canada.

Kevin McGarry is best known for his recurring roles in the series such as Heartland
(2007-present) and Open Heart (2015). Although based in Toronto, Kevin splits his time
between the Shaw Theatre Festival in Niagara-on-the-Lake, and Calgary when Heartland
is being filmed.
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Lindsey Middleton is a Toronto-based stage and screen actor. She is best known for her
recurring role on the popular web-series, Out With Dad (2010-2017), and her ongoing
collaborations with OWD creator, Jason Leaver.

Danelene O’Flynn has worked as a professional screen actor and film producer across
Canada, England, and Ireland. She is best known for her work on films such as Penny
Foster (2017) and Carpe Diem (2011).

Jamie Spilchuk is a Toronto-based actor who is best known for his work on
Transporter: The Series (2012) and Being Erica (2009). Jamie was also one of the busiest
commercial actors in Canada between 2004-2009 after becoming the recurring star of a
major telecommunications company’s commercial ad campaign.
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Appendix 3 Pro Actors Lab’s
Adaptation of Jungian Family
Archetypes to Character Tactics
The contents of this chart reflect the experiences and observations on the actorly use
Jungian archetypes by regular Pro Actors Lab students in Toronto between 2006 and
2008, particularly those taught in Bruce Clayton’s Intermediate and Advanced On
Camera classes. It is not intended as a scientific commentary on Jung’s teachings, nor is
it an industrial document sanctioned or distributed by the Pro Actors Lab.
ARCHETYPE

When in Power

Mother

Authoritative,
compassionate,
corrects by nurturing
Authoritative,
exchanges love for
obedience
Negotiates with
superior life
experiences
Persuades others to
work for her

Father
Older Sister
Younger Sister
Older Brother

Comforts with
friendship and a veneer
of control

Younger Brother

Playful, rewards
gratification with trust
and friendship

Lover

Affirms place in
community through
gaining and giving
trust and affection

When someone else has
Power
Overcompensates,
appeals to emotions and
common sense
Corrects, criticizes,
forgives, tolerates

Common Tactics to get Power

Avoids conflict, seeks
approval by pacifying

Restrains, boasts, belittles, threatens with
external punishment

Gains approval by
pleasing and flirting, or
torments with taunts
Implies superiority to
make the other cede
authority willingly, does
not need to threaten to be
persuasive, appeals to
reason before emotion
Accuses, attacks, sulks,
appeals to emotions
before reason, quick to
indicate injustice
Be honest and hope the
other person falls in love
with you. Presents self as
being personally
trustworthy and sexually
available

Sulks, plays, feigns helplessness, fights with
accusations, threatens with teary eyes

Comforts into submission, controls with love,
Fierce emotions as weapons
Inflexible, always “right”, Ownership of truth as
a weapon

Demonstrates how the other person is wrong,
fosters trust and allegiance

Boastful negotiator. Exudes confidence to gain
other’s approval
Compromise self to preserve
balance/community/relationship
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Glossary
1st AD: “First Assistant Director”, the member of the core production team who is
primarily responsible for ecumenical logistics and practicalities on-set.

Affective Match: One of Amy Coplan’s criteria for empathetic relationships. The
observer must match her target’s affective state in quality, without regard for intensity or
magnitude. For example, if the target is wailing in abject despair, the observer’s feeling
of general sadness is considered a sufficient Affective Match.

Affective Memory: One of Lee Strasberg’s core actor training exercises, based on
Stanislavsky’s earliest acting systems. In Affective Memory work, the actor delves into
her memories to reawaken any associated emotional states. The actor takes stock of how
these recalled emotions manifest in her body so that she can reference this bodily state to
become overcome in a genuine emotional moment while performing.

Appresentations: A neurophenomenological term for a perception from the point of
view of another self. Evan Thompson argues that appresentations are a necessary
building block for any empathetic relationship. Appresentations are very similar to what
Amy Coplan calls “Other-Oriented Perspective Taking”, which she lists as an essential
criterion for any empathetic connection.

Autopoietic: Autonomous self-perpetuation
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Bodymind: A neurophenomenological term that configures the mind and body as a
unified whole, without any traditionally internal (mind) / external (physical body)
distinctions.

Body(mind) Schema: The body(mind)’s capacity for movement and action. A type of
self-image based around communicative capacity rather than representational
associations.

Casting Director: A film industry professional who is hired by a film’s producer to find
local actors for each necessary role through hosting a series of auditions. The casting
director often serves as a preliminary intermediary between the film’s producers (and
director) and the actor’s agent, who will negotiate the actor’s contract once the casting
director convinces the producer to hire the actor in question.

Cayonne’s Minotaur: A script analysis practice that prompts the actor to blend her
memories of personal experiences with imaginations of hypothetical experiences into the
character’s cognitive scaffolding. The resulting character will parallel the mythical
Minotaur by having, in Cayonne’s words, “the head of one beast and the body of
another”. This term emerged from this dissertation’s fieldwork and should not be
presumed to be a known term in screen media production.

Cognitive Scaffolding: The common psychological structure of characters in realist
fiction and everyday people. Literary scholar Susan Feagin argues that readers can
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empathize with realist literary characters because readers and characters share the same
psychological underpinnings.

Dinicol’s Jazz: An on-set actorly tactic for collaborating with the camera, wherein the
actor prioritizes her relationship with her scene partners while trusting that the camera
will capture the actors’ relationship. Dinicol’s Jazz therefore prioritizes the
Intersubjective connection and is particularly popular with actors who actively
incorporate Meisner’s Method in their acting practices. This term emerged from this
dissertation’s fieldwork and should not be presumed to be a known term in screen media
production.

DOP: “Director of Photography”, also known as the cinematographer.

Dynamic Systems Theory (DST): Similar to Complexity Theory, DST is the
mathematical principle by which the boundaries of a system and the operation of its
component functions change themselves and each other iteratively over time. See Scott
Kelso’s Dynamic Patterns (1995).

Embodied Dynamicism: Evan Thompson applies Dynamic Systems Theory (DST) to
cognitive and phenomenological models of selfhood to suggest the bodymind is a
dynamic system that reorganizes itself over time in equal response to traditionally
external stimuli and traditionally internal perturbations. Embodied Dynamicism replace
previous Computational and Connectivist models of cognitive selfhood in that there are
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no permanent fixed channels of cause-and-effect relations that over-determine the
enactment of the self.

Embodied Simulation: A Theory of Mind (ToM) that suggests that observers are
predisposed to ascribe intentionality to a target’s actions. Contemporary neuroaesthetic
research suggests that these targets can be human subjects and artworks.

Intrasubjective Empathy: This dissertation claims that realist screen actors solicit an
empathetic relationship with the characters that they play. I interpret the preposition
“intra” to mean “within” and “among”.

Intersubjective Empathy: This dissertation claims that performing realist actors solicit
an empathetic relationship with their scene partners. The Primary Intersubjective
relationship refers to the professional connection among situational actors. The
Secondary Intersubjective relationship positions the actor-as-character as the observer
and her scene-partner-as-character as the target. I interpret the preposition “inter” to mean
“between”.

Intentional Pull: Phenomenologist Edith Stein proposes that human intentionality is
predisposed to connect with and make sense of others around her. Empathy occurs when
the observer becomes ensnared within the intentionality of those around her and, in the
process of connecting, is pulled closer to her target.
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Kuleshov Effect: In an apocryphal tale from film history, Soviet filmmaker Lev
Kuleshov allegedly demonstrated that filmic meaning occurs more convincingly through
montage than through performance. Kuleshov allegedly intercut the same shot of a man
staring into the camera with a bowl of soup, a funereal hearse, and an attractive woman.
The causal relations implied by the glance-object editing suggests that the man is hungry
when he looks at the soup, sad when he looks at the hearse, and aroused when he looks at
the woman, even though the same shot of the man is used throughout the entire sequence.

Lisinska’s Tears: An on-set actorly tactic for collaborating with the camera, wherein the
actor uses all available resources on set to intentionally push her Intrasubjective
connection towards the spectator through her Performative solicitation. This approach
presumes that the actor has enough of an Intersubjective relationship with her scene
partners that she can prioritize how she will communicate her work to the camera. This
term emerged from this dissertation’s fieldwork and should not be presumed to be a
known term in screen media production.

Magic If: A core term from Stanislavsky’s system of realist acting, wherein the actor
asks “if” questions about her character to excite her imagination and thereby connect with
the character. Some actors will alternately refer to this same principle as as the “What If”.

McGarry’s Relatability: A “bottom-up” script analysis tactic wherein the actor breaks
her character’s key emotional moments down to easily identifiable “emotional common
denominators”. This practice presumes that the actor can compelling articulate her own
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experience of the emotional value at hand in such a way that it will be universally
recognizable to her spectator and specific to the performed scene. This term emerged
from this dissertation’s fieldwork and should not be presumed to be a known term in
screen media production.

Mirror Mechanism: a term in contemporary neuroaesthetics that encompasses the
biological foundation of the mirror neuron network with the social and cultural
manifestations of that which is mirrored.

Other-Oriented Perspective Taking: One of Amy Coplan’s criteria for empathetic
relationships. Closely related to Stanislavsky’s “Magic If” and neurophenomenology’s
appresentations, this criterion demands that the observer direct her intentionality to
understanding another’s perspective from the perspective of that other.

Off-book: An actorly term for knowing her lines, which enables her to perform a scene
without the script in her hand.

Performative Empathy: This dissertation argues that realist screen actors solicit an
empathetic connection from their anticipated spectators through how they make their
performances lucid for the camera.

Quotidian: This research defines the actor’s self from her character’s self by suggesting
that the character’s situational self is a strategic rearrangement of various aspects of the
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actor’s quotidian self. “Quotidian”, in this case, refers to the actor’s self when she is not
performing.

Repetition Game: The core training exercise from Meisner’s Method, which trains
actors to listen closely to each other by repeating observations about each other.

Self-Other Distinction: One of Amy Coplan’s criteria for empathetic relationships. This
criterion asserts that, although the observer may reproduce her target’s affective state
through close attention to the target’s intentionality, the observer never comes to believe
that she is completely identical to her target.

Sides: The screen media production term for the portion of the screenplay that will be
filmed on a given day.

Spilchuk’s Symphony: A performance tactic for comedic film and television, where
each actor must think together to perform a comedic scene at the same, pre-determined,
often-rapid tempo to ensure that the jokes work. This term emerged from this
dissertation’s fieldwork and should not be presumed to be a known term in screen media
production.

Verisimilitude: The illusion of reality created by realist art.
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English Summary “The Moving Parts:
Screen Acting and Empathy”
Film and Media Studies has long lacked a critical framework for analyzing screen
acting independent of an actor’s performances. Although Media Studies traditions like
Star Studies place actors at the centre of their analyses, performance analysis’ investment
in the cultural semiotics often overlooks or elides the acting work behind that
performance. Longstanding biases in formal film analysis, such as the Kuleshov Effect,
and auteurist criticism further marginalize the creative agency of screen actors on the
presumption that acting is at best subservient to - and at worst a side effect of – other
meaning-making forces. Overwhelmingly, these critical frameworks approach screen
performance from a spectatorial perspective, addressing the performance on screen as a
finished text for semiotic dissection. To break the conflation of screen performance with
screen acting and thereby to ascribe some creative agency to the actor, this dissertation
approaches screen acting as a practice.
This research therefore combines theoretical and ethnographic methodologies to
approach screen acting from the actor outwards towards the audience. The theoretical
component takes its cue from the ubiquitous motif of “connections” in influential realist
actor training systems. This reads a neurophenomenological model of selfhood, which
treats cognitive neuroscience with phenomenological philosophy as mutually informing
discourses, into the core practices and principles of major American Method Acting
practitioners, such as Lee Strasberg, Sanford Meisner, and Stella Adler. Although not
every screen actor identifies as a Method actor, the common principles and practices of
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the various Method traditions are sufficiently ubiquitous that they can be treated as
commonplace. The core theoretical claim of this dissertation is that these actorly
connections are the solicitation of three complimentary, simultaneous, and overlapping
empathetic bonds: an Intrasubjective connection between the quotidian actor and her
situational character; an Intersubjective connection among performing actors; and, a
Performative connection between the performing actor and her anticipated audience
through the surrogate camera.
The ethnographic component of this dissertation validates the theoretical model
with data gathered during interviews with 15 professional North American screen actors,
as well as the author’s own decades of experience as a professional actor. This
ethnographic component follows the actors’ practices from audition preparation to script
analysis to performance habits on set. Overall, the interviews present screen acting
technique as an amorphous and adaptable enculturation of the actor’s bodymind, free to
embrace, blend, alter, and ignore whatever commonplace principles of realist acting the
actor sees fit as she solicits her empathetic connections. When appropriate, this research
punctuates the ethnographic interviews with documented examples from well-known
western screen actors, such as Marlon Brando, Daniel Day-Lewis, Diane Keaton, and
Robert De Niro. Despite major differences in technique, the ensuing continuity of
practices from A-list star actors to the lesser-known actors who were interviewed for this
study presents the screen actor’s empathetic solicitations as having many viable paths: the
goal of soliciting a connection with the targets remains stable, even if the methods
towards that goal vary from practitioner to practitioner.
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The Introductory Chapter outlines the shortcomings of mainstream critical
approaches to analyzing screen acting, which are largely attributable to the inherently
spectatorial vantage point that conflates acting with performance. Analyses of the cultural
semiotics of a performance’s gestures, postures, and vocal intonations struggle to account
for the intentionality behind the performance. Kuleshovian reductivism famously negates
all actorly agency by presuming that montage will always be film’s primary maker of
meaning, but cannot account for what happens if an actor starts to perform. As an
alternative to these approaches, this chapter suggests that screen acting should be studied
in a way that accounts for the actor’s intentionality. This research therefore brackets
“performance” as an important phase in an actor’s work instead of treating it as the
entirety of the actor’s work. Since Theatre Studies already contains significant research
into actors’ bodymind processes during performance, this study proposes to specify how
the common creativity of realist acting practices across media manifest in screen acting.
Chapter 1’s literature review of core concepts in neurophenomenology, empathy,
and contemporary acting research provides the necessary critical context for the ensuing
analysis. In neurophenomenology, the mind and body (henceforth, the “bodymind”) are
inextricably interconnected as a self-perpetuating Dynamic System that constantly reorganizes itself to relate to its ever-changing lived circumstances. The bodymind
meshwork dissolves any easy distinction between internal perturbations and external
stimuli, while also providing a critical framework for how selves can transform over time
in their ongoing efforts to make sense of their lived world. This positions the actor’s
character as a situational self, aspects of the actor’s imagination, memory, and corporeal
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resources cobbled together by the self-organizing bodymind meshwork in a configuration
that is not immediately recognizable as the actor’s quotidian self.
Neurophenomenology’s primary contribution to the study of empathy is the
notion of appresentations: perceptions from the perspective of a different self than one’s
own self, which form the bodymind’s foundation for empathizing with another person.
This section connects mirror neuron research with Vittorio Gallese’s contemporary
neuroaesthetic modelling of the Mirror Mechanism, a holistic interpretation of the social,
cultural, and neuroscientific processes of mirroring. The Mirror Mechanism is then
connected to three core philosophical conceptions of empathy: Amy Coplan’s criteria for
empathetic relationships; Edith Stein’s “intentional pull” within empathy; and Susan
Feagin’s suggestion for the cognitive reconstruction of character personalities while
reading literature. Coplan contends that all empathetic relationships across disciplines
and applications contain the same three foundational criteria: an Affective Match
between observer and target; the observer’s Other-Oriented Perspective Taking; and the
maintenance of a Self-Other Distinction between observer and target. Stein’s
phenomenological model of empathy is particularly relevant to the Other-Oriented
Perspective Taking criteria because of the suggestion that people are hardwired to
reconstruct the intentionality of those who they observe, and are thereby “pulled” towards
their target. Feagin effectively extends this capacity for the reconstruction of a target
subjectivity’s intentionality to realist fictional characters because of the common
cognitive scaffolding that the character shares with the reader. The final section of
Chapter 1 reviews contemporary Theatre Studies research on realist acting to extrapolate
the cognitive and phenomenological models of the common creativity at its core.
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Chapter 2 uses the critical concepts introduced in Chapter 1 to present the
dissertation’s major theoretical model of screen acting as a practice of soliciting empathy.
Each of the Intrasubjective, Intersubjective, and Performative connections are qualified
through Coplan’s criteria for empathetic relationships. Strasberg’s Affective Memory
exercise exemplifies the kinds of traditionally internal emotional and imaginary work that
many actors do to develop relevant appresentations towards their Intrasubjective
connection. Similarly, Meisner’s primary training exercise, the Repetition Game,
provides actors with a viable skill set for prioritizing the Intersubjective connection with
their scene partners. Although less explicitly prescribed across mainstream Method
practices than the Intrasubjective and Intersubjective connections, the actor’s
Performative solicitation completes realist actor’s verisimilar illusion by making the
Intrasubjective and Intersubjective connections lucid to the camera.
This model of empathetic connections is perhaps idealistic in that the social,
industrial, practical, and personal circumstances that surround screen acting often impact
how an actor acts the way that she does, both in general and for a given role. The
following three ethnographic chapters chart the actor’s progressive stages of practice
from auditions to script analysis to on-set techniques in terms of how actors commonly
generate the necessary appresentations for each empathetic solicitation.
Chapter 3 outlines the industrial pressures within acting culture, such as the
scarcity of professional work, the economic precarity between acting jobs, and the fickle
cruelty of the casting process. Auditions are positioned within the casting process as a
highly specialized screen performance style, rather than an example of full-fledged screen
acting, due to the fact that most screen auditions only gage the overlap between the
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actor’s Intrasubjective and Performative connections. To further compound the matter,
auditioning actors rarely have access to the entire screenplay for the production at hand.
A considerable percentage of the audition’s Intrasubjective appresentations are based on
guesswork from the limited version of the screenplay that they are given, which thereby
emphasizes their ability to communicate the situational character’s cognitive scaffolding
to the camera based on intuition, creative insight, and blind hope that the casting director
and producer similarly envision the character. In a sense, screen auditions allow the actor
to demonstrate a worst-case scenario to the producer and casting director of what her
performance would look like if she has no meaningful connection with her fellow actors.
Chapter 4 focuses on common script analysis tactics for screen actors, on the
assumption that the auditioning actor of Chapter 3 has been hired for the role. The
common tactics for constructing the character’s cognitive scaffolding described during
my interviews are divided into three major categories that are based on their relative
balance of imagination and memory. The “bottom-up” approaches rely on the actor’s
transposition of her quotidian memories into her character’s affective experiences. Actor
Kevin McGarry, for example, identifies the fundamental affective values within key
moments in his character’s emotional life and replaces them with his own comparable
experiences, on the assumption that this atomization of experiences makes his performed
emotional state relatable for his audiences. The “top-down” approaches, such as actor
Danellene O’Flynn’s use of archetypes and the adoption of Jungian family archetypes in
the screen training regimen at Toronto’s Pro Actor’s Lab, are primarily reliant on the
actor’s imagination. In these approaches, the actor creates a compelling imaginary image
for her character and “wears” it like an invisible costume, in the hopes that this image
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will provoke interesting performance choices when read through the character. The
“balanced” approach is by far the most common, wherein the actor freely blends personal
recollections and imaginary images during script analysis to connect to a scripted
character’s lived experiences. Actor Antonio Cayonne evocatively likens this kind of
character work to the mythical Minotaur: a creature with the body of one beast and the
head of another. Ultimately, the actor is free to develop her Intrasubjective
appresentations of the scripted character however she deems appropriate, on the firm
understanding that whatever appresentations she develops must be actionable on set.
Chapter 5 contrasts two common sets of on-set actorly habits for soliciting all
three empathetic connections: Dinicol’s Jazz and Lisinska’s Tears. Both sets of habits
reflect the ecumenical nature of on-set production culture, and force the actor to develop
a compelling metaphor for the camera as a trusted co-collaborator. In Dinicol’s Jazz, the
actor prioritizes her Intersubjective connection with her fellow actors in the hopes that the
camera will adequately capture the iterative loop of sincere reactions between the
performers. This approach is particularly resonant with actors who actively embrace
Meisner’s Method. Inversely, Lisinska’s Tears prioritizes the overlap between the actor’s
Intrasubjective connection and her Performative solicitation by actively using all on-set
circumstances and resources – including the camera. In a sense, Lisinska’s Tears is the
logical extension of audition performance techniques to full-fledged screen acting: as
long as the Lisinska’s Tears actor can establish enough of an Intersubjective connection
with her scene partner to complete the verisimilar illusion, she can focus on addressing
her performance to the camera.
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The concluding Chapter 6 presents preliminary work on three potential future
projects. First, the three empathetic solicitations as supported by Coplan’s criteria could
be used as a useful comparative framework for analyzing realist screen acting practices
across time periods, localities, and performance traditions. Jared Leto’s on-set antics
while shooting Suicide Squad and Diane Keaton’s performance in Annie Hall are
presented as preliminary case studies. Second, this research could be foundational to a
theoretical model of collective cognition and collaborative authorship in screen media
production. Third and finally, this dissertation suggests that a critical framework for
analyzing screen acting practices could lead to new and compelling insights into how
actors contribute to film form, especially in light of the growing importance of motioncapture-suit performances and the ensuing collaborations with CGI animators.
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Nederlandse samenvatting “De
Bewegende Delen: Filmacteren en
Empathie”
Film en Media Studies heeft lange tijd geen kritisch theoretisch raamwerk gehad
om film acteren te kunnen analyseren zonder het direct over een acteurs optreden of
performance te hebben. Alhoewel in Media Studies stromingen zoals Star Studies de
acteur centraal staat, richt de analyse van performances zich veelal op culturele
semiotiek. Hierdoor wordt het werk achter de performance buiten beschouwing gelaten.
De creatieve kracht, of agency, van acteurs wordt gemarginaliseerd door tradities in
formele film analyse zoals het Kuleshov Effect en auteur kritiek, waarbij de aanname
wordt gedaan dat acteren op zijn best ondergeschikt - en op zijn slechtst een bijwerking –
is van andere betekenis gevende krachten. Meestal beschouwen deze theorieën de screen
performance vanuit het kijkersperspectief, waarbij het optreden op het scherm wordt
gezien als een voltooide tekst, die klaar is voor semiotische ontleding. Dit proefschrift wil
breken met het idee dat screen performance en screen acting hetzelfde zijn. Vertrekkend
vanuit het idee van film acteren als een praktijk, belicht dit proefschrift de creatieve
kracht of agency van filmacteurs.
Dit onderzoek combineert theoretische en etnografische methodologieën om film
acteren te analyseren vanuit het perspectief van de acteur. Het uitgangspunt van het
theoretische raamwerk wordt ingegeven door het alomtegenwoordige motief van
“verbindingen” in invloedrijke realistische, “naturalistische”, acteer lessystemen. Dit
wordt verbonden met het neuro fenomenologische model van subjectiviteit, waarin
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cognitieve neurowetenschap en fenomenologische filosofie worden beschouwd als
complementair. Dit neurofenomenologische model van subjectiviteit wordt vervolgens
ingezet om de kernpraktijken en principes van Amerikaanse Method Acting stijlen van
onder andere Lee Strasberg, Sanford Meisner en Stella Adler onder de loep te nemen.
Ook al ziet niet elke acteur zichzelf als een Method acteur, zijn de algemene principes en
praktijken van de verschillende Method-tradities genoeg alomtegenwoordig dat deze
kunnen worden gezien als gemeengoed. Het centrale theoretische punt van dit
proefschrift is dat bovengenoemde “verbindingen” worden gevormd door drie
complementaire, gelijktijdige, en overlappende empathische banden: een Intrasubjectieve
verbinding tussen de acteur en zijn of haar gesitueerde personage; een Intersubjectieve
verbinding tussen de spelende acteurs; en een Performatieve verbinding tussen de
optredende acteur en haar geanticipeerde publiek via de (plaatsvervangende) camera.
De etnografische component van dit proefschrift bekrachtigt dit theoretische
model door middel van verzamelde interviewdata met 15 professionele NoordAmerikaanse filmacteurs, aangevuld met de persoonlijke jarenlange ervaring van de
auteur als professionele acteur. Deze etnografische component volgt de praktijk van
acteurs vanaf de voorbereidingen voor audities en script analyse tot acteer gewoonten op
de filmset. De interviews belichten de film acteer aanpak als een ongestructureerde en
aanpasbare belichaming van de acteurs bodymind (lichaam-geest), vrij om basisprincipes
van realistisch acteren te vermengen, aan te passen en te negeren, in lijn met hoe de
acteur empathische verbindingen wil aangaan. Waar gepast, worden etnografische
inzichten onderbouwd met gedocumenteerde voorbeelden van gerenommeerde westerse
filmacteurs, zoals Marlon Brando, Daniel Day-Lewis, Diane Keaton en Robert De Niro.
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Ondanks grote verschillen in aanpak of techniek, laten de overeenkomsten tussen
praktijken van A-lijst steracteurs en minder bekende acteurs die geïnterviewd zijn voor
dit onderzoek zien dat filmacteurs’ empathische werk veel mogelijke paden kan nemen:
het doel om de drie verschillende verbindingen aan te gaan blijft stabiel zelfs als de
methoden om dit doel te bereiken grote verschillen laten zien tussen verschillende
acteurs.
In de Introductie wordt uiteengezet wat de tekortkomingen zijn van reguliere
kritische benaderingen die film acteren analyseren. Deze tekortkomingen zijn grotendeels
toe te schrijven aan het intrinsieke kijkersperspectief dat wordt aangenomen; hierin wordt
acteren gezien als een optreden, of performance. Analyses van de culturele semiotiek van
performances richten zich op de gebaren, houdingen en stem intonaties van acteurs.
Hierdoor worden de intenties achter deze performances onderbelicht. De reductivistische
Kuleshov benadering stelt dat de film montage de uiteindelijke betekenis geeft aan een
film, en dat een acteur geen enkele invloed heeft op deze betekenisgeving. Als een
alternatief voor deze theorie suggereert dit hoofdstuk dat film acteren zou moeten
benaderd op een manier die rekening houdt met de intentionaliteit van de acteur. Dit
onderzoek stelt daarom dat de performance een belangrijk onderdeel vormt van het werk
van de acteur, in plaats van deze performance te zien als het enige werk van de acteur.
Aangezien theaterwetenschap al aanzienlijke aandacht besteedt aan de bodymind
processen van acteurs tijdens het spel en de performance, richt dit onderzoek zich op het
specificeren van hoe creativiteit van realistische acteerpraktijken zich manifesteert in film
acteren.
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De literatuurstudie in Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht van kernconcepten in
neurofenomenologie, empathie, en hedendaags acteer onderzoek, waardoor een
noodzakelijke kritische, theoretische, context wordt gegeven voor de analytische
hoofdstukken in het proefschrift. In neurofenomenologie worden de geest en het lichaam
(hierna de bodymind) onlosmakelijke verbonden als een zichzelf in stand houdend
dynamisch systeem, dat zichzelf continue vormt om zich te verhouden tot constant
veranderende levensomstandigheden en situaties. Het bodymind netwerk lost de
mogelijkheid om een eenvoudig verschil te maken tussen interne verstoringen en externe
stimuli op, en levert tegelijkertijd een kritisch raamwerk om te beschouwen hoe het “zelf”
kan transformeren in voortdurende pogingen om de geleefde ervaring te begrijpen. Dit
positioneert het personage van de acteur als een gesitueerd zelf, aspecten van de acteurs
verbeelding, geheugen, en fysieke kenmerken als samengebracht door het zelforganiserend bodymind netwerk in een configuratie die niet direct herkenbaar is als de
acteurs dagelijkse zelf.
De primaire bijdrage van neurofenomenologie aan onderzoek naar empathie is de
notie van appresenaties: percepties vanuit het perspectief van iemand anders dan iemands
eigen zelf, welke de basis vormen voor de bodymind om empathie te kunnen voelen voor
een ander person. Deze sectie verbindt onderzoek naar spiegelneuronen met Vittorio
Gallese’s hedendaagse neuro esthetische modellering van spiegel mechanismes (Mirror
Mechanisms), een holistische interpretatie van de sociale, culturele, en neuro esthetische
spiegelingsprocessen. Het spiegel mechanisme wordt vervolgens verbonden met drie
filosofische kernconceptualiseringen van empathie: Amy Coplan’s criteria voor het
vormen van empathische relaties; Edith Stein’s “intentionele aantrekkingskracht” in
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empathie; en Susan Feagin’s suggestie voor het cognitief her construeren van personage
persoonlijkheden tijdens het lezen van literatuur. Coplan beweert dat alle empathische
relaties aan dezelfde drie basiscriteria voldoen: een Affectieve Congruentie (Affective
Match) tussen de waarnemer en de ander; de waarnemers Ander-Georiënteerde
Perspectief (Other-Oriented Perspective Taking); en het behouden van een Zelf-Ander
Onderscheid (Self-Other Distinction) tussen de waarnemer en de ander. Stein’s
fenomenologische model van empathie is met name relevant voor het AnderGeoriënteerde Perspectief criterium vanwege de suggestie dat mensen van nature de
intentie van de ander reconstrueren, en dat zij daarbij naar de ander worden “getrokken”.
Feagin breidt deze theorie uit door deze toe te passen op realistische fictieve personages;
hierbij wordt uitgegaan van een cognitief raamwerk (cognitive scaffolding) dat wordt
gedeeld door het personage en de lezer. In de laatste sectie van Hoofdstuk 1 wordt een
overzicht gegeven van hedendaags theaterwetenschappelijk onderzoek naar
realistisch/naturalistisch acteren en worden de cognitieve en fenomenologische modellen
van creativiteit die ten grondslag liggen aan dit onderzoek geëxtrapoleerd.
In Hoofdstuk 2 worden de theoretische concepten uit Hoofdstuk 1 ingezet om het
theoretische model van film acteren als empathie-aantrekkende praktijk uiteen te zetten.
Elk van de Intrasubjectieve, Intersubjective, en Performatieve verbindingen worden
geschikt bevonden door de lens van Coplan’s criteria voor empathische relaties.
Strasberg’s Affective Memory oefening is een voorbeeld van het traditionele interne
emotionele en verbeeldingswerk dat veel acteurs moeten doen om relevante
appresentaties te ontwikkelen om hun Intrasubjectieve verbinding aan te gaan. Meisner’s
primaire oefening is vergelijkbaar; de Repetition Game geeft acteurs de vaardigheid om
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prioriteit te geven aan de Intersubjectieve verbinding met hun scène partners. Alhoewel
dit minder expliciet wordt voorgeschreven in mainstream Method-praktijken dan de
Intrasubjectieve en Intersubjectieve verbindingen, maakt de acteurs Performatieve
verbinding de realistisch acterende acteurs illusie compleet door de Intrasubjectieve en
Intersubjectieve verbindingen observeerbaar te maken voor de camera.
Dit voorgestelde model van empathische verbindingen is wellicht idealistisch in
de zin dat de sociale, industriële, praktische, en persoonlijk omstandigheden rondom film
acteren vaak impact hebben op hoe een acteur acteert, over het algemeen en in een
specifieke rol. De volgende drie etnografische hoofdstukken brengen de acteurs graduele
stadia in kaart, van audities, tot script analyse, tot on-set technieken in termen van hoe
acteurs de noodzakelijke appresentaties van elke empathische verbinding maken.
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de industriële druk in de acteercultuur, zoals de schaarste
van professioneel werk, de financiële onzekerheid tussen acteerklussen in, en de
onvoorspelbare wreedheid van casting processen. Audities wordt gepositioneerd binnen
het casting proces als een zeer gespecialiseerde film performance stijl, in plaats van als
een voorbeeld van volledig film acteren, vanwege het feit dat de meeste film audities
alleen gericht zijn op het inschatten van de overlap tussen de acteurs Intrasubjectieve en
Performatieve verbindingen. Wat het auditie proces nog gecompliceerder maakt, is dat
auditerende acteurs zelden toegang hebben tot het hele script van de productie. Een
aanzienlijk percentage van de audities Intrasubjectieve appresenaties is gebaseerd op gok
werk op basis van de beperkte versie van het script dat aan acteurs wordt gegeven. Dit
gegeven benadrukt hun vermogen om het gesitueerde personages cognitieve raamwerk te
communiceren naar de camera, gebaseerd op intuïtieve, creatieve inzichten, en blinde
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hoop dat de casting director en producer eenzelfde idee hebben over het personage. Film
audities maken het voor de acteur mogelijk om een worst-case scenario aan de producer
en casting director te laten zien van hoe haar performance eruit zou kunnen zien als zij
geen enkele betekenisvolle band zou hebben met haar mede acteurs.
Hoofdstuk 4 richt zich op script analyse tactieken van filmacteurs, met de
aanname dat de auditerende acteur uit Hoofdstuk 3 is aangenomen voor de rol. De
gebruikelijke tactieken voor de constructie van het personages cognitieve raamwerk die
werden beschreven tijdens de interviews worden verdeeld in drie categorieën die
gebaseerd zijn op hun relatieve balans tussen verbeelding en herinnering. De “bottom up”
aanpak is afhankelijk van de acteurs transpositie van haar dagelijkse, persoonlijke,
herinneringen op haar personages affectieve ervaringen. Acteur Kevin McGarry
bijvoorbeeld, identificeert de fundamentele affectieve waarden in kernmomenten in zijn
personages emotionele belevingswereld en vervangt deze met zijn eigen vergelijkbare
ervaringen, gebaseerd op de aanname dat deze verstuiving van ervaringen zijn gespeelde
emotionele toestand toegankelijk maakt voor zijn publiek. De “top down” aanpak, zoals
actrice Danelle O’Flynn’s gebruik van archetypes en de toepassing van Jungiaanse
familie archetypes in het filmacteerprogramma van Toronto’s Pro Actor Lab, zijn
grotendeels afhankelijk van de acteurs verbeeldingskracht. In deze aanpakken maakt de
acteur een overtuigend imaginair beeld van haar personage en “draagt” ze dit beeld als
een onzichtbaar kostuum, in de hoop dat dit beeld tot interessante performance keuzes zal
leiden wanneer deze wordt ingezet om vorm te geven aan het personage. De
“gebalanceerde” aanpak is het meest veelvoorkomend. Hierbij maakt de acteur vrijelijk
gebruik van het blenden of vermengen van persoonlijke herinneringen en fictieve beelden
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gedurende script analyse om zo een verbinding te maken met de ervaringen van het
gescripte personage. Acteur Antonio Cayonne’s vergelijkt op evocatieve wijze dit soort
werk aan een personage met de mythische Minotaurus: een wezen met het lijf van één
dier en de kop van een ander dier. Uiteindelijk staat het de acteur vrij om haar
Intrasubjectieve appresentaties van haar gescripte personage op haar eigen wijze vorm te
geven, zolang zij zich realiseert dat de ontwikkelde appresentaties praktisch inzetbaar
moeten kunnen zijn op de filmset.
Hoofstuk 5 contrasteert twee algemene vormen van on-set acteursgewoonten die
worden ingezet om alle drie de empathische verbindingen te maken: Dinicol’s Jazz en
Lisinska’s Tears. Beiden gewoonten tonen de oecumenische aard van on-set
productiecultuur, en dwingen de acteur tot het ontwikkelen van een overtuigende
metafoor voor de camera als een betrouwbare, vertrouwde co-collaborator. In Dinicol’s
Jazz geeft de acteur prioriteit aan haar Intersubjectieve verbinding met haar collega
acteurs in de hoop dat de camera op adequate wijze de iteratieve lus van werkelijke
reacties tussen acteurs vastlegt. Deze aanpak resoneert bijzonder goed bij acteurs die op
actieve wijze Meisner’s Method omarmen. Omgekeerd, geeft Lisinska’s Tears de
prioriteit aan de overlap tussen de acteurs Intrasubjectieve verbinding en haar
Performatieve aantrekking door het actief inzetten van on-set omstandigheden en
hulpmiddelen – waaronder ook de camera. Op zich is Lisinska’s Tears een logische
uitbreiding van de auditie speltactieken en technieken naar een volledige film acteer
performance. Zolang de Lisinska’s Tears acteur een voldoende Intersubjectieve
verbinding met haar scène partner kan maken om de schijnwerkelijke illusie te realiseren,
kan zij zich concentreren op het richten van haar performance tot de camera.
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Het concluderende Hoofdstuk 6 presenteert preliminair werk voor drie mogelijke
vervolgprojecten. Allereerst zouden de drie empathische verbindingen, ondersteund door
Coplan’s criteria, ingezet kunnen worden als een bruikbaar vergelijkend raamwerk om
realistisch film acteer praktijken te analyseren in de geschiedenis, op verschillende
plekken, en binnen verschillende acteertradities. Jared Leto’s on-set ongepast gedrag
tijdens het filmen van Suicide Squad en Diane Keaton’s performance in Annie Hall
worden hier voorgesteld als mogelijke casussen. Ten tweede zou dit onderzoek de basis
kunnen vormen voor het verder uitwerken van een theoretisch model van collectieve
cognitie en collaboratief auteurschap in filmmediaproductie. Als derde en laatste oppert
dit proefschrift dat een kritisch raamwerk om film acteren te analyseren als een praktijk
kan bijdragen aan het ontwikkelen van nieuwe en overtuigende inzichten in hoe acteurs
bijdragen aan film vormen, vooral ook in het licht van de groeiende belang van motioncapture-suit performances en de samenwerkingen met CGI-animators die hieruit
voortvloeien.
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